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8 45 Federal Instream Flow Claims Under State Law

The federal government has asserted claims for instream flows both in conjunction
with its reserved rights and with its general management responsibilities The

panelists will discuss a number of related issues including instream flow rights
associated with wilderness areas integrating federal instream flow rights with state

systems and interstate implications of instream flow rights
Panelists
John R Hili Jr U S Department of Justice Denver

Christopher H Meyer National Wildlife Federation Boulder
Richard A Simms Hinkle Cox Eaton Coffield Hensley Santa Fe

Harry W Swainston Deputy Attorney General Nevada
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11 00 Controversies Over Private Instream Flow Appropriations
Private organizations and individuals have attempted with limited success to

appropriate instream flows in a number of western states The speakers will look at

these attempts and discuss the pros and cons of establishing private instream flow

rights

Speaker
Herb Dlshllp Arizona Dept of Water Resources

Panelists

Gary J Prokosch Alaska Dept of Natural Resources
Lori Potter Managing Attorney Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund Denver
David Robbins Colorado Water Conservation Board

12 15 Lunch

1 30 Transferring Senior Water Rights to Instream Flow Protection

In many areas of the West attempts are being made to enhance natural stream flows

by dedicating senior irritation rights to the stream The panelists will look at current

attempts to acquire such rights including an assessment of the economic and legal
issues involved in transferring senior rights to instream flow protection
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2 50 Break
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with an update on the Public Trust Doctrine and their perspectives on the future of
free flowing waters in the western landscape

Speakers
Professor Harrison C Dunning University of California School of Law Davis
Professor Charles F Wilkinson University of Colorado School of Law Boulder

5 00 Adjourn
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KEEPING THE WATERS FLOWING

Streamflow Protection Programs strategies

and Issues in the West

Free flowing waters have been appreciated and revered in the

western united States for as long as people have inhabited the

region Over the centuries water in western rivers lakes and

streams played major pragmatic roles in tribal fishing

transportation and in maintaining important habitat for hunting

But the value of these waters went well beyond practical

functions When new settlers immigrated from the east and south

they found people to whom free flowing waters were key to

spiritual sustenance and religious practices

Although many of the 19th century settlers undoubtably

appreciated the intangible value of free flowing waters this

appreciation was dominated by the concurrent belief that

diverting large quantities of water was key to prospering in this

arid land Entire streams were taken from their channels when

placer miners found gelId deposits to be washed from the Sierra

Nevada hillsides of California Rivers were reduced to empty

beds during the end of hot dry summers on the Colorado high

plains as new farmers irrigated their thirsty crops Throughout



the West water was taken from once thriving streams to satisfy

the needs of crops people and their new economies

This attitude and need for water diversions was reflected in

the laws that developed in local courts and legislatures The

first person to take water from a stream and utilize it acquired

a vested right to continued use of the water Unlike the

easterner who was constrained by riparian water law a western

water user generally could dry up the stream even if people who

lived along its banks later wanted to use a bit of water for

their homes and livestock First in time first in right rang

through western courtrooms and this Doctrine of Prior

Appropriation 1 accelerated the emptying of rivers and streams

of the West No water right was created unless the flow was

diverted from its natural bed and the law rewarded the quickest

to act

A doctrine of prior appropriation was consistent with a young

nation s desire to settle the West and encourage the exploitation

of its vast resource base It failed however to take into

account the important functions that free flowing waters serve

in this arid region As the decades passed and additional

diversions occurred people began fighting to maintain the

values both economic and intangible that instream flows bring

to the West state legislators considered various proposals to

protect important rivers and streams Tribal governments

asserted their rights to instream flows needed to support

fisheries and religious practices Private groups and

individuals sought to wrest from prior appropriators the waters

2



needed to replenish natural levels And the federal government

4It worked to protect instream flows on its western land holdings

Despite frequent resistence by irrigators and other

consumptive user groups a number of the attempts to protect

free flowing waters under western law have succeeded currently

a variety of laws programs and strategies are being applied to

maintain and enhance instream resources in most areas of the

West After describing the multiple benefits of free flowing

waters this Article looks at the ways in which instream flow

protection is pursued in both the pUblic and private sectors

The analysis begins with programs established by western state

legislatures to promote instream resources These include

prohibitions on additional diversions conditions imposed on new

water use permits the creation of instream flow rights and

4It transferring existing water entitlements to instream uses Next

the efforts of Indian tribal governments are assessed followed

in Part IV by ways in which the private sector is asserting

instream flow protection These analyses incorporate discussions

of reserved water rights tribal water codes the Public Trust

Doctrine and opportunities for cooperation Part V describes

federal strategies including ways that statutes and

adminstrative procedurE s are each able to promote instream

resources The Article concludes with a summary of the issues

needing resolution in t his emerging and controversial field of

instream flow protection

4It

3



I THE MULTIPLE BENEFITS OF INSTREAM FLOWS

The intangible value of free flowing water in the West is

significant to many people The aesthetics of a waterfall the

peacefulness of a mountain brook and the power of a torrent

cutting through steep canyons would be sorely missed if they

disappeared from the western landscape Those whose lives are

subtly but significantly enhanced by free flowing waters have

fought with some success to ensure that water remains in the

natural beds of rivers and streams It is doubtful however

that aesthetic and spiritual values of instream flows would have

alone compelled state legislators and administrators to initiate

the protective statutes and actions of recent years Instream

flow enactments in the West have sprung from a recognition of the

broad economic as well as intangible benefits that free flowing

waters bring to a region

A RECREATION

As the agricultural mining and energy industries each took

a nosedive in the West during the 1980s the reliability and

importance of the recreational and tourism sector became

increasingly evident to state policy makers Since this sector

is heavily dependent on water related activities throughout the

western states the value of instream flows to the overall

economy likewise grew in the minds of officials For example in

a 1985 water policy speech by then governor Richard Lamm of

Colorado the wisdom of perpetuating historic water uses at the

4



expense of instream values was questioned To emphasize this

4It point the governor stated that alfalfa which consumes 27 of

Colorado s water injected only 156 million year into the state s

economy while recreation and tourism accounted for more than 4

billion in annual statewide benefit

Similar disparities in value occur in other regions of the

West where fishing cOlmmercial rafting boating and scenic

waterways attract large numbers of people Millions of dollars

of revenue are lost when these activities are undermined by

diminished stream flows losses that debilitate local economies

as well as prove disruptive statewide The loss of recreational

opportunities also has a detrimental effect unrelated to money

on those who find pleasure and a release of urban tensions in

water based activities

4It
B OTHER ECONOMIC BENEFITS

4It

Other sectors of the economy independent of recreation and

tourism are also enhanced by free flowing waters In many areas

of the West revenues from water borne commerce and hydropower

are important to the economy Similarly commercial fishing is

highly dependent on instream flows in many western areas Also

an environment enhanced by streams and lakes helps to attract new

businesses looking to locate in areas where their employees can

enjoy a high quality of life

Instream flows also save cities and industries millions of

dollars in sewage and effluent treatment costs Wastewater

typically must be treated to ensure that the receiving waters do

5



not exceed contaminant standards A loss of instream flows to

dilute the effluent can result in more stringent treatment

requirements on the city or industry prior to discharging its

effluent

C ROLE IN THE ENVIRONMENT

The benefits of instream flows to the natural environment

are readily apparent in the West Streamflows are needed to

maintain endangered fish species and the aquatic environment as a

whole Free flowing waters are crucial to terrestrial species as

well Natural rivers and streams create ribbons of habitat

throughout the arid West that are essential to the life cycles of

various species as well as to the ecosystem as a whole This

benefit translates into additional economic value where hunting

bird watching and other land based activities add to local

revenues

A less obvious but very important function played in the

natural environment by instream flows involves maintaining the

physical capacity of stream beds and river channels to carry

runoff Channel capacities often depend on instream flows to

transport sediment that would otherwise clog the channel and

create a number of problems When natural flows are depleted

the resulting sediment build up can cause flooding erosion

meandering of the streambed and a reduction in the overall

capacity to carry runoff In addition in areas where reservoirs

or major diversions prevent periodic high spring runoff that

historically scoured the streambed new vegetation growth can

6



encroach on the channel and further reduce its capacity

II INSTREAM FLOW STRATEGIES OF WESTERN STATES

In recognition of the many benefits of free flowing waters

most western state legislatures have enacted statutes to protect

instream flows The purposes of these laws typcially incorporate

the desire to protect fish life although the enabling statutes

also reflect the variety of values represented by instream

waters For instance California officials may protect

free flowing water for recreation and the enhancement of wildlife

resources 2 In Idaho instream flow protection includes the

promotion of hydropower 3 while Colorado s statute broadly

provides that instream flow rights be designed to protect the

natural environment to a reasonable degree 4 Alaska

legislators specified that instream flow rights may be created to

promote navigation water quality fish migration wildlife

habitat float plane landing and a number of other beneficial

uses 5

As of 1988 only three of the westernmost states do not have

legislatively created programs to promote instream flow

protection See Appendix A In two of the states without

legislation Arizona and Nevada officials have administratively

recognized the right to establish instream flow rights under

certain conditions independent of expressed legislative

authorization Only New Mexico has elected to neither

7



administratively nor legislatively recognize instream flows as a

protectable beneficial use of water under any circumstances

The characteristics and effectiveness of instream flow

strategies embodied in statute differs greatly from state to

state The legislatively created programs fall into four basic

categories described in the following sections

A PROHIBITIONS AGAINST NEW DIVERSIONS

The earliest form of instream flow protection to appear

legislatively in the West involved prohibiting new diversions

from specified streams In the 1920s Oregon placed a moratorium

on new withdrawals from a number of streams with important salmon

fisheries and scenic beauty A typical statute read

The unappropriated waters of Milton Creek and its

tributaries are withdrawn from appropriation except for

domestic use through the year and storage during the period

beginning November 1 and ending April 30 of each year 6

Some western states expanded this concept into a

comprehensive program for protecting wild and scenic rivers from

further appropriation For example in 1972 California declared

that it was state policy that certain rivers which possess

extraordinary scenic recreational fishery or wildlife values

shall be preserved in their free flowing state 7 The

legislature provided that no dams could be built on certain

rivers and no diversions approved that would adversely affect the

8



natural character of the river As in Oregon however an

exception was carved out to allow for new domestic water

diversions if needed

Prohibiting new water withdrawals is an effective way to

maintain existing instream flow levels with a minimum of

administrative red tape This strategy however can prove too

restrictive for streams which during certain seasons and wet

years carry sufficient water for new diversions without injuring

the instream values Consequently a number of states have

developed more flexible alternatives for instream flow

protection

B WATER USE PERMIT DENIAL AND CONDITIONS

Every western state requires that an application be filed in

order to obtain a new protectable water right The applications

for new diversions undergo various review procedures and the

states generally issue a permit for the new water right if it

meets approval criteria Also the issuing agency may condition

the permit with restrictions to prevent injury to other water

users or to promote the public interest A number of states have

used these permit review processes as avenues for instream flow

protection

The explicit right to protect instream flows during the

water use permitting process first appeared in the West in 1949

In that year the Washington state legislature empowered the

water administrative agency to deny a permit application if the

new water use might result in lowering the stream flow below the

9



level necessary to adequately support food fish and game fish

populations 8 Similarly the Utah legislature provided that a

permit could be denied if it will unreasonably affect public

recreation or the natural stream environment 9

outright denial of a new water diversion lacks flexibility

needed in some instances thus a number of states allow the new

permit to be issued subject to protective conditions for instream

flows Two types of instream flow conditions are frequently

incorporated into water use permits The first applied

extensively in California and to some extent in Alaska provides

for a specified level of the natural flow to be left in the

stream by the new permittee It is the duty of new permittees to

ensure that they allow the minimum flow to bypass their diversion

at all times

The second type of per condition creates a similar

result incorporating the requirement that when the natural

eam level falls below a specified flow the permittee shall

discontinue diverting water This strategy is used most

effectively on critical salmon streams in central Washington

where following a basinwide study of instream flow needs the

water agency conditions all new permits to require curtailment of

diversions during low flow periods

C INSTREAM WATER RIGHTS

Conditioning permits on a case by case basis can result in

inconsistencies and prove cumbersome to administer

Consequently a number of state legislatures have authorized the

10



creation of instream flow rights on the same legal footing as

municipal diversions irrigation withdrawals and other

consumptive water rights As explained below these instream

rights may be established by the state through appropriation

reservation or through the transfer of senior water rights

1 Appropriation The concept of appropriations to protect

natural waters dates back to 1925 when the Idaho legislature

designated certain lakes for the preservation of their scenic

beauty and recreational values 10 The associated water right

was issued to the governor to be held in trust for the people of

Idaho It was not until the 1970s however that the concept

blossomed into comprehensive administrative programs to

systematically establish instream flow rights on important rivers

and streams

In 1973 the Colorado legislature empowered the Colorado

Water Conservation Board CWCB to establish water rights on

behalf of the public to maintain instream flows and natural lake

levels Since that time the CWCB has established new water

rights on more than 6 500 miles of Colorado s streams and rivers

and on scores of natural lakes A typical instream flow right

designates a specified level of flow e g 15 cubic feet per

second from Apr l through October 8 cfs during the winter over

a stream segment stretching up to several miles The right does

not ensure that such flow will actually be maintained because

senior water rights may already exist that deplete the stream

below the specified level But the instream flow rights do give

11



the CWCB the authority to curtail junior diversions and limit

proposed transfers of senior rights that could injure the

instream rights

The appropriation of instream flow rights has proven an

effective way to systematically establish protection of instream

resouroes A number of state legislatures have recently set up

programs similar to Colorado s for appropriating instream flow

rights These include wyoming in 1986 after a citizens

initiative drive got a similar law proposed on the ballot

Hawaii in 1986 as part of a comprehensive state water code and

Oregon Which changed administratively set instream flow levels

into vested public water rights

2 Reservations state reservation of instream flows are

similar in concept to appropriative instream rights Pursuant to

statute waters are reserved for instream flow maintenance to

prevent future users from diverting water below the set levels

The Montana and Alaska legislatures followed this model in

creating instream water rights

In Montana the water reservation system was established in

the 1973 Water Use Act ll Under the statute political

subdivisions of the state as well as federal agencies may apply

to the Montana Board of Natural Resources and conservation to

reserve water for instream purposes as well as for future

consumptive needs After an environmental impact statement is

filed and a hearing on the application held the Board may order

the water reserved if it is in the publiC interest Currently

12



instream flows have been reserved only in the Yellowstone River

basin of southern Montana Nearly 4 million acre feet have been

reserved annually for instream uses in the basin above the

river s confluence with the Bighorn River with a priority ahead

of all future agricultural uses In the lower basin a 5 43

milion acre foot per year reservation was established for

instream flows but was deemed subordinate to water needed for

future irrigation

Alaska s reservation program allows any entity or person to

apply for an instream flow right The Department of Natural

Resources will issue the right if the applicant demonstrates

that the reservation will not affect prior appropriators that a

need exists for the instream reservation that unappropriated

water is available and that the proposed reservation is in the

public interest The reSUlting instream flow right is

vulnerable however to future consumptive uses The legislature

provided that the state shall review the reservation every ten

years to determine if it is still needed and consistent with the

public interest 12

D TRANSFERRING EXISTING WATER ENTITLEMENTS

In many basins of the arid West waters have been fully

appropriated by consumptive users Under these circumstances

junior instream water rights are of little value in protecting

instream resources An effective alternative for enhancing

natural flows in these areas is to acquire and dedicate existing

water rights to the stream

13



Recent legislation in Utah Wyoming and Colorado has

explicitly sanctioned this mode of instream flow enhancement In

Utah the state Division of wildlife may file for a change of use

to instream flow purposes from an existing water right given to

the division or purchased by funds from the legislature 13 In

Colorado the state Water Conservation Board may acquire water

rights for instream needs through grant purchase bequest

devise lease exchange or contractual agreement 14

Similarly Wyoming may acquire water rights through voluntary

transfer or gift for instream flow uses 15

Legislation in Oregon during the 1987 session provided an

innovative twist to the transfer of water rights to instream

purposes The new law allows irrigators who conserve water to

sell or use the historically irretrievable losses that they

salvage Such use however is predicated on the condition that

up to 25 of the salvaged water shall be dedicated to the state

for maintaining streamflows if needed for the public

interest 16

States may also promote the temporary transfer of water to

enhance instream flows during critical periods This was done

during the 1987 drought in Montana where the state Fish wildlife

Parks Department purchased 10 000 acre feet of reservoir water

for release to the Bitterroot River This purchase which cost

the department 20 000 helped ensure the survival of rainbow and

brown trout in the river

14
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Like state government Indian tribes have the authority to

manage regulate and control waters in their jurisdictions

Waters flowing through or underlying an Indian reservation

generally fall under tribal jurisdiction regardless of whether

the water is used by the tribe by individual tribal members or

by non Indians residing within the reservation boundaries The

courts have recognized the rights of tribes to issue water use

permits pursuant to tribal water codes and in 1986 and 1987

Congress authorized tribal governments to assume primacy on

Indian reservations over major provisions of the Clean Water Act

and Safe Drinking Water Act 17

A number of Indian tribes have enacted comprehensive water

codes to promote the management use and protection of

reservation water resources These codes typically reflect

among other policies the desire to maintain the natural

environment supported by free flowing waters For example the

avajo Nation Water Code that regulates water use on the Navajo

reservation in northeastern Arizona northwestern New Mexico and 3
southeastern Utah provides that the director of the tribal

Division of Water Resources administer water to ensure that

adequate levels remain in streams rivers ponds and lakes More

specifically in approving new water use permits the director

hall rate conditions nesiqned to maintain pools and

reamflows iildlifQ recreation aesthetic and Navaj

religious val The Tribes of the Fort Peck Indian

CS

15



Reservation have implemented a similar permit condition strategy

in their water code calling for protection for fish wildlife

recreational and aesthetic values 19 The Fort Peck Tribes are

also currently assessing the establishment of an instream flow

program on their tributaries to the Missouri River in

northeastern Montana

Tribal governments have similar opportunities as states

to implement the various instream flow strategies listed in the

previous section They also carry an important additional tool

with which to protect instream flows based on their history as

independent sovereign nations that made treaties and agreements

with the United states In 1908 the u s Supreme Court

recognized that an Indian tribe has reserved water rights that

supercede non Indian water uses established under state law after

creation of the reservation 20 Subsequent court decisions have

established that these Indian water rights include instream flows

needed to support the fishing and hunting rights that tribes

retained pursuant to treaty

The strength of this instream flow protection mechanism was

recently demonstrated in a case involving the Tribes of the

Flathead Reservation in northwestern Montana who argued with

local irrigators over water distributed by the federal Bureau of

Indian Affairs BIA Initially the tribes filed suit claiming

that the BIA had historically delivered too much water to

non Indian irrigators thereby reducing instream flows and

destroying important fish populations In 1986 the BIA altered

its distribution criteria protecting instream waters in order to

16



support tribal fishing rights guaranteed by the 1859 Treaty of

4It Hells Gate The irrigation districts in turn filed an injunction

stating that the reduced diversions injured their members

The federal district court judge ruled in favor of the

non Indian irrigators stating that the BIA must be guided by the

principle of just and equal distribution of all waters of the

Reservation The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals overturned this

finding in November 1987 stating that the Treaty of Hells Gate

accompanied by a history indicating that one of the

essential purposes in creating the reservation was to

preserve Indians right to fish created a reserved

instream water right in the Tribe 21

4It The court then invoked the concept of first in time first

in right concluding

Because any aboriginal fishing rights secured by treaty are

prior to all irrigation rights neither the BIA nor the

Tribes are subject to a duty of fair and equal distribution

of reserved fishery waters

Consequently the BIA must continue to administer the water

distribution network to ensure that sufficient flows remain in

the natural stream to support tribal fishing activities

4It

17



IV OPPORTUNITIES IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR

Tribal instream flow rights are frequently viewed with

caution by water user groups that want maximum flexibility under

state law to use and manage local waters similarly instream

flow rights held by private individuals or organizations are

often perceived as constraints to future water development As

a consequence of this latter fact most western state

legislatures have authorized only governmental agencies to hold

instream water rights under programs that balance competing

instream and consumptive uses Utah and Wyoming in their 1986

instream flow legislation and Colorado in its 1987 amendments to

its enabling statute each specified a single state agency to hold

instream water rights established under state

This does not mean however that private interests are

unable to participate in instream flow protection For example

the Nature Conservancy is currently negotiating the purchase of

water rights in Colorado and Utah to dedicate to the states for

instream resources Also a number of other strategies

have been asserted by instream flow advocates to enhance

free flowing waters in the West As explained below these

include private appropriation of instream water rights

coordinating water uses and reservoir releases and asserting the

Public Trust Doctrine

A PRIVATE INSTREAM APPROPRIATION

Despite the fact that several legislatures have explicitly
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prohibited the creation of instream flow rights held by the

private sector in some western states individuals and

organizations are asserting this appropriation strategy Most

notably during the early 1980s an environmental advocacy group

applied for two instream flow rights on an ecologically important

river in southern Arizona The state Department of Water

Resources approved the applications after determining that fish

and wildlife protection is a beneficial water use under Arizona

law a physical diversion is not required for appropriating a new

water right and the applicant had followed the necessary

procedures for establishing a valid right

Approval of these two applications opened the way for

numerous new instream flow filings submitted by a variety of

applicants The Arizona Department of Water Resources is

currently assessing what action it should take on these new

claims It has appointed an interagency task force including

members from the private sector to develop recommendations on

technical and institutional matters Without cooperative

efforts advocates of free flowing waters fear that the

legislature may step in to foreclose private instream flow

claims while water user groups want to ensure that private

instream rights do not constrain their future options

Only in Alaska has a western state legislature explicitly

empowered the private sector to participate in an instream flow

program as a rights holder The Alaska Water Use Act allows any

person to reserve a quantity of water for stream or lake

level maintenance for a number of purposes These include
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B COORDINATING WATER USE AND RELEASES

Because most states prevent the private sector from

appropriating instream rights advocates of free flowing waters

have looked to alternatives to promote their goals One option

is to purchase and dedicate water rights to the state for

instream flow protection but this is often expensive In the

Colorado Rockies above Denver a 10 cfs senior irrigation right

would sell for more than 1 million under current market

conditions Although water rights in other parts of the West

generally sell for less than in Colorado purchases for instream

flow maintenance are prohibitively costly in most instances

In lieu of purchasing water rights some advocates have

negotiated to induce reservoir owners to alter their

operations in order to enhance instream flows during critical

times This strategy is particularly applicable in the West

since one quarter of all the farmland in the region is served by

federal Bureau of Reclamation reservoirs In addition scores of

private reservoirs are scattered throughout the region providing

opportunities for innovative operating criteria that promote
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instream resources

Examples of this strategy have occurred on the Rio Chama in

New Mexico an area devoid of state recognized instream flow

rights On the Rio Chama a river heavily fished and rafted

recreational users negotiated with owners of water in an upstream

reservoir to alter their operating criteria to maximize releases

of stored water on summer weekends This arrangement did not

cost the water owners anything since they were able to recapture

the water for subsequent beneficial use in a downstream

reservoir and the commercial rafting industry and recreational

users received enhanced opportunities on weekends

High in the headwaters of the Rio Chama another arrangement

was made by fishing interests with the Bureau of Reclamation to

promote instream flows The Bureau stores water in Heron

Reservoir imported from the Colorado River basin for delivery to

Albuquerque and other Rio Grande basin users Pursuant to

contracts with the Bureau the users must take delivery of their

water by December 31 or lose it Since many contractors did not

request deliveries until close to the deadline December found

the Rio Chama with very high flows followed by extremely low

flows during critical winter months This release schedule

proved detrimental to the local trout population and talks with

fishing interests commenced to persuade the Bureau to extend the

delivery deadline into April An agreement was reached which

results in no harm to the Bureau provides more breathing room to

water contractors and enhances winter flows in the Rio Chama

Throughout areas of the West alteration of reservoir
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operations may prove useful to instream resources Also

opportunities for enhancement may exist even in those locales

without reservoir storage For example instream flows could be

enhanced simply by moving the place of use or point of diversion

of a senior irrigation right further downstream Also

arrangements could be made where needed with irrigators to

defer diversions during critical dry spells to enable the

survival of local fish populations Under this arrangement

paying the irrigator for crop damage during infrequent drought

events would be far less expensive than purchasing the permanent

water right

Where none of these strategies suffice to adequately protect

instream resources free flowing water advocates have been

assessing and in some cases asserting their ultimate tool the

Public Trust Doctrine

C ASSERTING THE PUBLIC TRUST

The Public Trust Doctrine is perceived by many westerners as

the vehicle through which the public interest in fully

appropriated streams can be reestablished without costly

expenditures others view it as an underhanded means of

sidestepping constitutional protections and taking the vested

property rights of farmers and other senior water users Each

attitude reflects the understanding that the doctrine indeed

wields the potential for greatly enhancing instream flows in the

western states

The roots of the Public Trust Doctrine reach into English
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common law where the sovereign could not prevent the people from

using tidelands and coastal waters for fishing and navigation

needed for the public good This concept was carried into

American jurisprudence and constrained state governments from

turning over coastal lands to private enterprises to the

detriment of the public needs in these areas Then in 1983 the

California supreme court applied this public trust concept to

inland waters setting off both considerable hope and

consternation in various westerners who wondered if it would be

applied in their states as well

The California supreme court in its 1983 decision ruled that

Los Angeles diversions from tributaries of Mono Lake were

subordinate to the public values supported by the lake 23 To

the extent that the diversions were lowering the lake level and

destroying important public values e g bird habitat scenic

beauty the diversions should be curtailed Under the Public

Trust Doctrine California as the sovereign had no right to issue

permits for water diversions that undermined the public values

entrusted to the state on behalf of its citizens The court

remanded the case for a determination of what level of flow was

needed in the tributaries to ensure maintenance of the public

trust values in Mono Lake

The Mono Lake decision threw open the door to the

reallocation of water resources from historic uses to instream

flows in the West In most western states however the courts

have not ruled on whether the Public Trust Doctrine applies to

protecting local inland waters Only in Idaho has the state
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supreme court followed the lead of California in explicitly

recognizing the strength of the doctrine In applying the

doctrine the Idaho director of water resources recently

demonstrated how the pUblic trust may influence the maintenance

of instream flows in that state In approving a junior instream

right under the state s streamflow appropriation program the

director explained the elements of the Public Trust Doctrine in

Idaho

liThe waters of the natural streams springs and lakes within

the boundaries of the state of Idaho are a public trust

resource The state as sovereign or an agency

authorized by statute to exercise the powers of the state

may grant rights to the use of the public trust resource

but any grants remain subject to the public trust This

duty is a continuing duty which may take precedence over

vested water rights 24

The director after stating that the junior instream right

was currently subordinate to existing diversionary rights

retained jurisdiction over the case for future review under the

Public Trust Doctrine He concluded that this review may affect

vested water rights water if existing diversions later were shown

to contravene the public values supported by the instream flow

right
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v PROTECTIONS UNDER FEDERAL LAW

The preceding sections have demonstrated the various

strategies invoked by states Indian tribes and private

interests to promote free flowing waters A description of

instream flow protection is incomplete however without a look

to the federal government Not only may federal agencies apply

for instream rights under the laws of several western states but

independent avenues exist under federal law for agencies to

establish strong instream resource protections Opportunities

spring from federal permitting programs environmental statutes

enacted by Congress and the reserved water rights doctrine

A LICENSING AND PERMIT CONDITIONS

Federal permits or licenses must usually be issued prior to

the development of new water diversion and storage projects If

the project involves water developed on or from the National

Forests application must be made to the Forest Service for a

permit to construct diversion and storage facilities In issuing

a permit the Forest Service requires that natural streamflows be

allowed to flow by or through the structure in order to maintain

fisheries recreational opportunities and other uses important

to forest users If hydropower is part of a water project the

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission becomes involved

irrespective of whether the project is on federal lands FERC in

issuing hydropower licenses generally includes conditions that

ensure adequate bypass flows for instream resource protection
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The u s Army Corps of Engineers undertakes a similar although

generally less stringent review prior to issuing its 404 permits

for works such as dams placed in navigable waterways

B SECONDARY EFFECTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL STATUTES

In issuing permits or taking other actions federal agencies

are guided by Congressional enactments to protect the

environment Key among these is the Endangered Species Act which

has no explicit provisions for instream water rights but by

implication can have significant effects on water diversions and

use in the West Because the Act prevents federal agencies from

adversely affecting endangered species and their habitat federal

actions inCluding the issuance of permits must not cause the

diminishment of instream flows that support endangered species

An example of the way that the Endangered Species Act can

promote maintenance of instream flows arises in western Colorado

In the Colorado River species of endangered fish persist

including the humpback chub squaw fish and bonytail chub The

U S Fish and wildlife Service has worked on developing plans for

the preservation and recovery of the species in the upper

Colorado River basin including assessments of establishing

minimum streamflow levels Any new water diversions in this

region will have to comform to instream flow requirements or

other mitigation measures mandated by the final recovery plan

The protections potentially afforded instream flows by the

Endangered Species Act have also been demonstrated in the South

Platte River basin of eastern Colorado Irrigators who wanted to
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build a reservoir on a tributary of the South Platte were denied

their initial request for a 404 permit from the Corps of

Engineers due to potential effects on endangered species habitat

The reservoir itself did not affect anyon site endangered

species but the capture of spring runoff that would otherwise

flow downriver to the mainstem of the Platte River was deemed a

potential threat to whooping crane habitat in Nebraska High

spring runoff on the Platte helps maintain the habitat needed to

keep whooping cranes safe from predators during their journey

through Nebraska Consequently issuance of the Corps 404 permit

is contingent upon the irrigators demonstrating that the effects

on the whooping crane by the reservoir project will be

insignificant or mitigated

Although the Endangered Species Act is the most far reaching

example instream flow protection is potentially generated by

other federal environmental statutes as well For instance

instream flows may need to be maintained in order to dilute

non point source pollution or other contaminants controlled under

the Clean Water Act The Salinity Control Act of 1974 also

creates pressures to maintain streamflows primarily in the

headwaters of the Colorado River that dilute high salinity levels

downstream

C RESERVED WATER RIGHTS

A final and potent method under federal law for streamflow

protection involves the establishment of senior instream rights

on federal lands As mentioned in Section III the U S Supreme
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Court in 1908 stated that water rights were reserved for tribal

use at the time that Indian reservations were created In 1963

the Court applied this concept of reserved water rights to

non Indian federal reservations carved out of the public domain

national forests military bases national monuments etc 25

Consequently scenic national parks national wildlife refuges

and other federal lands needing natural water bodies to achieve

their purposes carry instream water rights Consumptive water

uses which began diverting after the creation of the federal

reservation are legally subordinate to the associated federal

instream flow needs

In 1976 the Supreme Court demonstrated the strength of this

federal reserved rights doctrine in Cappaert v United

States 26 This case involved the protection of a natural pool

of water in Devils Hole National Monument near the

Nevada California border which supports the Monument s feature

attraction the desert pupfish In its ruling the Court

restricted groundwater pumping by nearby irrigators that was

lowering the pool to the detriment of the pupfish The Court

ruled that the MonumentJs reserved water right was senior to the

injurious groundwater pumping since the irrigation began after

establishment of the Monument

While the Cappaert controversy was brewing the united

States also sought to establish reserved instream water rights on

its national forest lands The Forest Service claimed that

instream flows were needed to support the purposes for which

Congress had established the national forest system Reserved
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instream water rights were therefore created concurrently with

the designation of federal lands as National Forests However

in 1978 the Supreme Court rejected this argument stating that

Congress s original intent in establishing the national forest

system in 1897 did not include the protection of instream

resources 27 Instead the primary purposes of the national

forests were to promote timber supplies and to protect forested

watersheds to prevent flooding and facilitate the delivery of

reliable water supplies The original purposes the Court

concluded did not include recreational or environmental

amenities

In response to this defeat the Forest Service undertook to

establish instream flow rights based on the Supreme Court s

finding that a primary purpose of the national forests was

securing favorable conditions of flow 28 to prevent flooding

and to deliver reliable water supplies to downstream users The

Forest Service s new instream flow claims are based on the fact

that instream flows help transport sediment which could otherwise

clog stream channels to create erosion and flooding problems

Without viable stream channels maintained by instream flows the

national forests could not secure favorable conditions of flow

for downstream users as mandated by Congress This argument is

currently being asserted by the Forest Service in several western

states with ultimate resolution of the issue unclear

Another unresolved instream water right issue involves

federal Wilderness Areas After the federal government failed to

claim reserved instream rights for designated Wilderness Areas
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sierra Club filed suit to compel the United states to assert

these rights in state water adjudications The reviewing court

agreed with Sierra Club 29 and government officials are

currently assessing ways to implement instream protections in

Wilderness Areas with a minimum of disruption to current and

future water users

VI EMERGING ISSUES

Conflicts over federal water rights demonstrate the high

level ot controversy that surrounds the protection of instream

flows in the west Whether created by state tribal federal or

private entities instream flow programs rarely are established

free of detractors in the water user community An understanding

of each side of the issues surrounding instream resourCe

protection is important in order to adequately prepare for the

tuture

On area of controversy involves setting the quantity of

flow that is needed in partiCUlar instances to support lnstream

resources In most western states the protected amount is tied

to flows needed by fish species Many different models are

applied however to establish the quantity needed for tiall with

little agreement as to the details of which approach is best

Also different value judgments compete when setting the quantity

of an instream flow right Should the level maintain optim m

peeies ploduction or simply ensure population surviv l fne e
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technical and policy questions are complicated further when the

analysis includes instream flow levels needed to dilute

contaminants promote recreation maintain riparian habitat or

to transport sediment

Eventual agreement on the appropriate quantity of an

instream flow right is the beginning rather than the end of the

process to protect instream resources Instream water rights are

only pieces of paper until a commitment is made to enforce the

rights and to physically protect streamflowsfrom new diversions

Such enforcement however is more easily said than done Gaging

stations to measure when the streamflow drops below the specified

level are generally needed as are personnel in sufficient

numbers to monitor the gages and to curtail junior diversions

when the instream flow rights are injured

To ease the difficulties of enforcement states are

assessing and in some instances implementing innovative methods

to facilitate the process For example in central Washington

the state has installed a satellite telemetry system to beam

streamflow data to the enforcement agency which utilizes a toll

free phone in system to inform junior irrigators when they must

curtail diversions In Colorado state personnel monitor private

applications for changes in water rights to spot potential water

transfers that could injure protectable instream flows

Procedural difficulties in enforcing instream flow rights

are compounded by complex policy issues Should a proposed water

development be legally foreclosed by instream flow rights even

when the potential injury to the right is too small to be
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measureable in the stream An example of this difficult issue

would occur where a proposed cluster of mountain cabins would

deplete flows by a maximum of 0 01 cfs on a stream with a 10 0

cfs instream water right Under the laws of many western states

the holder of the senior instream right is entitled to estop the

new diversion regardless of the quantity of the injury Some

commentators would argue that preventing the construction of new

cabins based on undetectable injury to instream flows is poor

pol icy for the economy of the state others would point out that

if instream water rights were only selectively enforced the

incremental effect of dozens of new developments would eventually

injure the instream resources protected for the public good

These issues of enforcement help explain why state

legislatures have generally chosen to prevent the establishment

of private instream water rights Most legiSlatures have given

to state agencies the exclusively role to weigh all
economic

social and environmental factors in establishing and enforcing

the rijhts This desire to retain control and balance also fuels

the conflicts occurring between state governments and their

tribal and federal conterparts regarding instream water claims

Politically powerful water user groups who oppose strong instream

flow proqtcllas are reassured when their state agencies rather

than federal tribal or private entities are overseeing

instream water right decisions

Perhaps the highest level of controversy and emotion

surrounding the issue of instream flow and control accompanies

cUscussions o f the Pub ic Trust Doctrine It is this doctrine
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that carries the biggest threat to consumptive water interest not

4It only in terms of controlling instream flow programs but also in

retaining control over their water rights Should the public

trust values in free flowing waters be asserted to reestablish

depleted streams at the expense of vested diversionary rights

or should the public have to pay to supplement important instream

flows

The answer to this and other difficult questions will face

judges state officials tribal leaders federal agencies and

others involved in shaping the future of western water law As

the 19th century mentality of maximum resource exploitation

slowly gives way to an understanding of the need for conservation

and wise use answers that once were easy are increasingly

complex Appropriate solutions demand an understanding of the

4It implications of actions on cultures economies and the natural

ecosystem They also call for cooperation a cooperation among

the many people who will face the challenges posed by instream

flow protection into the 21st century

4It
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APPENDIX A

SUMMARY OF STREAMFLOW PROTECTION EFFORTS OF THE WESTERN STATES

ALASKA Alaska is the only state whose enabling statute

empowers private individuals as well as governmental agencies
to hold instream water rights The statute also embodies a

broad category of purposes that may be supported by instream

rights including fish wildlife water quality recreation
and navigation However no systematic protection program is
mandated by statute and instream water rights are reviewed

every 10 years to reassess if they are still in the public
interest

ARIZONA state statutes do not carry any explicit provisions
for instream flow protection However a 1976 Arizona Court of

Appeals ruling interpreted that a statute deeming recreation
fish and wildlife as beneficial uses of water impliedly
sanctioned instream water rights In the 1980s a number of

private applications for instream water rights were submitted
to the Arizona Department of Water Resources two of which were

approved The Department is currently considering rules for

handling additional instream flow claims

CALIFORNIA Legislation to establish a comprehensive instream
flow right program was defeated in past years Consequently
the state relies primarily on bypass flow conditions in new

water use permits to protect instream resources In 1987 the

legislature passed a bill to improve enforcement of the

instream flow bypass conditions on new water use permits The

state s wild and scenic river law also provides a means to

protect certain flows from excessive diversions In addition
the 1983 recognition of the Public Trust Doctrine by the

California supreme court carries potential for major instream
flow protections

COLORADO Since 1973 the Colorado Water Conservation Board
has implemented a program of establishing instream water rights
to protect the natural environment to a reasonable degree
Pursuant to statute instream water rights have been set on

over 6 500 stream miles primarily based on protecting fish

populations Recent amendments to the enabling legislation
consolidated state power over instream flows in response to

private and federal attempts to establish instream water

rights



IDAHO A long history of instream flow protection began with a

1925 act to protect lakes for their recreational use and scenic

beauty The major instream flow program was enacted in 1978

empowering the Idaho Water Resources Board to apply for and

hold instream water rights on behalf of the people Slightly
more than a dozen such rights have been established with major
claims existing on the mainstem of the Snake River The state

has also recognized the Public Trust Doctrine as a factor in
streamflow protection

MONTANA 1969 legislation was enacted for state appropriation
of instream flows for twelve prime fishing streams The

program now operates under a 1973 act allowing the state to

legally reserve quantities of flow needed for the public
interest Such water reservations exist in the Yellowstone

River basin for instream resource protection with other areas

currently being assessed

NEVADA A 1969 amendment recognized recreation as a beneficial
use of water although no instream flow rights or protection
programs are explicitly authorized under state law However

the state engineer recently approved an instream flow right
application filed by the federal Bureau of Land Management for

important recreational streams The state engineer s approval
of the application is under judicial review

NEW MEXICO No legislation exists authorizing instream flow

protection and the state engineer enforces the policy that a

water right cannot be established in New Mexico without a

physical diversion of water A 1987 bill to allow the transfer

of irrigation rights to instream purposes passed the house of

representatives but failed to clear senate committee

OREGON Past laws have withdrawn specified streams from

further off stream appropriation and have allowed the state

water agency to administratively establish instream flow levels

to support aquatic life and minimize pollution These

administrative levels were strengthened in a 1987 bill that

turned them into enforcible public water rights The 1987

legislature also enacted a bill that would dedicate to instream

flow up to 25 of the water that irrigators salvage through
conservation efforts

UTAH Until 1986 streamflow protection was authorized only
through the conditioning of new water use permits a step that

was rarely taken by the state water agency The new statute

empowers the Division of wildlife Resources to accept gifts
exchanges or acqusitions of senior water rights and transfer
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them to instream rights

WASHINGON The state program began in 1949 with provisions for

conditions on new water use permits to protect fish

populations The current program protects flows for fish

wildlife recreation scenic aesthetic and environmental
values The administering agency adopts instream flow

regulations which create instream water rights after a

basinwide assessment of need The agency implements and

enforces these rights through conditions on new water use

permits

WYOMING In 1986 Wyoming adopted an instream flow program to

establish instream rights for the minimum amounts necessary to

maintain or improve existing fisheries The statute also

authorizes the state to acquire existing water rights by
voluntary transfer or gift for instream flow use The

appropriation of instream water rights involves a complex
procedure in which the Game and Fish commission assesses the

quantity of flow needed and forwards the information to the

Wyoming Water Development Commission and the Economic

Development and Stabilization Board The Board then applies
for a right to the state engineer
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1 See e g Coffin v Left Hand Ditch Co 6 Colo 443 1882
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ESTABLISHING THE QUANTITY OF NECESSARY FLOW

Each western state faces unique instream flow problems Special

considerations guiding the choice of technology for instream

flow needs assessments include statutory authority history of

water use technical orientation available fiscal resources

and time allowed to complete studies Overlaying all of these

variables is an on going debate disputing the relative

scientific merits of competing instream flow assessment

technologies see generally Granholm et al 1984 Mathur et

aI 1985 and Orth and Maughn 1986 These factors combine in

each state to make the job of selecting instream flow levels

challenging

When choosing a technology concentration is often given first to

the plethora of procedures concerning measurement of stream

transects and operation of computer models Typically the

professional biologists and engineers who conduct these analyses

come to recognize that cutting through the often bewildering

technical considerations depends on answering harder policy

questions Analysts decide to use a technique as much because it

fits the circumstances of their state as because the

technology meets some scientific standard see generally Lamb

1986

1

The important work of Almond and Verba 1963
is influenced by cultural factors Lamb 1984
the cultural influences that seem to affect

approach instream flow problems

showed how policy
described some of
the ways States
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These circumstances can be conveniently divided into two

catagories of action long range planning and project

bargaining Negotiation is an integral part of all decision

making on instream flow issues but this dichotomy focuses on the

objectives of the decision process In long range planning the

analyst is called upon to recommend an in stream flow level that

is to guide general usually low intensity preliminary planning

Project bargaining envisions high intensity high stakes

negotiations over specific development projects Rather than a

clear dichotomy it may be best to picture these two types of

decision making as antipodes on a continuum ranging from the

setting of standards for planning to conflict over incremental

differences in flow levels

Different technical solutions are appropriate for each of the two

poles on this continuum On the one hand inexpensive straight

forward rule of thumb solutions are best suited to long range

planning tasks For these tasks the considerations are certainty

that the planning objectives will be met and ease in

communicating recommendations to policy makers On the other

hand project bargaining requires a deep knowledge of the flow

requirements of fish and wildlife recreation water quality and

other instream uses as well as the ability to integrate thes

concerns into plans for a project

Much of the controversy that surrounds the instream flow

technology debate is not about the approaches best suited to

the antipodes The most intense argument is over technologies for
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those conflicts that fall in the middle In this mid range

conflicts may have long time horizons while still leading to

identifiable projects Inevitably a quick rule of thumb method

will be found wanting and complicated analysis with demands for

compromise will follow In this case the choice of instream

flow technique is muddied by the need for speed and low cost in

making the first recommendation That first recommendation

preceeds a period of wrangling over project benefits and then

negotiation of more in depth studies Finally these

discussions conclude in the form of an expensive technical

analysis and hard bargaining over the professional judgments of

those making and challenging the never quite final

recommendations Other scenarios can be found and imagined that

could also fill this middle ground between long range planning

and project negotiations However it should suffice to say that

the choice of initial and follow on technologies in these sorts

of disputes is very tricky

The first simple technology chosen will be linked through the

study design to the ultimate negotiation How well this linkage

can be accomplished depends on a number of factors including

statutory authority fiscal resources training of personnel and

management support for the investigations Most of all success

in moving from planning studies to hard bargaining depends on

whether or not the analysts guessed correctly about what would

happen to their first recommendations Olive and Lamb 1984
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LONG RANGE PLANNING TECHNIQUES

In order to put mid range conflicts into perspective it is

important to first look at the technologies appropriate for long

range planning In this type of low intensity scenario not much

detail is required because the questions are fairly straight

forward This means that a quick reconnaissance level and

office type approach may be used Of the many techniques the

quickest involve using the hydrologic records of a stream The

use of stream gage records assumes that measured flows support

aquatic resources at present and acceptable levels Wesche and

Rechard 1980 It is safe to make this assumption only where

streams are virtually undeveloped

A number of eastern states face planning problems such as this

yet most western states encounter stream resources already

encumbered with sophisticated development projects Where

streamflow is depleted or regulated gage records can be

modified by accounting for water diversions and stream

modifications to reconstruct the natural flow regime Bayha

1978 This approach is satisfactory where the analyst knows

about the condition of the fishery before development Even then

it is difficult to say much about future impacts

On some developed streams channel structure and fish populations

have adjusted to the new flow regime It is possible that such

water developments may have dampened out chronic low flow events

thus enhancing the fishery Developing a knowledge of post

project conditions will require field investigations In any

case selecting flows from historic records in the presence of
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existing development is a limited long range planning technique

Where it is possible to use historic records a number of

questions arise For example is it best to recommend a flow

based on the natural or altered conditions The most common

question for those relying on hydrologic analysis is what

percentage of the historic streamflow should be recommended One

solution is the aquatic base flow Larson 1981 This

technique pegs the median flow for the lowest flow month

typically August or September as adequate throughout the year

unless additional flow releases are necessary for spawning and

incubation needs Another planning scheme is to use median

monthly flows Bovee 1982 This level is a surrogate for

natural variation because it provides a flow that was

historically present half the time

The most renowned of the long range planning tools is that

recommended by Tennant 1976 In its original form the Tennant

Method displays flow levels for seasonal periods based on percent

of mean annual flow He used ten years of personal observations

to categorize streams into varying quality trout habitat based on

recorded flow

Tennant also recommended that periodic high flows be provided to

remove silt sediment and other bed load material Recently

the U S Forest Service 1984 has argued that an annual
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high flow occurance is necessary to protect the channel structure
2

in aluvial streams Because Tennant originally had in mind

more of a scouring purpose his approach is not based on these

morphological considerations

Table 1 displays Tennant s recommendations for trout habitat

based on these observations Some states recognize that they

cannot transport Tennant s recommendations to their own streams

without first making adjustments In these cases modifications

are made for the species of interest and types of streams in a

particular state

TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE

Tennant s and other table top tools anticipate that hydrologic

records are available Where this is not the case instream flows

can still be recommended based on some surrogate indicator

Drainage area is one example for managed streams This technique

recommends a minimum instream flow value of 0 5 cubic feet per

second per square mile of drainage area cfsm for summer months

Higher flows in the fall and spring periods are used to

accomodate spawning and incubation for anadromous species

Larson 1981 Of course using this technique for other species

would require a different set of rules
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These simple rule of thumb techniques are very useful for long

range planning recommendations The more difficult question

arises when a problem is presented as long range planning

but will clearly become an intense negotiation within a very

short time Sometimes this happens because decision makers do

not understand instream flow analysis but believe that a simple

one time answer will accomodate a complex project Othertimes

policy requires a level of analytic effort commensurate with some

larger public purpose Colorado Wyoming and Montana are

examples of states that seem to mandate a fairly high standard

in quantifying instream flow water rights CRS 37 60 101 et seq

dyo Stat 41 3 1004 a MCA 85 2 316 1 In most western

states streams are extensively developed Any recommended flow

level will likely result in immediate challenge and negotiation

At the same time a call goes out for a speedy
3

recommendation the expectation is for a sophisticated answer

HID RANGE TECHNIQUES

At the lower end of these sorts of problems where the

controversy is not intense and yet time is still a constraint a

speciall tailored Tennant approach might be applied This means

repeating all of Tennant s steps In this case the analyst would

begin by observing key habitats and studying the stream during

flows approximating various percentages of the mean annual flow

3
For a discussion of this phenomenon in

implementation see Schlesinger 1968
public policy
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After collecting data on cross sectional width depth and

velocity of the stream at each flow a set of recommendations

could oe made to resemble Table 1 The difference would be that

the new table would reflect the empirical observations of the

analyst instead of Tennant and would be addressed specifically

to the species and stream of interest

The wetted perimeter technique Nelson 1980 is another that is

frequently used with some success This is a hydraulic approach

that estimates a desired low flow value by using a habitat index

that incorporates stream channel characteristics Trihey and

Stalnaker 1985 In using this tool the analyst selects a

critical area typically a riffle that Can stand as an index of

habitat for the rest of the stream when a riffle is used as the

indicator area the assumption is that minimum flow satisfies

the needs for food production fish passage and spawning Once

this level of flow is estimated it is assumed that other habitat

areas such as pools and runs are also satisfactorily protected

The term wetted perimeter refers to that radius of the stream

cross section that is estimated to minimally protect all habitat

needs The relationship of wetted perimeter to cross section is

represented in Figure 1 The usual procedure is to choose the

break or inflection point in the relationship as a surrogate

for minimally acceptable habitat Because the shape of the

channel influences the results of the analysis this technique is

usuall applied to wide Shallow and rectangular cross sections
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FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE

All the methods discussed above result in a single s ream flow

value each recommended for a defined period of time in

individual streams It is these methods that have given rise to

the term minimum flow These methods have been labeled

standard settin because they set a limit below which water

cannot be diverted Trihey and Stalnaker 1985 Such

recommendations are hard to use in negotiation due to lack of

information to allow informed compromise Much more must be done

to answer the hard questions that are bound to be negotiated

To answer these hard questions requires moving away from tools

leading only to minumum flows Techniques need to show the

relationship oetween the amount of habita and stream flow Such

approaches allow the analyst to display impacts on the resource

for any iven flow The tools that can be used to achieve this

result fall into two categories

First are those approaches that use statistical analysis to

correlate stream environmental features with fish population

size An example of this type of analysis is wyoming s Habitat

uality Index Binns 1982 This procedure is stream specific

and the recommendations are tied to critical low flows Second

are those approaches that link open channel hydraulics with known

elements of fish behavior Examples of these are the habitat

mapping suggested by Morhardt 1983 and the Physical Habitat

Simulation System PHABSIM that was first presented by Bovee and
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Milhous 1978 and discussed again by Bovee 1982 in the users

guide to the more extensive Instream Flow Incremental Methodology

see also Milhous et al 1984

Use of the PHABSIM requires field data collection of stream

cross section and habitat features hydraulic simulation to

evaluate habitat variables at different flows and species

suitability criteria to correlate stream characteristics with

available habitat at different flows Depending on the amount of

complexity in the proposed project and the complexity of the

stream under study the amount of field data collected may vary

from inexpensive and cursory to expensive and time consuming

Neither PHABSIM nor H I should be used without an analysis of

water supply

The PHABSIM tool is able to inform decision makers about the

impacts on the fishery of different flow levels for different

life stages Attention is typically given to those life stages

of fish species that are of special concern for management or

that are deemed to be most sensitive to change The resulting

flow versus habitat relationship generated by linking species

criteria with flow dependent stream channel characteristics

Figure 2 aids the negotiation process by clearly depicting the

effect that less than optimum flow will have on habitat see

generally Geer 19dO

Figure 2 About Here
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Even the best of mid range techniques leave the analyst open to

criticism The most criticized feature of the PHABSIM analysis is

species suitability criteria These are estimated species

responses to stream variables normalized onto a curve These

criteria may be established by any number of routines ranging

from solicitation of expert opinion to site specific field data

collection and verification Bovee 1986 It is important to

note that the species criteria along with the significance of

PHABSIM s driving variables such as depth velocity substrate

and cover form the basis for most critiques of this technique

Morhardt 1986 To satisfy such criticisms more in depth

analysis must be undertaken than is usually done in simple

PHABSIM or H I studies

PROJECT BARGAINING

The mid ran e techniques essentially provide snap shots in time

of stream resources when the imperatives of negotiation or court

proceedings require a more dynamic look at the instream flow

question other techniques are essential These problems have

been labeled incremental Trihey and Stalnaker 1985

because a deep knowledge must be developed to respond in

ne otiations that involve a sequence of proposals on project

changes and impacts

These project bargaining problems can form a labyrinth of choices

for the analyst who tries to anticipate questions and designs

stream flow research to accomodate these needs A simple PHABSIM

or HQI analysis will not be sufficient in this setting

Sometimes new steps can be added to mid range processes to help

1 1



them fit more demanding scenarios More often as Olive and Lamb

1984 have reported some comprehensive approach must be chosen

With these more complex tools the analysis itself may require

as many as two years to complete Each study is preceeded by

negotiations covering study design and followed by negotiations

debating results The total elapsed time may be more than

three years Replicate habitat sampling biological sampling to

develop species habitat suitability criteria sediment and water

routing studies as well as physical habitat temperature and

water quality simulations may all be necessary to accurately

depict the effects of project operations Sale 1985 These

steps go far beyond what might be accomplished with mid range

techniques

The Instream Flow Incremental Methodology is one overarching

process designed to accomplish this sort of intricate research

Trihey and Stalnaker 1985 have pointed out that processes like

the Instream Flow Incremental Methodology should be properly

referred to not as methods but as methodologies Where the

word method connotes a single tool or concept a methodology

implies linking steps perhaps from a number of disciplines to

characterize a multi faceted ecosystem Many methods make up

these complex methodologies

In addition to the comprehensive study design needed for all

project negotiation problems the analyst must be in a position

to rigorously document the scientific acceptance of all the

technologies used Especially in these intense negotiations the
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assumptions of each method should be well understood and careful

planning should anticipate what special studies or modifications

to a methodology are needed The result should be the ability to

predict changes in habitat across time make recommendations for

wet and dry years and demonstrate habitat duration phemonena

similar to the safe yield concept in hydrology Trihey 1981

Figures 3 and 4 depict the relationships that can be developed by

using such a methodology

FIGURES J AND 4 ABOUT HERE

Another extension of these incremental project bargaining

methodologies leads to predicting population responses to habitat

change In an approach such as the Instream Flow Incremental

Methodology this will typically include habitat models sediment

trans port water quali ty and temperature analyses as well as

trophic level studies species criteria validation and studies

of biomass plus population dynamics Bovee 1982

An alternative to combining these models into one predictive

methodology would be very long term observations of fish

behavior Such studies would document population responses to

carefully controlled changes in flow over perhaps 20 years

Recent research on the South Platte River by Bovee and Nehring

1988 demonstrates the rigorous analysis necessary to show the

relationship between flow and population Their work highlights

the fact that these relationships can be established in

theoretically sound intuitively satisfying directions Figure 5

shows the form that these population responses to changes in flow
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over time are likely to take

FIGURE 5 ABOUT HERE

CONCLUSION

Various states have made use of these procedures The Tennant

Method is widely used in the early stages of planning throughout

the country Wetted Perimeter is used in Montana and has seen a

number of applications in the west The wetted perimeter and

conceptually similar approaches concentrating on passage for

upstream migrating salmon are important first cut analytical

tools The PHABSIM method is commonly used as a way to look at

hydroelectric power projects Bovee 1985 to set standards on

controversial streams Washington Department of Ecology 1987

and to develop conditions on federal permits and licenses see

generally Cavendish and Duncan 1986 The Instream Flow

Incremental Methodology is often employed in the most

controversial project assessments for example see Olive and

1amb 1984

Naturally all of this experience with in stream flow technology

has led to a literature of evaluation and criticism In

particular the work by Morhardt 1986 Loar 1985 Bain

1982 Orth and Maughn 1982 and Wesche and Reschard 1980

provide useful insights into choosing and employing instream flow

assessment technologies

Experience and the critical literature teach that there is simply

no one best way The choice of method or methodology depends on 4It
14



circumotunce ome reviewers have identified dozens of

4It approaches models and tools Morhardt 1986 Each of these

WUG developed to satisfy some need To establish the quantity of

necessary flow the analyst must know the history and purpose of

these techniques and must use this knowledge to make an informed

choice
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Table 1 Instream flow analysis using the Tennant Method Tennant 1976

Percent of mean annual flow MAF

Health of habitat Oct to Mar Apr to Sept

Flushing or Maximum 200

Optimum 60 to 100

Outstanding 40 60

Excellent 30 50

Good 20 40

Fai r 10 30

Poor 10 10

Severe degradation less than 10
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Introduction

Twelve years ago a dozen undergraduate science students

most of them from Stanford University and the University of

California at Davis obtained some modest federal funding to

undertake a study of environmental problems at California s Mono

Lake 1 That lake an ancient and very salty body of water lying

directly east of Yosemite National Park had then received

relatively little scientific or political or legal attention

compared to its more famous and far younger neighbor to the

north Lake Tahoe 2 But in the several decades preceding 1976

Mono Lake had been severely impacted by water development

projects undertaken by the City of Los Angeles Those projects

by the early 1970 s were diverting about 100 000 acre feet of

fresh water a year from several of the streams which flow into

the lake and were sending that water south to the Owens Valley

and the two hundred thirty three mile Los Angeles Aqueduct to the

city 3 This had led to a dramatic lowering in the water level of

Mono Lake 4

The students set out to study the environmental consequences

of Los Angeles water projects in the Mono Basin But alarmed

by what they found they did not simply report back to the

sponsoring agency publish a scientific paper and move on to

other work Instead some of them decided to organize

politically in order to try to save Mono Lake Among their

concerns were the possibility of severe damage to the lake s food
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supply for local and migratory bird populations S
as well as the

prospect of substantial disruption of nesting patterns 6

The result of these initial student research and

organizational efforts was the formation of the Mono Lake

Committee 7 which in turn set in motion a fascinating series of

events The story is not yet complete but one clear consequence

of the students initiative has been an important evolution

regarding the ancient legal doctrine on public trust This is

undoubtedly of major importance to California water rights law

today and may like the development of the prior appropriation

doctrine in the mid nineteenth century courts in california 8

ultimately be important to water rights law in all the western

states if not the entire nation Whether this doctrinal

evolution will lead to the saving of Mono Lake or comparable

lakes and streams as preservationists would understand that

term is however an entirely different matter As to that the

consequences of the students effort are far from certain

In this paper I shall deal first with the doctrinal

evolution represented by the Mono Lake decision handed down by a

unanimous Supreme Court of California in 1983 I then will

discuss post 1983 developments relevant to the integration of the

public trust doctrine and water rights law in California three

possible scenarios regarding future developments of the public

trust doctrine as a tool for the preservation of instream flow

and my perspectives on legal aspects of the future of free

flowing waters in the western landscape
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Doctrinal Evolution From Tidelands controversies to Mono Basin
Water Diversions

Long before 1983 the courts in California had made it plain

that the pUblic trust doctrine has a significant function with

regard to land associated with navigable water The concept was

employed as early as the 1850 s with regard to land around the

edge of San Francisco Bay
9 and the courts at that time drew on

an ancient tradition with regard to navigable bays and rivers lO

The core idea was that because of the public s interest in

navigation commerce and fishing private titles to tidelands and

submerged lands would be held subject to a public trust often

articulated as a public trust easement l1 Notably the

legitimacy of private ownership and development of these special

lands was thus usually accepted l2 Perhaps that was inevitable

given the intense development pressure on much of California s

coastal land during the nineteenth century Furthermore it was

accepted that the pUblic easement over small areas could be

terminated in order to advance trust values in a large area
13

But in principle at least 14 where those criteria for

termination were not satisfied the public right could not be

extinguished IS
Apparently in California such extinction cannot

occur even by way of explicit legislative mandate 16
so the

doctrine takes on the dimensions of an implied constitutional

limitation upon legislative powe
17

During this century the California courts have been

expansive in their elaboration of the public trust interest in

lands associated with navigable water Private persons have been
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allowed standing to sue on the basis of the public trust

doctrine 18 and in dicta the courts have repeatedly stated that

public trust interests encompass far more than the classical

trilogy of navigation commerce and fishing 19 Of particular

interest to those who support instream flow protection is

jUdicial mention regarding tidelands of the preservation of

public uses such as scientific study open space and wildlife

habitat 20 Finally recently the California Supreme Court laid

to rest any suggestion that the public trust doctrine is limited

to tideland or coastal areas The key is not that land is on the

coast but that it is associated with navigable water Thus

private titles to lands around the edge of inland navigable lakes

such as Lake Tahoe and Clear Lake have been held to be burdened

by the pUblic trust easement 21

Typically the development proposal which would trigger a

lawsuit invoking the public trust doctrine in California would

involve something like a marina along the edge of a bay or

buildings to be constructed on fill in a bay 22 Prior to 1983

land development rather than water development was generally the

concern 23 although occasionally courts intimated that the public

trust doctrine might have to do with protection of public

interests in navigable water as well as those in land associated

with navigable water 24 Since the pUblic uses in the classic

trilogy navigation commerce and fishing involve the use of

water directly and the use of associated land only indirectly

it required no great leap of imagination to suggest interference
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with navigable water alone might trigger public trust review To

4It dry up a lake through diversion of the streams which feed it

obviously destroys navigation and other water dependent uses just

as definitively as fill could ever do

In 1977 when at the request of the Mono Lake Committee

lawyers for national environmental protection organizations began

to examine legal theories which might be used to protect inflows

to the lake the public trust doctrine quickly became a prime

candidate Inspired by an influential law review article which

touted the doctrine as a tool by which preservationists could

achieve effective jUdicial intervention i n disputes over the

allocation of natural resources 25 researchers quickly seized on

the idea of basing a legal challenge to the operations of the

City of Los Angeles Department of Water a nd Power on the public

4It trust doctrine 26 About that same time a staff paper prepared

for a blue ribbon commission engaged in a review of California

water law noted the logic of applying the public trust doctrine

to protect instream flows 27 and favorable commentary appeared

elsewhere 28 The momentum for a challenge was building and suit

was filed in 1979 29
By 1983 after a series of procedural

matters had been resolved 30 the matter was before the Supreme

Court of California for a decision on whether the plaintiffs

could properly base their action upon the public trust

doctrine 31

The Mono Lake opinion which emerged is an elegant and

forceful analysis authored by Justice Allen Broussard It is
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unanimous on the fundamental question of the relevance of the

public trust doctrine to damage to public uses of navigable

waters caused by the exercise of appropriative rights 32 The

environmental threat to Mono Lake is noted and the history of

both the public trust and the appropriation doctrine are reviewed

in some detail Borrowing a phrase from an article by Professor

Ralph Johnson 33 Justice Broussard in his opinion describes the

two doctrines as on a collision course 34 But he concludes the

collision can be avoided and doctrinal harmony achieved if the

California courts will simply integrate the two doctrines 35 To

do this Justice Broussard suggests it will be necessary to

modify somewhat the rigor with which in his view the public

trust doctrine has been applied to land rights 36 But with this

caveat integration of the two doctrines will preserve the

viability of California s massive water development system while 4It
minimizing environmental harm whenever feasible 37

The most serious threat to success for the plaintiffs in the

Mono Lake suit in 1983 was an argument advanced by the state

attorney general This argument in effect acknowledged the logic

of applying public trust doctrine thinking to water diversion

situations but provided an ingenious explanation of why that

logic has not been developed in recent decades The explanation

is that the public trust doctrine with its preservationist

flavor has been superceded by a public policy keyed more to

water development than to preservation The policy formalized

in a constitutional amendment in 1928 38 calls for the maximum
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reasonable beneficial use of water resources According to this

argument anyone reasonable beneficial use of water is by nature

as acceptable constitutionally as any other it is as if the

public trust were to include irrigation power production and

municipal water supply as equal in stature to navigation

commerce and fishing 39

A consequence of this view advanced by the attorney general

would be to sort out uses by priority subject to the power of

the state pursuant to the constitutional policy to make

modifications in the name of reasonableness Instream uses would

be protected or enhanced not because a public property right is

being vindicated but because the state has broad authority to

rearrange the rights of appropriators for example those engaged

in diversions from the source 40

Despite a series of recent judicial opinions in which state

authority has been upheld or expanded 41 Justice Broussard in the

Mono Lake opinion resists any temptation to follow the line of

reasoning suggested by the attorney general His opinion

acknowledges that the public trust doctrine serves to strengthen

and broaden SWRCB authority clearly the board s predecessor

erred in 1940 in thinking that in passin9 on Los Angeles

application to appropriate water in Mono Basin the detrimental

consequences for Mono Lake could not legally be taken into

account 42 But by keeping the public trust doctrine separate

from the reasonable beneficial use doctrine Justice Broussard is

able to conclude the trust also imposes a duty on the state to
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act to some extent in a way protective of in situ public trust

uses of water 43

Although the Mono Lake opinion makes no reference to the

fact by 1983 it was clear there was a political stalemate in

California with regard to the protection of instream uses of

water Late in the 1950 s the legislature had taken some steps

toward better instream protection for example by providing that

fish wildlife and recreation uses are beneficial uses of

water 44 In 1972 on the heels of cancellation of a planned unit

in the state Water project 45
a California Wild and Scenic Rivers

Act was passed into law 46 But then in 1979 the court of appeal

in two different decisions held that private persons with no

plans to divert or otherwise physically control water are not

eligible to have their applications to appropriate water

considered 47 and efforts to overturn those rulings by

legislation have been unsuccessful 48 Similarly efforts to

provide for comprehensive instream flow regulations as proposed

by a blue ribbon commission 49 have been turned down by the

legislature 50 This occurred despite extensive documentation of

the enormous damage to instream resources which has resulted from

water development projects 51 The court in earlier decisions had

displayed an awareness of and sensitivity to the policy

objectives of the Governor s commission 52 and a similar attitude

on the instream protection question may have played some

unarticulated part in the Mono Lake decision
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In conclusion what the Mono Lake decision provided was

4It approval of a theory that the ancient pUblic trust doctrine may

in the proper circumstances serve to limit how much water may be

diverted pursuant to an appropriative right Los Angeles was not

ordered to give up anything Instead it was put on notice that

the environmentalist challenge could proceed and that the many

obvious questions would have to be resolved later on These

include factual determinations as to the extent if any to which

the city s diversions are causing or will cause harm to the

public trust uses of Mono Lake the methodology for integrating

legitimate claims for protection pursuant to the pUblic trust

doctrine with equally legitimate claims t o use water pursuant to

the appropriation doctrine whether diminution of use of water by

an appropriator can in any public trust circumstance constitute a

taking of property for which just compensation is owed and if

so the appropriate taking analysis to apply

Developments Since 1983 The Lower American River and Bay Delta
Disputes

In the Mono Lake litigation which produced the California

Supreme Court s landmark decision very little has been

accomplished since 1983 to further the integration of the public

trust doctrine and the prior appropriation doctrine 53 Instead

the litigants have been preoccupied with the question of what

forum will undertake that task 54 The meaning and implementation

of the 1983 mandate have however been under active

consideration in regard to two other important water

controversies in California These will now be described in some
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detail for they provide useful factual contexts within which the

reader can imagine alternatives for fleshing out what meaning the

pUblic trust doctrine will have or should have for the exercise

of water rights The nature of what will eventually emerge is

crucial to answering the question whether the pUblic trust

doctrine will ever be the basis for effective protection or

enhancement of instream values

One of the non Mono Lake California controversies involves a

proposed diversion from the lower American River This river

which flows through the heart of California s capital at

Sacramento was initially untouched by the massive federal

Central Valley Project CVP begun in the 1930 s
55 But since

World War II Congress has authorized three CVP dams on the lower

American as well as the Folsom South Canal to divert water from

the river just above Sacramento 56 See map at Appendix A

To date only two of the three authorized dams and about

twenty seven miles of the canal have been constructed

Completion of the largest of the dams Auburn Dam is currently

blocked by concerns over seismic safety vehement opposition from

environmental groups and questions about cost sharing without

Auburn Dam a decision by the state providing for substantial

instreams flows in the American River as it passes through

Sacramento is not leqally effective 57 Nonetheless since 1962

the Sacramento County Board of Supervisors has invested more than

twenty million dollars in an extensive parkway along both sides

of the American River below the canal s point of diversion 58
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The amenity value of the American River Parkway would be

greatly decreased without the river s present instream flows

themselves in part a result of the two CVP dams already in place

One way to preserve those flows would be to complete the

construction of Auburn Dam but as noted above that course is now

doubtful In the absence of Auburn Dam or some substitute for

it to preserve those flows it is necessary to prevent or

minimize future diversions of water to the Folsom South Canal

To date the only water delivered through the canal is sold

pursuant to a contract to deliver up to 75 000 acre feet a year

of cooling water to the Sacramento Municipal utility District s

troubled Rancho Seco nuclear power plant 59 A second contract

however entered into in 1970 by the u S Bureau of Reclamation

provides for delivery through the Folsom South Canal of up to

150 000 acre feet annually to the East Bay Municipal utility

District EBMUD EBMUD plans at a future date to use water

obtained pursuant to this contract to augment supplies for its

service area in the rapidly growing region to the east of San

Francisco

The EBMUD Bureau of Reclamation contract has been

controversial The Environmental Defense Fund EDF and others

brought suit in the early 1970 s against EBMUD with regard to its

contract for American River water The plaintiffs alleged if

EBMUD took delivery of the water as contemplated by the contract

the district would be in violation of the reasonableness

provision of the California constitution in two ways first it
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would be ignoring its legal obligation to engage in a program to

reclaim waste water and second by taking a water supply from an

upstream location rather than an available downstream location

it would be precluding multiple beneficial use of much of the

water in the lower American River 60 In effect EDF was asking

that any diversion be from below Sacramento to maximize the

amenity value of the parkway the fishing and boating

associated with substantial instream flows

EDF and the County of Sacramento an intervenor were

unsuccessful on the waste water reclamation claim but the point

of diversion claim survived an initial ruling by the California

Supreme Court that any constraint imposed by the state

constitution was preempted by operation of the federal

Reclamation Act of 1902 61
By the time the case had made its way

to the U S Supreme Court and back to the state court system
62

the 1983 Mono Lake decision was on the books So in late 1984

when a California Superior Court appointed the State Water

Resources Control Board SWRCB as referee in the case the

public trust doctrine was of major concern

In the ensuing court reference proceeding before the SWRCB

the question of the integration of the public trust doctrine with

conventional water rights there the contractual rights of EBMUD

rather than the appropriative ones of the Bureau of Reclamation

was extensively debated A lengthy legal report prepared by

SWRCB staff expressed many conclusions regarding the pUblic trust

doctrine as it relates to California water law for example
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that the doctrine applies to contractors for the use of water

that new projects to appropriate water may be required to release

water at rates exceeding natural flow during some seasons to

minimize harm to public trust resources that the public trust

may be considered notwithstanding the absence of all parties

whose conduct might affect a river e g the Bureau of

Reclamation not a party to the lawsuit and that a diverter

with the required water rights should be permitted to take water

from a river whenever there is flow surplus to that necessary to

maintain constitutionally reasonable public trust uses 63

These generally expansive understandings of the public trust

doctrine were of little practical consequence to the plaintiffs

however because the staff found as a matter of fact that even

under conditions of maximum diversion pursuant to the EBMUD

contract there would be only a minor effect on the public trust

uses of the lower American River 64 Thus although the public

trust doctrine was treated as applicable to the situation the

difficult job of integration in the face of serious consequences

to instream values from water project diversions was avoided 65

So we learn little in the end of what the public trust doctrine

means for existing water rights it is as if after an extensive

fact finding process the decision were that Los Angeles Mono

Basin diversions are causing only minor adverse consequences for

the natural resources dependent upon Mono Lake

A similar result seems much less likely in California s

other major current public trust water rights controversy

13
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the fish and wildlife which live permanently in or pass through

the Delta

Many of these activities require however that nature not

be permitted again to push saline waters up through the Delta

Much consideration at one time was given to proposals to

construct a physical barrier somewhere in the estuary
67 but

instead the state has relied on a hydraulic barrier to do the

job The mechanism has been to place conditions on the permits

to appropriate water of the two largest diverters from the Delta

the CVP and the state Water Project SWP which parallels the

CVP in many respects Most of the permits issued to the

operators of those two projects since the late 1950 s have

contained conditions pertaining to water quality and to

coordination of terms and conditions among the many CVP and SWP

permits The conditions contemplate that salinity control will

be obtained either by a reduction or cessation of exports from

the Delta or by releases from natural flow or water in storage at

upstream facilities maintained by both projects

In view of the complexity of the interaction of Delta

inflow Delta consumptive uses export diversions agricultural

return flows and tidal action the state has taken the position

that salinity control conditions for the Delta should not be of

unlimited duration Instead conditions are fixed on an interim

basis and jurisdiction is reserved to reexamine the situation

and consider revised conditions as some point in the future
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The last decision made by the SWRCB in furtherance of this

reserved jurisdiction was Decision 1485 01485 in 1978 68 01485

contemplated that the board would reopen its hearing on Delta

salinity control by 1986 69 in order to re examine its standards

in liqht of additional information gathered in the interim The

hearing was in fact reopened in the summer of 1981 and it has

under consideration not only water quality problems in the Delta

but also those in San Francisco Bay The hearing is scheduled to

continue periodically until a decision is issued in 1990 Phase

I of the hearinq has just been completed It was designed to

identify the beneficial uses of the waters of the san Francisco

Bay Oelta estuary to determine the water quality objectives that

will maintain such uses and to qatherrecommendations on how the

SWRCBshould achieve these objectives

The relevance and meaning of the public trust doctrine have

been important subjects of consideration in Phase I of the Say

Delta hearinqs Enormous amounts of evidence have been

introduced on the impact or non impact of water projects and

pollution on public trust uses of Bay Delta waters 70 Similarly

attention has been devoted to the benefit of exports of water

from the Delta thus laying the basis for any weighing of public

trustdamaqe and export benefit which may become necessary And

insubmittinq closing briefs many of the parties have set forth

their understanding of what the public trust doctrine requires of

the board
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Three Scenarios for the Future

In thinking about what difference the public trust doctrine

might make with regards to water resource controversies such as

those involving Mono Lake the lower American River and the Bay

Delta it may be useful to consider three possible scenarios for

future development Doubtless more than three can be suggested

and doubtless the future reality will not conform precisely to

any of these three or other possible models But consideration

of these three possibilities may help to clarify the issues

Scenario One Scenario One might be called the

interpretation scenario in that the public trust doctrine here

functions mainly as an aid in the interpretation or construction

or fortification of other norms

In this scenario the public trust doctrine is an evocative

name for an elusive creature of the 1aw a sense that for certain

special natural resources such as navigable water great care

must be taken Of course to what end care must be taken is

never entirely clear It may be the end is established by some

sense of the direction in Which pUblic policy is moving in the

period when the job of interpretation arises

Professor Charles Wilkinson s study of the public trust

doctrine in public land law is suggestive 71 When the dominant

public policy favored disposition of federal lands to states and

settlers the public trust doctrine supported the federal

government s fiduciary obligation to hold land for future

disposition 72 When the federal government began to be a more
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aggressive manager of its land the doctrine supported extensive

federal authority 73 And when it was understood that the

greatest threat to preservation of certain public values on

federal lands might be the federal government itself the public

trust was used as a foundation for imposing obligations on the

government 74

Another example of a trust notion the significance of which

has changed over time as public policy has shifted is provided

by the federal law dealing with tribes of Native Americans

Initially the trust served as the basis for a federalist judge

to resist the exercise of state power over tribes viewed as

dependent upon the federal government 75 Later at the threshold

of a period of intense pressure to assimilate Indians into the

dominant society the trust arising from the dependent status of

tribes served to justify very extensive even plenary federal

power over tribes even where no explicit constitutional basis

could be found for the exercise of that power
76 Finally in

recent years when public policy has been more protective of

tribal self government the trust has served as a basis for

obligations imposed on the federal government vis a vis a

tribe 77

With regard to water rights the interpretation scenario

would call for the public trust doctrine to be used to buttress

the dominant contemporary public policies regarding water One

such policy that can be easily identified is the policy in favor

of the protection and enhancement of water quality This policy
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has been important since the modern environmental protection

movement gained the public s attention in the late 1960 s and

early 1970 s but it seems even more important now that there is

great focus on toxics in drinking water supplies

Interestingly in the most important public trust judicial

decision in California since the 1983 Mono Lake ruling the Court

of Appeal drew on the pUblic trust doctrine in the D1485 case

mainly in order to support the authority of the SWRCB to enforce

water quality standards for nonconsumptive instream uses 78

This point was made as one basis for refuting the contention of

the Bureau of Reclamation that once a permit to appropriate has

been issued the SWRCB has no authority to modify it The Court

of Appeal there was able to draw on Justice Broussard s

observation in the Mono Lake decision that appropriators of water

have no vested right to divert in a manner harmful to the

interests protected by the public trust 79

Significantly independently of the public trust doctrine

it is clear appropriators of water in California have no vested

right to use water unreasonably 80 Indeed the Court of Appeal

itself noted that the SWRCB is authorized to modify permit

terms under its power to prevent waste or unreasonable use or

methods of diversion of water 81 Furthermore water quality

standards could be enforced against permittees on the basis of

statutory authority to reserve jurisdiction to impose new

standards on projects in the name of the public interest 82

Thus both with regard to the enforcement of water quality
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standards and the vestedness of water rights the public trust

doctrine served only to fortify an idea already found in the law

Scenario Two Scenario Two could be called the

consideration scenario Here the emphasis is upon the

obligation of a resource allocator to consider all aspects

particularly all environmental aspects of a resource allocation

decision In the Mono Lake situation the SWRCB s predecessor

board when it issued the appropriation permits to Los Angeles in

1940 indicated under its view of the law it could not take into

account the detrimental impact the diversions might have on the

aesthetic and recreational value of the Mono Basin 83
Clearly

that view of what to consider in the exercise of resource

allocation authority was wrong as we now know from Justice

Broussard s opinion

As with the interpretation scenario it is not clear how

much the consideration scenario really adds to contemporary

resource allocation decision making For decisions on new

appropriations of water in California at least there already are

extensive consideration requirements in CEQA the California

Environmental Quality Act 84 This statute modeled upon the

National Environmental Policy Act NEPA 85 mandates

documentation as well as consideration in many situations CEQA

does not reach back to decisions made before 1970 86 but as noted

above earlier allocation decisions at least those made after

1928 are subject to reexamination pursuant to the state
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constitutional reasonableness requirement And contemporary

reexamination would come under CEQA

The consideration scenario seems very consistent with the

practice of the SWRCB since 1983 There has been no revolution

in decision making or even any noticeable change except with

regard to nomenclature There are now public trustl1 findings

made in addition to or in lieu of other findings but there is

nothing to indicate any change in the content of decisions

Relatively little time has elapsed of course since 1983 and

the SWRCB in the lower American River case or the Bay Delta case

or a possible future Mono Lake case might in fact move more

boldly in response to the mandate to integrate the public trust

and appropriative rights doctrines But so far there are no

discernible signs of such a bold response

One result of the comparison of the public trust doctrine

with CEQA or NEPA is to suggest that any change brought by

Justice Broussard s opinion will be purely procedural To the

dismay of many environmentalists NEPA and CEQA have turned out

to be powerful procedural tools but entirely ineffective in

laying down normative guidelines for the substance of agency

action 8 This is true even though the policy sections of those

two statutes are rather detailed and generally preservationist in

tone 88 The pUblic trust doctrine although somewhat

preservationist in its tidelands origins lacks even the amount

of substantive detail found in NEPA and CEQA
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Scenario Three Scenario Three is a property right

scenario This scenario takes the public trust as literally

analogous to a private trust where in addition to a trustee

there are beneficiaries and the latter are considered to be the

equitable owners of the trust assets For this understanding

with the public trust the state is the trustee of navigable

waters and associated lands Members of the public within the

state are the beneficiaries and are therefore equitable owners of

the waters and lands in question

This understanding draws support both from the closely

related Equal Footing doctrine of the federal law89 clearly a

property right doctrine in its application to land under

navigable or tidal water and from statutory statements to the

effect that all water within the state is the property of the

people of the state 90
although use rights may be acquired

according to the law It also draws on the implication in

judicial pronouncements on the public trust doctrine that the

legislature is constrained in its freedom to act by the people s

property right that for example in the words of Justice

Broussard the people s common heritage of streams lakes

marshlands and tidelands may be surrendered by the state only

in rare cases when the abandonment of that right is consistent

with the purposes of the trust u91

The most useful analogy for the property right scenario is

the development of the reserved right of federal water rights

law Federal courts responded to the prospect of Indian tribes
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settled on lands with inadequate water supplies by developing the

notion that when Congress or the executive exercising properly

delegated authority reserved public lands for tribes it also

impliedly reserved an adequate water supply
92 The same idea was

subsequently applied to other federal land reservations such as

national recreation areas wildlife refugees forests and

parks 93 Similarly in a public trust property right scenario

the emphasis would be upon judicial fashioning of a public riqht

to deal with inadequate legislative provision of protection for

instream values important to the public

In the case of federal law reserved water rights fifty five

years elapsed between the time the U S Supreme Court clearly

established the right for the benefit of Indian tribes 1908 and

the time the content of the right was laid down 1963 94 Even

now it appears the standard as to content practically

irrigable acreage may be limited to situations where the

Indians are engaged in irrigation as opposed for example to

those where they need water to support a fishery So it may

similarly be that a period of time will be needed in state law to

let the legitimacy of the public trust limitation on water rights

become established before courts begin the task of establishing

the precise boundaries of the pUblic s water right For the time

being it may be enough simply to say the public right requires

enough water in a stream or in a lake to protect indefinitely

whenever feasible the viability of the major public trust

uses of the source
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Of the three scenarios under discussion it is the property

right scenario which has the greatest potential for impact in

situations like the Mono Lake case where established if not for

these purposes vested water rights exist Similarly it is

the property right scenario which is most likely to produce

claims an unconstitutional taking has occurred Los Angeles

itself as a creature of the state which is engaged in the

putative taking may encounter difficulty in presenting a taking

argument 95 But in other situations for example those where

privately held rights are effectively limited because a public

trust claim is held to have created a superior property right it

may be necessary to deal with the taking point And this will

occur in a context in which the U S Supreme Court already

arguably hostile to the public trust doctrine as understood by

the California courts 96
may have hardened its position on when a

taking exists 97 Nonetheless the law with regard to judicial

takings of this sort is far from settled 98 making any prediction

hazardous And even if application of the pUblic trust is held

to have worked a taking in California the damages to be awarded

to appropriators which hold their water rights under a permit or

license are limited to the actual amount paid to the state gg

Free Flowinq Water and the Law in the West

For its first hundred years water law throughout the western

states clearly was dominated by the claims of diverters 100

Protection was provided almost exclusively for actions associated

with diversion the capture of water and except in the case of
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the production of electricity the movement of that water to some

place away from the source The claims were numerous for

mining agriculture municipal water supply and other beneficial

uses ess ntial to the settlement and development of the arid

West

Occasionally there were situations in those first hundred

years when courts seemed to protect the natural integrity of

rivers but on closer examination those cases seem ultimately

more concerned with out of the stream considerations than with

instream values It is well known for example that in 1884

courts in California used nuisance theory virtually to put an end

to the practice of hydraulic mining 101 The unfortunate

consequence for rivers of that sort of mining was the creation of

enormous amounts of mining debris much of which ended up in

rivers and the estuary downstream But the heart of the nuisance

actions was not that the water was degraded by the mining debris

but that the build up of debris in the beds of rivers reduced the

carrying capacity of the channels and led to increased flooding

of and deposit of debris on farmland and towns near the river 102

Protection of land away from the stream from damage by water not

protection of the integrity of a natural watercourse or

protection of established or anticipated instream uses was

central to the decisions

Similarly in 1926 when the California Supreme Court

vindicated Mrs Herminghaus s famous riparian claim vis a vis the

Southern California Edison project planned upstream lOJ it
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protected her right as a riparian to seasonal flood waters

because she wanted them as an inexpensive means for irrigation of

her grazing land l04 There was no sense that any instream value

of the sort we discuss today was being protected

During that first hundred years the appropriation doctrine

became the dominant legal vehicle for the satisfaction of

diverters claims It was never the exclusive doctrine in the

West It had much less importance for groundwater than for

surface water and even for surface water some states recognized

rights to divert water based on riparian 105 pueblo 106
or

prescriptive status 10 But clearly to understand the heart of

western surface water law from the 1850 s to the 1950 s one has

to understand the doctrine of prior appropriation

For California I think the 1950 s is the appropriate decade

to select for the beginnings of a change in attitude for initial

recognition that alongside the diversion of water there are

important values represented by nondiversion or the free flow

of water Initially this change was signaled by an amendment to

the Water Code to the effect that certain instream uses of water

are beneficial uses 108 Thus the concept in appropriation

theory that the origin measure and termination of an

appropriative water right depend on beneficial use was adapted to

the instream situation The consequence was not that water could

be appropriated for instream beneficial use
109 but that

appropriations for diversion could be limited by permit
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conditions imposed in the name of the protection of an instream

beneficial use 110

Since the 1950 s other devices have emerged in the law for

protection of instream values The most dramatic and

comprehensive is a wild or scenic river designation lll for it

can preclude almost all development on the designated stretch of

river But others clearly exist federal reserved rights l12

instream flow appropriation 113 water marketing ll4 flow

preservation regulations ll5 and riparian rights are among the

most interesting ll6 And condemnation deserves more attention

than it has received ll7

Among all these approaches to instream flow preservation we

have the public trust doctrine What are its comparative

advantages and will it spread throughout the West as prior

appropriation once did

I believe the comparative advantages of the public trust

doctrine as a tool for instream flow protection are principally

its ability to help undo past mistakes in an historically

legitimate fashion and the fact the doctrine is a creature of

state law Each of these points requires elaboration

Many of the legal devices for instream flow protection are

effective only with regard to diversion rights established in the

future An instream appropriation for example is junior to all

previously established appropriations A wild and scenic rivers

act normally is provided only for presently undeveloped stretches
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of river Conditions placed on an appropriation permit affect

only that appropriation not all which have gone before

A public trust right by way of contrast to the extent it

is understood as a public property right can be viewed as in

existence from time immemorial In Justice Broussard s words

the right is part of the common heritaqe of the people llS like

the air we breathe or the sky we enjoy It predates any

appropriative right althouqh in defining the scope of each kind

of riqht accommodation in the name of fairness may be

neCEUiI ary
119 The pUblic trust right 1 thu available as a tool

to correct mistakes of the past to the extent that can be done

without running afoul of a constitutional restriction

The public trust doctrine is of course not the only means

for dealing with the present consequences to past mistakes

Police power regulation can do the same thing SUbject again to

constitutional restraints But pOlice power requlation lacks the

ancient historical roots of the pUblic trust doctrine which

provide a legitimacy for an unusual legal regime for very special

natural resources a reqime less accommodatinq of private

interests in resources than is true in other areas Furthermore

normally police power regulation is stated in qeneral terms to

apply across a range of situations The pUblic trust doctrine

can be similarly stated for example asa foundation for pUblic

access to dry sand areas of a state s beaches l20 But it also

can be tailored to the physical facts and political realities of

individual situations Thus it may in the end operate
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differently depending upon whether the situation is that of Mono

Lake the lower American River or the Bay Delta This may be a

great advantage for a legal doctrine which despite its ancient

origins is largely a new one in the instream flow protection

arena

A second comparative advantage of the public trust doctrine

is its association with state law l21
By way of contrast the

reserved right which to some extent also allows the correction

of past mistakes122 is a creature of the federal law 123 And

with regard to water rights law in the West federal law plays a

secondary role This has led the U S Supreme Court in recent

years to emphasize that the paramount federal policy on western

water rights is deference to state law and that consequently the

scope of the federal law reserved right will be narrowly

understood 124 The public trust doctrine as a creature of state

law need not be interpreted in the same restrictive manner

Since 1983 there have been indications that the courts in

some states other than California also find the public trust

doctrine an attractive tool for the resolution of water resources

controversies The best example is Idaho where shortly after

the 1983 Mono Lake decision the supreme court emphasized in dicta

that the public trust doctrine would be integrated with the

appropriative rights doctrine in Idaho l25 Then in 1985 the

Idaho Supreme Court in the context of a controversy over

appropriative water rights noted that statutory public interest

requirements must be understood in the larger context of the
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public trust doctrine 126 This would require a public interest

analysis not only upon filing of an application for a new water

right permit but also upon evidence of significant damage to

public trust values from exercise of a water right created long

ago
127

Montana also has employed the public trust doctrine in ways

of interest to those interested in instream flow protection In

two decisions handed down in 1984 the Montana Supreme Court

relied on the doctrine to protect public access to and use of

streams for recreational purposes
128 and recently it affirmed

the constitutionality of most of a statute which codified that

decision 129 In one of the 1984 decisions however the court

indicated that pUblic use rights are subordinate to an

established appropriative right 130 Whether this point of view

clearly one inconsistent with the California and Idaho decisions

will be followed in case of an actual conflict between public use

and a private appropriative right remains to be seen 13l

Conclusion

Today we are witnesses at many places throughout the West of

a broad change in thinking about the utilization of water

resources Few question the need in an arid region to use some

of the limited supplies of surface waters for irrigation

municipal water supply and other beneficial uses which require

diversions But many believe that our institutions and legal

standards geared to water development have in some instances

gotten out of control and that as a consequence we need to do two
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things First we must follow a more balanced approach in future

water development projects an approach far more sensitive to the

environmental amenities threatened by these projects Second we

must begin to think much more seriously about correcting at least

some of the many situations where serious mistakes have been made

in the past For those of this point of view environmental

restoration is as important as more sensitive decision making on

future projects

The public trust doctrine has its greatest potential as a

tool for an aggressive approach to environmental restoration

There is great legitimacy to the claim of a public property right

in navigable water That right is expressed as the public trust

doctrine and it should become a viable basis for the restoration

of instream flows or in the case of Mono Lake the restoration

of needed water levels Public trust proponents will do much

less than is possible if they settle for an interpretation or

consideration public trust scenario when so much more is

achievable in a property right scenario In a time when a

conservative official such as Secretary of the Interior Donald

Hodel can seriously suggest study of the restoration of Hetch

Hetchy Valley by the destruction of a major dam 132
proposals to

restore Mono Lake by augmenting inflows seem modest indeed As

in any reallocation of water rights the legitimate needs of

those like Los Angeles which have been relying on water projects

cannot be ignored 133 But the central task is to replace the

status quo with a more balanced solution For this at Mono Lake
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and perhaps at other locations throughout the West the public

trust doctrine can be an appropriate vehicle
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FOOTNOTES

1 The study was funded by the Student Originated Studies

Program of the National Science Foundation D Winkler ed An

Ecoloqical StudY of Mono Lake California 145 1977 Institute

of Ecology Publication No 12 University of California Davis

The Mono Basin Research Group consisted of five Stanford

students five UC Davis students and one student each from

Earlham College and UC Santa Cruz ide at 143 who undertook a

program of field and laboratory work during the summer of 1976

D Gaines Foreward A Note on the History of Mono Lake in

Winkler supra at i

2 Whereas Mono Lake is one of the oldest lakes in North

America Mono Basin Ecosystem Study Committee The Mono Basin

Ecosvstem Effects of Chanqinq Lake Level 18 1987 National

Research Council hereinafter NRC Committee Lake Tahoe is

still described as oliqotroPhic free from excess nourishment

rich in oxygen or more generally youthful Ayer Water

Quality Control at Lake Tahoe Dissertation on Grasshopper

Soup 1 Ecoloqv L O 3 4 1971 Much of the study of Lake

Tahoe has been organized and undertaken by Dr Charles Goldman of

UC Davis

3 California Department of Water Resources Report of

Interaqencv Task Force on Mono Lake 11 13 1979 hereinafter

DWR Task Force

4 In recent times the historic high for the lake s water

level was 6 428 feet above sea level on July 18 19 19 NRC
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Committee suora note 2 at 17 In 1941 when Los Angeles began

its diversions the level was about 6 417 Id On December 17

1981 the lake s water level reached an historic low of 6 372

Id Several very wet years since then have caused some recovery

to 6 380 feet in August 1986 Id at 16 An interagency task

force recommended the lake level be stabilized at 6 388 feet

which on the basis of 1979 estimates would have required

diversions by Los Angeles to be reduced about 85 DWR Task

Force suora note 3 at 55

5 The principal foods are brine shrimp and brine flies

and the students concluded that although the possibility exists

that the brine shrimp and fly larvae of Mono Lake may be able to

adapt themselves physiologically to a slowly increasing salinity

or to evolve a genetic tolerance enabling survival the weight of

evidence examined here indicates that the present populations of

these animals will not be able to withstand the increasing

salinity predicted for Mono Lake Winkler suora note 1 at 69

And they noted that if the food organisms disappear from the

lake the bird populations which depend on them are almost sure

to follow IQ at 3 The increasing salinity is caused by a

declining lake level NRC Committee suora note 2 at 44 48

which in turn is caused mainly by exports of water from the

basin This general view of the relationships between water

export lake elevation salinity level food organism survival

and bird populations seems to be shared by the authors of a

recent report published by the National Research Council Id at
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2 6

6 Winkler supra note 1 at 3 Increased air pollution in

the form of dust storms fed by material from the newly exposed

alkaline mud flats around the lake s shoreline was also a

concern Id

7 The Executive Director of the Mono Lake Committee

asserted recently that i f there had been no Mono Lake Research

Group I doubt there ever would have been a campaign to save the

lake Letter from Martha Davis to the author February 19

1988 Tragically David Gaines author of the forward to the

research group s report and a major figure in the work of the

Mono Lake Committee was killed in an automobile accident in

January of this year Sacramento Bee January 13 1988 at A3

8 Irwin v Phillips 5 Cal 140 1855 See qenerally R

Dunbar Forqinq New Riqhts in Western Waters 1983

9 Eldridge v Cowell 4 Cal 80 85 1854

10 Stevens The Public Trust A Sovereign s Ancient

Prerogative Becomes the People s Environmental Right 14 U C

Davis L Rev 195 1980

11 See qenerally Dunning The significance of

California s Public Trust Easement for California Water Rights

Law 14 U C Davis L Rev 157 1980

12 Id at 368 374

13 See ide at 370 A leading federal decision in the

application of Illinois law made the same point somewhat more

loosely in stating that legislatures could validly grant private
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entities land under navigable waters for improvements related to

commerce on those waters wharves or where occupation of

the parcels does not substantially impair the public interest in

the lands and waters remaining Illinois Central

Railroad v Illinois 146 U S 387 452 1892

14 In recently summarizing the California law regarding

the duties and powers of the state as trustee the California

Supreme Court noted that the state may surrender public trust

protection Hgnly in rare cases when the abandonment of that right

is consistent with the purposes of the trust National Audubon

Society v Superior Court 33 Cal 3d 419 441 658 P 2d 709 189

Cal Rptr 346 361 hereinafter Audubon cert denied 464

U S 977 1983 Emphasis added unfortunately there is no

empirical study of land development in coastal areas of

California which would allow one to judge the extent to which 4It
this principle has been reflected in practice Elsewhere

developers have contended that the public trust doctrine by

obstructing clear title makes it difficult to obtain mortgage

financing or to ensure the alienability of urban property at its

true value Carlson The Public Trust Doctrine and Urban

Waterfront Development in Massachusetts What is a Public

Purpose 7 Harv Env L Rev 71 71 1983 Lack of knowledge

as to the practical consequences of the public trust doctrine for

coastal land utilization and development make prediction about

the consequences of the doctrine for water resources development

particularly hazardous
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15 To sustain the public trust easement in the face of a

legislative act of termination one opinion suggested one must

produce evidence indicating that the abandonment of the pUblic

trust will impair the power of succeeding legislatures to

protect improve and develop the public interest in commerce

navigation and fisheries Mallon v City of Long Beach 44

Cal 2d 199 207 282 P 2d 481 486 1955

16 See supra note 14 Although these dicta are

fascinating I have not found any example in the recently

reported California decisions of a judicially invalidated

conveyance or a development judicially prohibited on public trust

grounds following explicit legislative approval The best

example from another state is People ex reI Scott v Chicago

Park District 66 Ill 2d 65 360 N E 2d 773 1976 There the

Illinois legislature conveyed land beneath Lake Michigan to u S

Steel for construction of a new factory The legislation

included a finding that the grant was made in aid of commerce and

would create no impairment of the public interest in the

remaining lands and waters Id at 80 360 N E 2d at 781 The

court termed the public benefit too indirect intangible and

elusive to satisfy the criteria for termination found private

benefit to be the direct and dominating purpose of the grant

and invalidated it Id at 80 81 360 N E 2d at 781

Presumably the result would be the same if instead of

attempting to place the situation within the ambit of the

established public trust termination criteria the Illinois
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legislature simply stated that the prior criteria were eliminated

and termination could occur for whatever reason or no reason

deemed suitable by it

17 It is interesting to compare this implied

constitutional aspect of the state law public trust doctrine with

the similar quality accorded the federal law Equal Footing

doctrine The latter provides that the U S government holds

title to land under navigable water in territories in trust for

future states and that upon admission to the Union a beneficiary

state automatically takes title to such land Pollard v Hagan

44 U S 3 How 212 1845 Although a state s beneficial

interest can be defeated in some circumstances see Choctaw

Nation v Oklahoma 397 U S 620 1970 cf Utah Div of State

Lands v U S 107 S ct 2318 1987 where such do not exist

the federal government must acknowledge state ownership of the

land despite the lack of any explicit constitutional language to

that effect This puts states created from federal territories

on the same footing as states formed by the original thirteen

colonies

18 Marks v Whitney 6 Cal 3d 251 491 P 2d 374 98 Ca1

Rptr 790 1971

19 Id at 259 491 P 2d at 380 98 Cal Rptr at 796

20 xg at 259 60 491 P 2d at 380 98 Cal Rptr at 796

Water quality control will perhaps soon be added to the list

generally Johnson The Emerging Recognition of a Public

Interest in Water Water Quality Control by the Public Trust
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Doctrine in D Getches ed Water and the American West

Essays in Honor of Raohael J Moses 1987

21 state of California v Superior Court Fogerty 29

Cal 3d 240 172 Cal Rptr 713 625 P 2d 256 cert denied 454

U S 865 1981 Lake Tahoe State of California v Superior

Court Lyon 29 Cal 3d 210 172 Cal Rptr 696 625 P 2d 239

cert denied 454 U S 865 1981 Clear Lake Such land lies

between the high and low water marks of these lakes In the

aftermath of Nollen v California Coastal Commission 107 S ct

3141 1987 beach access condition in a permit struck down as

not substantially furthering governmental purposes that would

justify denial of the permit there may now be renewed interest

in the relevance of the public trust doctrine for dry sand areas

adjacent to both inland lakes and the ocean See Matthews v Bav

Head Imorovement Association 95 N J 306 471 A 2d 355 cert

denied 469 U S 821 1984

22 Marks v Whitney 6 Cal 3d 251 261 491 P 2d 374 381

98 Cal Rptr 790 797 1971 marina on Tomales Bay Atwood v

Hammond 4 Cal 2d 31 37 48 P 2d 20 25 1935 public buildings

on reclaimed area in San Diego Bay

23 See qenerally Dunning supra note 11

24 See People v Gold Run Ditch Mining Co 66 Cal 138

151 2 4 P 1152 1159 1884 People v Russ 132 Cal 102 64

P 111 1901

25 Sax The Public Trust Doctrine in Natural Resources

Law Effective Judicial Intervention 68 Mich L Rev 473
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1970

26 other theories under consideration included the

contention that the city s use of water was in violation of the

reasonableness limitation in the California Constitution Cal

Const art X 2 and the argument that federal littoral rights

to the waters of Mono Lake should be asserted to obtain some

restoration of the lake s water level The first argument was

abandoned but the second one was pursued in petitions filed by

the Sierra Club and the Natural Resources Defense Council with

the Secretary of the Interior The premise of the second

arqument that federal agencies such as the forest service have

littoral rights in California was recent ly reaffirmed by the

Supreme Court of California In re Water of Hallett creek stream

System No S F 25133 Cal S ct Feb 19 1988 The state of

California has filed a petition for rehearing in Hallett Creek

and an attorney for the state has indicated the state will seek

review by the u s Supreme Court Association of California

Water Agencies 16 ACWA NEWS 3 Number 5 March 7 1988 Even

if federal agencies have littoral rights in California they may

insist they have no duty to assert them See Abrams Water in

the Western Wilderness The Duty to Assert Reserved Water

Rights 1986 U Ill L Rev 387 1987

27 A Schneider Leqal Aspects of Instream Water Uses in

California 6 29 1978 See also Governor s commission to Review

California Water Rights Law Final Report 110 1978

28 Robie The Public Interest in Water Rights
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Administration 23 Rocky Mt Min L Inst 917 927 1977

4It 29 In addition to alleging violation of the public trust

the complaint filed by the National Audubon Society and others

alleged violation of Article XVI Section 6 of the California

Constitution gift of public money a cloud on plaintiff s

public trust title public and private nuisance and violation of

Article X Section 4 of the California Constitution access to

navigable water An amended complaint filed after removal of

the case to federal court added a claim arising under the federal

common law of nuisance

30 These matters are discussed in Dunning The Public

Trust Doctrine and Western Water Law Discord or Harmony 30

Rocky Mtn Min L Inst 17 1 17 28 to 17 29 1984

31 Another event which increased interest in and awareness

of the public trust doctrine in California between 1978 and 1983

was a two day conference in 1980 at UC Davis attended by some 650

people One part of that conference dealt with The Public Trust

Doctrine and Inland Water Resources The conference proceedings

were published at H Dunning ed The Public Trust Doctrine in

Natural Resources Law and Manaqement 1981 a volume which is no

longer in print Several of the conference papers also appear at

14 U C Davis L Rev 1980

32 The court divided on the question whether the courts

and the State Water Resources Control Board have concurrent

jurisdiction over suits to determine rights to water The

majority expressed doubts on this point Audubon 33 Cal 3d at
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451 658 P 2d at 731 189 Cal Rptr at 368 cert denied 464

U S 977 1983 but concluded in the affirmative

33 Johnson Public Trust Protection for Stream Flows and

Lake Levels 14 U C Davis L Rev 233 233 1980

34 Audubon 33 Cal 3d at 425 658 P 2d at 712 189 Ca

Rptr at 349 ert qenied 464 U S 977 1983

35 Justice Broussard notes that to administer the

appropriative water rights system without consideration of the

pUblic trust doctrine may cause unnecessary and unjustified harm

to trust interests Isl at 446 658 P 2d at 728 189 Ca Rptr

at 365 y rt qeQie 464 U S 977 1983

36 He observes that the prosperity and habitability of

much of California are built upon the diversion of great

quantities of water from its streams for purposes unconnected to

any navigation commerce fishing recreation or ecological use

relating to the source stream and concludes from that

observation that the state must have the power to grant non

vested usufructuary rights to appropriate water even if

diversions harm pUblic trust uses 19 at 426 658 P 2d at 712

189 Cal Rptr at 349 cert denied 464 U S 977 1983 At

another point in the opinion this power is grounded upon current

and historical necessity Ig at 446 658 P 2d at 727 189 Ca

Rptr at 364 Ctltt denjed 464 U S 977 19B3 Although the

Kono Lake opinion suggests the rules of inland water resources

are thus different from those for tidelands and submerged lands

it is likely in reality many of the latter in fact have been
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filled for purposes unconnected to any navigation commerce

fishing recreation or ecological use relating to the navigable

water See note 14 supra see qenerally Dunning supra note 11

37 Another important element in Justice Broussard s

analysis is the conclusion that diversions from streams whose

navigability has not been established implicate the public trust

doctrine where the public trust uses of a downstream navigable

lake or river are impaired Id at 436 658 P 2d at 720 189

Cal Rptr at 357 cert denied 464 U S 977 1983 The

navigability of Mono Lake was established in City of Los Angeles

v Aitken 10 Cal App 2d 460 466 52 P 2d 585 588 1935 but

no decision has been made on the navigability of the various

fresh water creeks which flow into the lake On the elusive

concept of navigability qenerally Frank Forever Free

Navigability Inland Waterways and the Expanding Public

Interest 16 U C Davis L Rev 519 1983

38 Cal Const Art X 2

39 See generally Walston The Public Trust Doctrine in

the Water Rights Context The Wrong Environmental Remedy 22

Santa Clara L Rev 63 1982 Independently of the public trust

doctrine there are statements of use preference in California

water rights law Cal Water Code 106 1254 West 1971

but these and other similarly specific directives have generally

been superceded by the more general public interest standard

for new appropriations of surface water resources See United

States v State Water Resources Control Board 182 Cal App 3d
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82 10 04 227 Cal Rptr 161 169 70 1986

40 A si ilarly broad view of the state s reasonable

beneficial U authority was evidenced in a recent decision of

California Court of Appeal that has come to be known after the

author of the opinion as the Racanelli decision There in a

situation where water rights are being limited in order to

achieve water quality objectives the court indicated that where

diver iom Qt water CaUse adverse effects the state water

Resources Control Board has authority to modify permits to

curtail U e of water On the ground that use and

diversion of the water has become unreasonable Jg at 130

227 Cal Rptr at 187 In light of this decision perhaps the

environmentalists in the Mono Lake litigation erred in not

asserting a violation of Article X section 2 of the California

constitution reasonable beneficial use See pra note 26

41 People v Shirokow 26 Cal 3d 301 605 P 2d 859 162

Cat Rptr 30 1980 In re Waters of Long Valley Creek System

35 Cal 3d 339 S 9 P 2d 656 158 Cal Rptr 350 1979 Bank

of erica v State water Resources Control Board 42 Cal App

3d 19 116 Cal Rptr 770 1974

42 Audqbon 33 Cal 3d at 427 28 656 P 2d at 713 14 189

cal Rptr at 350 51 c rt ln ed 464 U S 977 1983 The

agency based its position on use preference provisions S D a

note 39 Which favor domestic use over other uses

43 This is qualified only in that public trust uses must

themselves pass the constitutional reasonableness test LQ at
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443 658 P 2d at 725 189 Cal Rptr at 362 cert denied 464

U S 977 1983

44 Cal Water Code 1243 West 1971

45 M Reisner Cadillac Desert 371 73 1986 Dos Rios

Dam

46 Cal Pub Res Code 5093 50 et seq West 1984

47 Fullerton v State Water Resources Control Board 90

Cal App 3d 590 153 Cal Rptr 518 1979 California Trout

Inc v State Water Resources Control Board 90 Cal App 3d 816

153 Cal Rptr 672 1979

48 An initiative which among many other changes would

have permitted appropriation without physical control was

defeated in November 1982

49 Governor s Commission to Review California Water Rights

Law Final ReDort 112 114 1978

50 In recent years the legislative leader of efforts to

improve instream protection in California has been Assemblyman

Robert Campbell

51 References are provided in Schneider SUDra note 27

52 See the two California Supreme Court opinions

cited supra note 41

53 Some developments of interest have occurred in

litigation over fisheries in the lower reaches of two of the

creeks which are tributary to Mono Lake and are sources of water

exported from the Mono Basin by Los Angeles As a result of

unusually wet years from 1982 through 1986 substantial releases
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of water were made from the city s dams into these lower reaches

Siqnificant numbers of trout were released with the water and

they caused fisheries to be reestablished or augmented below the

dams A fisherman and two fishing organizations then filed a

lawsuit based both on the California Environmental Quality Act

CEQA and on Fish and Game Code section 5937 in which they

sought injunctive relief aqainst the city again dewatering the

lower reaches by failinq to release water from the Grant Lake Dam

on Rush Creek Section 5937 provides that the owner of any dam

shall release sufficient water to keep in good condition any

fish tbat may exist below the dam See generallY Comment

Use It or Lose It California Fish and Game Code section 5931

and Instream Fishery Resources 14 U C Davis L Rev 4Jl
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at least nineteen cubic feet per second from the darn These

releases continue today while an instream flow study of lower

Rush Creek is being carried out

Subsequently similar developments occurred with regard to

lower Lee Vining Creek As a result of a wet winter in 1986 the

three miles between the city darn and Mono Lake received large

amounts of spilled water for six weeks and with it three hundred

adult trout Metropolitan Water District of Southern California

Focus 3 Number 2 1988 These augmented a self sustaining

trout fishery which had survived on intermittent spills and other

inflow Id Mono Lake Committee v City of Los Angeles No

8608 slip Ope at 3 Mono cty Sup ct Oct 21 1987 In a

lawsuit based upon both the public trust doctrine and Fish and

Game Code Section 5937 the plaintiff won a preliminary

injunction which requires the city to release up to five cubic

feet per second of water from its darn in order to maintain a

minimum flow of three cfs at the beginning of a designated

downstream reach Id at 10 This outcome was said to be the

result of weighing and balancing the proposed water uses with

the concomitant right of perpetual review as declared in

Audubon ide at 7 pending a full trial on the merits

Meanwhile an instream flow study of lower Lee Vining Creek is

underway

Preservation of fish in Lee Vining Creek does not of

course directly or necessarily further any public trust use of

Mono Lake But the court stated its belief that the creek with
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its fish and habitat could reasonably be held to come under an

extended application of public trust consideration

independent of any considerations of navigability of Lee Vininq

Creek Water development interests estimate the annual cost of

the replaeement water and power at 1 2 million Metropolitan

ater Distriet of Southern California supra this note

In ddition to these actions the National Audubon Society

and the Mono Lake Committee filed a mandamus action in state

court tacompel the State Water Resources Control Board to

incorporate in the Mono Basin licenses issued to the city of Los

Anqeles lanquaqe requiring downstream releases of water in

cOlllpliance with Fish and Game Code Section 5931 They were

unsuccessful in the trial court National Audubon Society v

State Water Resources COntrol Board Nos 336712 and 33611S

Sacramento Sup Ct 3uly 30 1986 and presently are pursuing

the htter on appeal

S 0 Nearly eighteen months after the final decision of the

Califorfiia SUPrQ Court and the remand of the matter to the

federal district cCurt that court decided that allciaims except

that based On the federal common law of nuisance should be

severed and remanded to the state court system in order to avoid

an iNlppropriat e rcise Of federal ndent jurisdiction over

issues of state law National Audubon Society v Department of

ater and ower No Ch1il S 80 127LKK slipopinionat 34 E D

Cal Nov S 19S4 That decision is currently pending on appeal

in he Ninth Circuit Nos 95 2046 85 2105 SS 223 6 SS 22l7 and
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remanded

63 California state Water Resources Control Board Leqal

Report 1987

64 California state Water Resources Control Board Draft

ReDort of Referee 1987

65 The draft report of referee prepared by staff id is

now before the full board for consideration and several days of

hearing have been completed

66 Cooper SUDra note 55 at 266

67 xg at 266 67 Reber Plan

68 This decision was challenged in litigation and a trial

court overturned it in several respects On appeal the court

was critical of several agency determinations but it left 01485

intact as hearings on a decision to replace it were about to

begin United states v state Water Resources Control Board 182

Cal App 3d 82 227 Cal Rptr 161 1986 Racanelli decision

69 state Water Resources Control Board Decision 1485 18

1978

70 The breadth of material being considered is

attributable largely to critical comments in the Racanelli

decision 01485 aimed to maintain without project conditions

in the Delta with project meaning only the CVP and the state

Water Project Other diverters and polluters were not

considered but this meant that the Board erroneously based its

water quality objectives on the unjustified premise that upstream

users retained unlimited access to upstream waters while the
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projects and Delta parties were entitled only to share the

remaining water flows United states v state Water Resources

Control Board 182 Cal App 3d 82 118 227 Cal Rptr 161 179

1986 More generally the decision criticized the SWRCB s

decision to exercise its water quality and water rights functions

in a single proceeding and suggested that as a consequence of

that unwise procedure the water quality standards were

established only at a level which could be enforced against the

projects Id at 119 20 227 Cal Rptr at 180

71 Wilkinson The Public Trust Doctrine in Public Land

Law 14 U C Davis L Rev 269 1980

72 Pollard v Hagan 44 U S 3 How 212 1845 is a

leading example See supra note 17

73 A good example is Camfield v United States 167 U S

518 524 1897 Light v United States 220 U S 523 537

1911 is termed the leading case by Wilkinson Supra note 71

at 282

74 By far the best example of this is the Redwood National

Park litigation Sierra Club v Department of the Interior 376

F Supp 90 N D Cal 1974 398 F Supp 284 N D Cal 1975

and 424 F Supp 172 N D Cal 1976

75 Cherokee Nation v Georgia 30 U S 5 Pet 1 1831

see also Worcester v Georgia 31 U S 6 Pet 515 1832

76 United States v Kagama 118 U S 375 1886

77 See e g Morton v Ruiz 415 U S 199 1974

78 United States v State Water Resources Control Board
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182 Cal App 3d 82 148 52 227 Cal Rptr 161 200 02 1986

79 Id at 150 227 Cal Rptr at 201

80 Erickson v Queen Valley Ranch Company 22 Cal App 3d

578 99 Cal Rptr 446 1971

81 United states v state Water Resources Control Board

182 Cal App 3d 82 129 227 Cal Rptr 161 187 1986

82 Cal Water Code 1394 West 1971

83 Audubon 33 Cal 3d at 427 28 658 P 2d at 713 14 189

Cal Rptr at 350 51 cert denied 464 U S 977 1983

84 Cal Pub Res Code S 21000 et seq West 1986

85 42 U S C is 4331 et seq 1977

86 See County of Inyo v Yorty 32 Cal App 3d 795 806

108 Cal Rptr 377 385 1973 cf Cal Pub Res Code S 21169

West 1977

87 Sax The Unhappy Truth About NEPA 26 Okla L Rev

239 1973 g Strycker s Bay Neighborhood Council Inc v

Karlen 444 U S 223 1980

88 NEPA for example declares that it is the continuing

policy of the federal government to use all practicable means to

create and maintain conditions under which man and nature can

exist in productive harmony National Environmental Policy Act

S 101 42 U S C S 4331 1977 CEQA inter alia initially

declared that the state policy was to ensure that the long term

protection of the environment shall be theHguiding criterion in

pUblic decisions California Environmental Quality Act Cal

Pub Res Code i 21001 West 1977 In 1979 this was qualified
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by the addition of the following consistent with the provision

of a decent home and suitable living environment for every

Californian California Environmental Quality Act Cal Pub

Res Code 21001 West 1986

89 See supra note 17 The relationship between the Equal

Footing and public trust doctrines is considered in some detail

in the recent decision in Phillips Petroleum Co v Mississippi

No 86 870 U s S ct Feb 23 1988 states upon entering

Union acquire title to all land beneath water subject to tidal

influence even if the water was not navigable in fact

90 Cal Water Code 102 West 1971 see generally Note

The Public Trust Doctrine as a Source of State Reserved Water

Rights 63 Den U L Rev 585 1986

91 Audubon 33 Cal 3d at 441 658 P 2d at 724 189 Cal

Rptr at 361 cert denied 464 U S 977 1983

92 Winters v United States 207 U S 564 1908

93 Arizona v California 373 U S 546 1963 United

states v City and County of Denver 656 P 2d 1 S ct Colo

1982

94 From Winters v United States 207 U S 564 1908 to

Arizona v california 373 U S 546 1963

95 Trenton v New Jersey 262 U S 182 1923

96 See Summa Corp v California ex reI State Lands

Commission 466 U S 198 205 1984 But Phillips Petroleum

Co v Mississippi No 86 870 U S S ct Feb 23 1988

97 See Nollan v California Coastal Commission 107 S ct
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3141 1981

8 Robinson v

AriYOshi
753 F 2d 1468 9th Cir 1985

vaca 4 r a ed 106 ct 3269 1986 F Supp

D Haw 1987 No
civ

74 32 LEIS 109S3 appeal

pendinchange in state water rigbts law as an unconstitutional

taking gi Q Brien New COnditions for Old Water Rights An

Examination oif the SQurces and Limd ts of state Authority to

appear Roeky Mtn
Min L Insto IIConsistent with No l D

courts shQuld closely scrutiniZe tentS and condit ioQS which

affect th pldority of the appropriat ive riqht iii Lazarus

Chanqinq Conceptions of Property and sovereignty in Natural

Resource s Questioning the Public Trust Doctrine iii 11 Iowa
Li

Rev 631 674 75 1986 the pUblic trust doctrine adds l ittle

to tbe degree of governmental immunity fro taking challenJes to

governmental envilonaental protection and conserwation

measures

99 Cal
Water Code S 1629 West 1951 license to

appropriate Cal Water Code IJ9a Nest 1951 same language

reqardinq permit to appropriate o These provis iolls of course

deal with the wateX riqht but not the physical facilities which

may be useless if tbe re is no wat ellriqh
t

As to the latter in

the comparable situation in federal power law when tbe

government takes over project works upon the expiration of a

licensee the lieensee is only entitled to paJ1Mmt for its net

investlllento 16 U S Co S SOh fa 1935 That term is defined

at 16 U S
C S 96 l SS
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100 qenerally Dunbar suora note 8

101 People v Gold Run Ditch Mining Co 656 Cal 138 4

P 1152 1884 Woodruff v North Bloomfield Mining Co 18 F

753 9th Cir 1884

102 Id at 758 61 Mention was also made of injuries to

navigation Id at 761 62 See generally Ziebarth

California s First Environmental Battle 4 Cal Lawyer 56 58

No 8 1984

103 Herminghaus v Southern California Edison Co 200

Cal 81 252 P 607 1926 cert dismissed 275 U S 486 1927

104 This decision led directly to enactment of an anti

waste pro water development amendment to the state constitution

Cal Const Art X Section 2

105 Of the Western states California has been the most

protective of the riparian water right Recently in fact the

California Supreme Court unanimously confirmed that federal

agencies can claim these rights on the same basis as private

landowners In re Water of Hallett Creek Stream System suora

note 26

106 City of Los Angeles v City of San Fernando 14 Cal 3d

199 537 P 2d 1250 123 Cal Rptr 1 1975

107 People v Shirokow 26 Cal 3d 301 605 P 2d 859 162

Cal Rptr 30 1980

108 Cal Water Code 1243 1971 enacted 1959

109 Where no physical control is taken of the water such

appropriation is prohibited in California Fullerton v State
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Water Resources Control Board 90 Cal App 3d 590 153 Cal

Rptr 518 1979 California Trout Inc v state Water Resources

Control Board 90 Cal App 3d 816 153 Cal Rptr 672 1979

110 In 014851 this was done to protect such uses

identified in a water quality control plan supfa note 68

111 Cal Pub Res Code 5093 50 et seq West 1986

wild and scenic Rivers Act 16 U S C S 1271 1985

112 Although such rights arising by implication of the

Organic Administration Act of June 4 1897 16 U S C 5 473 et

seq have been narrowly construed United states v New Mexico

438 U S 696 1978 to serve only principal purposes of a

national forest which do not include aesthetics recreation or

fish preservation other statutes may have a broader meaning

sierra Club v Block 622 F Supp 842 D Colo 1985 app al

pen4il9 Wilderness Act basis for reserved right to instream

flows

113 iU geIlerally Tarlock Appropriation for Instream

Flow Maintenance A Progress Report on New Public western

Water Rights 1978 Utah L Rev 211 1978

114 Although the term water marketing is often used to

describe the iQit al sales of water from a new water development

project the current pOlicy debate on the concept focuses on the

allocation of water rights through market mechanisms

generally Oeltjen FiSCher Allocation of Rights to Water

Preferences Priorities and the Role of the Market 57 Neb L

Rev 245 1978 Instream protection can be achieved for
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example if senior diversion rights can be purchased and

dedicated to nondiversion Ways to restructure water rights and

otherwise encourage private markets to produce instream flow

are discussed in T Anderson Water Crisis Endinq the Policy

Drouqht 73 85 1983

115 Proposals for such regulation can be found at

Governor s Commission to Review California Water Rights Law

Final Re ort 113 14 and 120 28 1978

116 Recent litigation in California over the question

whether federal agencies hold riparian water rights under state

law was triggered by a Forest Service claim as a riparian to

water for wildlife enhancement In re Water of Hallett Creek

Stream System No S F 25133 slip Ope at 3 Cal Sup ct Feb

18 1988 petition for limited reconsideration pending A

proposal to deny federal agencies state law riparian rights but

permit them instream flow appropriations for public purposes is

presented in Comment California Water for National Forests

Reserved Rights Riparian Rights and Instream Appropriations

20 U C Davis L Rev 921 950 53 1987

117 See supra note 99 regarding conditions precedent

which would affect the valuation of appropriative rights to water

held under permit or license in California

118 Audubon 33 Cal 3d at 425 658 P 2d at 712 189 Cal

Rptr at 349

119 This has frequently occurred in the tidelands and

submerged lands cases City of Berkeley v Superior court 26
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Cal 3d 515 606 P 2d 362 162 Cal Rptr 327 cert denied sub

nom Santa Fe Land Improvement Co v City of Berkeley 449 U S

840 1980 Illinois Central R R v Illinois 146 U S 387

1892 and in fact in waters rights cases generally there is far

more bending of doctrinal rules to achieve a result perceived

as fair than is commonly recognized See qenerally Dunning

State Equitable Apportionment of Western Water Resources 66

Neb L Rev 76 1987

120 Matthews v Bay Head Improvement Association Inc 95

N J 306 471 A 2d 355 1984

121 A leading federal precedent treats the doctrine as one

of state law Illinois Central Railroad Co v Illinois 146 U S

387 436 37 1892 and has been so construed in a later

decision Appleby v New York 271 U S 364 395 n 13 1926

On the other hand the public trust doctrine is closely related

to the federal Equal Footing doctrine supra notes 17 and 89

Furthermore whether the public trust doctrine is founded on

sovereignty or prior ownership the federal government generally

has both and consequently could in theory develop a federal law

public trust doctrine In some sense this has been done for

federal public lands suora note 71 and it could in the future

be done with regard to navigable water Perhaps the well

recognized existence of a Commerce Clause based federal

navigational servitude has inhibited such a development

122 The priority of a reserved water right is the date

upon which the associated federal land was reserved for
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particular federal purposes Cappaert v United states 426 U S

128 1976 Generally such dates are rather early so if the

scope of a reserved right is sufficient to encompass an instream

use exercise of that right may preclude dewatering of a stream

by the exercise of junior rights to divert

123 See supra note 112

124 United states v New Mexico 438 U s 696 1978

125 Kootenai Environmental Alliance Inc v Panhandle

Yacht Club Inc 105 Idaho 622 671 P 2d 1085 1983 The court

followed Illinois Central in attributing implied constitutional

status to the public trust doctrine It said that doctrine at

all times forms the outer boundaries of permissible government

action with respect to public trust resources Id at 632 671

P 2d at 1095 It also included property values among the trust

interests protected by the doctrine

126 Shokal v Dunn 109 Idaho 330 336 n 2 707 P 2d 441

447 n 2 1985

127 Both Shokal and Kootenai are clear that any grant to

use state waters is subject to the public trust Idi Kootenai

Environmental Alliance Inc v Panhandle Yacht Club Inc 105

Idaho 622 631 671 P 2d 1085 1094 1983 Interestingly

whereas Kootenai repeatedly describes the trust as applicable to

navigable water ide passim Shokal says the state holds all

waters in trust Shokal v Dunn 109 Idaho 330 336 n 2 707

P 2d 441 447 n 2 1985

128 Montana Coalition for stream Access v Hildreth 684
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P 2d 1088 1984 Montana Coalition for stream Access v Curran

682 P 2d 163 1984 cf Gibson v Kelly 15 Mont 417 423 39

P 517 519 1895

129 Galt v State 731 P 2d 912 1987

130 Montana Coalition for stream Access v Curran 682

P 2d at 170

131 Comment An Analysis of the Potential Conflict

Between the Prior Appropriation and Public Trust Doctrines in

Montana Water Law 8 Pub Land L Rev 81 112 1987 Under

Montana s current expression of the public trust doctrine no

ground exists for the court to effect a reallocation of a vested

water right in favor of a broad recreational use without

requiring just compensation

132 See qenerallv 12 Environs No 1 January 1988

published by the Environmental Law Society of the UC Davis

School of Law

133 currently the Environmental Defense Fund is preparing

a study on the water and power alternatives for Los Angeles

should the city s water diversions from the Mono Basin be

reduced This follows on the heels of the National Academy of

Science report supporting the contention of the Mono Basin

Research Group that those diversions are causing serious

environmental damage See suora note 5 Also in preparation by

the Forest Service is a study on the appropriate water level in

Mono Lake from a land management point of view The service has

important land management responsibilities in the basin
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PRIVATE APPROPRIATION OF INSTREAM FLOWS

IN ALASKA

MARY ill HARLE

ABSTRACT Instream uses of water in Alaska have historically

been important to support transportation fishing

recreation and tourism Water rights for instream uses have

their basis in the State s Constitution and are further

defined in the Alaska Water Use Act Alaska s Constitution

adopted when Alaska was admitted to the Union in 1959

established the prior appropriation doctrine in the state

The Constitution goes on to say that water is reserved to the

people for common use and except for public water supply is

subject to preferences among beneficial uses and to the

general reservation of fish and wildlife The Alaska Water

Use Act was enacted in 1966 establishing procedures for

adjudicating and obtaining diversionary water rights In

1980 the Alaska Water Use Act was amend d to include

instream water uses as beneficial uses and to establish

Water Resources Manager Alaska Department of

Resources Division of Land and Water Management

107005 Anchorage Alaska 99510 907 561 2020

Natural

P O Box
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adjudication procedures for reserving waters for instream

use Four instream purposes are recognized under Alaskan

law fish and wildlife recreation and park purposes

navigation and transportation purposes and sanitary and

water qual ity purposes Alaska s law is unique because

private persons and organizations as well as local state

and federal government agencies can apply for reservations

for instream flows
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INTRODUCTION

At first glance Alaska appears to be a water rich state

with its many rivers lakes snowfields glaciers and even

muskeg and wet tundra areas Alaska s water resources both

solid and liquid are abundant and widespread Glacial ice

covers 17 000 square miles in Alaska or about 5 percent of

the total area of the state Seasonal snow covers most of

the state for one half to three quarters of the year The

Yukon River ranks fifth in size in the United States and six

Alaskan rivers Yukon Copper Stikine Susitna Kuskokwim

and Tanana are among the 30 largest U s rivers Alaskan

lakes are so numerous that they are essentially uncounted

Alaska s largest lake Lake Illiamna has a surface area of

1 000 square miles 1 Although Alaska has abundant stream

flow it is not always distributed evenly in time and space

Traditionally instream uses of water have been

important to support the state s people and economy Alaskan

natives have depended upon subsistence use of fish and

wildlife for their livelihood Larger rivers have been

important transportation corridors for river boats barges

and paddlewheel boats to move goods and people into the

interior More recently float planes are an important mode

of transportation using lakes and rivers to land and gain

access to remote areas Frozen rivers are important winter
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transportation corridors The state s many streams support

numerous species of fish important to the state s commercial

and recreational fishing industries Recreation and tourism

are big business in Alaska for sport fishing and hunting

canoeing kayaking rafting hiking camping and

sightseeing

As with other states however increasing population and

resource development is resulting in conflicts over water

use Water quantity and quality for placer mining operations

compete and conflict with recreational boating fishing and

community water supply systems Hydroelectric development is

sometimes incompatible with fishery needs Public water

supply needs can conflict with habitat needs for fish The

viability of the state s commercial sport fishing and

aquaculture industries petroleum and mining industries

recreation and tourism industries hydroelectric power

projects and public and domestic water supplies are all

dependent on the quality and quantity of the state s water

resources

ALASKA S WATER LAW

The doctrine of prior appropriation developed by the

gold miners of California spread throughout the West and
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came to Alaska via Oregon whose laws relating to real estate

and water were made applicable to the District of Alaska

Revenue Mining Co v Balderston 2 Alaska 363 1905

After Alaska became a territory in 1912 the territorial

legislature in 1917 enacted a statute embracing an aspect of

the riparian doctrine which gave the locator of mining

claims that included both banks of a stream the right to use

as much water as necessary for working the claim The

doctrine of prior appropriation the limited riparian right

for miners and absolute ownership of ground water were the

legacy of water law left by the Territory of Alaska to the

state of Alaska

Alaska s Constitution

When Alaska was admitted to the Union in 1959 the

importance of Alaska s water resources was not overlooked in

the development of its constitutional and statutory law

Alaska s Constitution established that the state s resources

are to be managed as a public trust and that water will be

allocated under the doctrine of prior appropriation 1 The

Alaska Constitution Article VIII section 3 states that

Wherever occurring in their natural state fish wildlife

and waters are reserved to the people for common use

Section 13 expands the concept by reserving all surface and
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subsurface waters to the people for common use makes them

sUbject to appropriation and provides that prior

appropriation gives prior right Public water supply is the

only preferred use The Constitution however grants a

general reservation to fish and wildlife At a minimum this

enables the Alaska Legislature to enact a law to authorize

reservation of water for fish and wildlife At a maximum

this constitutional reservation is a mandate to reserve

waters for fish and wildlife At present there has been no

court determination as to whether the constitution requires

or only enables the Alaska Legislature to reserve water for

fish and wildlife 1

Frank J Trelease Dean and Professor of Law University

of Wyoming College of Law was hired in 1961 to write a

comprehensive water code for Alaska His code was completed

in 1962 however only parts of the code relating to

appropriation and use of water were enacted in 1966 as the

Alaska Water Use Act Alaska statute 46 15 While the

original code contained provisions to reserve minimum flows

for instream uses that portion of the code was not enacted

Alaska s Water Use Act

The Alaska Water Use Act establishes procedures to
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maintain existing rights and to obtain new rights to divert

impound or withdraw surface and ground waters in the state

The Alaska Department of Natural Resources DNR is assigned

the responsibility to determine and adjudicate water rights

and to administer the act The statutory procedure for

obtaining water rights requires filing an application for

water rights with DNR After public notice a permit to

appropriate may be issued giving the right to develop a

water source and establish beneficial water use Once water

is being beneficially used and the permit conditions have

been met a certificate of appropriation is issued Water

rights may be sold leased or transferred with the permission

of DNR

Even though specific provisions to reserve instream

flows were not included the Water Use Act as enacted in 1966

allowed limited protection for instream water uses The act

included sanitary fish and wildlife and recreational uses

as beneficial uses In evaluating applications the

commissioner has clearly defined criteria to follow when

adjudicating a water rights which includes effects on fish

and game resources recreation and public health

Sec 46 15 080 criteria for issuance of permit

a The commissioner shall issue a permit if he she
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finds that

1 the rights of a prior appropriator will not be

unduly affected

2 the proposed means of diversion or

construction are adequate

3 the proposed use of water is beneficial and

4 the proposed appropriation is in the public

interest
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8 the effect upon access to navigable or public

waters

Further AS 46 15 100 allows a permit to be issued

subject to terms conditions restrictions and limitations

necessary to protect the rights of others and the public

interest

Given this authority DNR occasionally issued permits on

a case by case basis conditioned to maintain stream flows for

fish and wildlife This was usually done at the request of

the Alaska Department of Fish and Game ADF G when

supporting data were provided While conditioning permits to

maintain downstream minimum flows was a valuable management

tool there were limitations This required DNR to repeat

the flow release condition on every permit granted for a

particular stream Frequently obtaining the basic stream

flow and biological data to support a minimum flow was

difficult and expensive

In 1976 DNR contracted with Frank Trelease to evaluate

Alaska s water resources planning and administration of water

rights One of his recommendations was that the Water Use

Act be amended to authorize state departments and agencies to

apply to DNR for reservations of flows for fish and wildlife

and water quality purposes His report also contained a
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proposed bill to accomplish this Dr Trelease s bill was

introduced in the Alaska Legislature in 1977

Alaska s Instream Flow Law

After considerable debate instream flow amendments to

the Water Use Act were enacted in 1980 Three main issues

were important to passage of these amendments

o The state s need for a clear administrative process to

adjudicate instream water rights that might be

asserted by the federal government

o The fishing industry and fishery management agencies

concern that there was no legal mechanism to establish

water rights to maintain stream flows for fish habitat

and production other than by putting conditions on

DNR water rights permits and

o Concern that reduced stream flows might affect water

quality conditions downstream from municipal treatment

plants and mining operations

The instream flow law amended the Water Use Act in three

important ways First a reservation of water for instream

10



use was defined as an appropriation Secondly navigation

transportation and maintenance of water quality were added as

beneficial uses Finally a new section AS 46 15 145 was

added detailing the process of reserving water for instream

uses

The instream flow statute allows any local state or

federal government agency or any private person to apply for

a reservation of water A reservation of water is a water

right to maintain a specified instream flow or level of water

at a specific point or part of a stream or water body

throughout the year for specified times The Alaska instream

flow statute is unique among states that have instream flow

laws because it allows private citizens and organizations to

apply for an instream or lake level reservation The statute

provides for quantification of instream water uses

establishment of a priority date and issuance of a

certificate of reservation under the state s existing water

rights system Four instream uses are recognized under

Alaskan law

o
protection of fish and wildlife habitat migration and

propagation

o recreation and park

includes contact and

purposes

secondary

which by regulation

recreation and park
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purposes including scenic natural historic or

cultural values

o naviqation and transportation purposes including by

regulation boats or float planes and tracked or

wheeled vehicles during the winter and

o sanitary and water quality purposes

Regulations 11 Me 93 142 require that the following

information be included in an application for reservation of

water

o the purpose of the proposed reservation

o the name of the stream or water body in which water is

proposed to be reserved and a map showing the location

of the proposed reservation

o
an explanation of the need for the reservation and

reasons why the reservation is being requested

o the quantity of water requested for reservation

o the time period during which the reservation is

requested and
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o data substantiating the need for and the quantity of

water requested for the proposed reservation

A filing fee of 50 is also required The date and time

that a complete application is accepted by DNR establishes

the priority date for the application

When a complete application has been accepted public

notice must be given once in a newspaper of general

distribution in the vicinity of the proposed reservation of

water Individual notice is served on

o prior appropriators who may be affected by the

proposed reservation of water

o the Alaska Departments of Fish and Game and

Environmental Conservation

o
any local government in whose jurisdiction the

proposed reservation of water would occur and

o
any other interested parties on file requesting

notice

Hearings on a proposed reservation of water may be held
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if determined necessary The commissioner must issue a

certificate of reservation if four criteria are met These

include 1 that the rights of prior appropriators will not

be affected by the reservation 2 the applicant

demonstrates a need for the reservation of water 3 there

is unappropriated water in the stream or water body

sufficient for the reservation and 4 the proposed

reservation is in the public interest The public interest

criteria in AS 46 15 080 for diversionary water uses is also

used to evaluate instream uses of water The decision by DNR

to grant conditionally grant or deny an application for

reservation of water must be in writing

Certificates of reservation are by regulation issued

to the applicant and may be subject to conditions The

applicant is responsible for compliance with the conditions

Regulations specify that two conditions must be included on

certificates of reservation First the certificate of

reservation may not be abandoned conveyed transferred

assigned or converted to another use without the approval of

DNR Second the certificate holder may not restrict access

to on or through the reserved water or prohibit the use of

the reserved water from other compatible instream uses Once

a reservation of water is granted the water is withdrawn

from diversionary appropriation
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Unlike diversionary water rights granted under the

Alaska Water Use Act reservations of water for instream uses

must be reviewed at least once every 10 years but can be

reviewed any time within the 10 year period if necessary

The review determines if

o the purpose and need for the reservation still apply

o the reservation affects prior appropriators or the

public interest

o
a new beneficial use of water has been proposed

o
new information is available about the reservation

o the quantity or level of water reserved is adequate

for the purposes of the reservation

o the time periods still apply and

o if additional data collection or analysis is required

to review the reservation

Notice of the review is given to gather information that

may assist in the review At the conclusion of the review

findings are written and the certificate of reservation is
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continued amended or revoked

PRIVATE APPROPRIATION OF INSTREAM WATER RIGHTS

Alaska Statute 46 15 145 provides that the state a

political sUbdivision of the state an agency of the United

States or a person may apply for a reservation of water for

instream use The statute at AS 46 15 260 8 defines person

to include individuals partnerships associations and

pUblic or private corporations Alaska s law therefore

allows direct private sector participation to select apply

for and maintain instream flows

Private sector reservation of instream flows was not

originally envisioned when the instream flow law was written

Dr Trelease first recommended an instream flow law for

Alaska in his 1962 Water Code for Alaska and in 1977 drafted

an instream flow bill for the State This bill allowed only

the state and its political subdivisions to apply to reserve

instream flows The state introduced an instream flow bill

in 1977 This and subsequent versions allowed the state its

pOlitical subdivisions and agencies of the united states to

apply for instream flows Agencies of the United States were

included to allow the federal government to file for instream

water rights under either the state system or to claim a

federal reserved water right During legislative hearings
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the placer mining industry lobbied to allow private

individuals and companies to apply to reserve instream flows

to dilute effluent from placer mining operations The

instream flow legislation enacted in 1980 did include the

provision to allow private persons to reserve instream

flows 2

Upon passage of the bill the Attorney General s Office

prepared a bill analysis for the Governor which raised the

question of to whom the certificate of reservation should be

issued While the bill allowed private parties to apply for

reservations of water it did not address the question of

who will receive and be responsible for the reservation if

the application is granted Presumably because of public

trust concerns the Attorney General concluded that the

certificate reserving flows should be issued to that

government agency which DNR determines is the most

appropriate trustee for each reservation I

When DNR began drafting regulations it determined that

all certificates of reservation should be granted to DNR as

trustee for the public However during public review this

concept was questioned and DNR considered a variety of

options including

o
Granting reservations to DNR as trustee for the
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public

o Granting reservations to DNR as trustee for the

public then assigning them to an appropriate state

agency

o Granting reservations to appropriate state agencies as

trustee for the publiCi

o Granting certificates to the applicant as trustee for

the publiCi

o Granting certificates jointly to the applicant and DNR

as trustee for the publiCi and

o Introducing legislative amendments

application and granting of reservations

government agencies

to limit

solely to

A number of practical questions were raised when these

options were considered The person or agency granted the

reservation might potentially bear fiscal burdens to monitor

and comply with certificate conditions and to conduct

additional field work and analysis when determined necessary

at the certificate review stage Granting reservations to

DNR or divisions within DNR such as the Division of Parks

and Outdoor Recreation might raise conflict of interest

concerns state agencies might not want to be re ponsi le

for reservations filed for by private groups or persons

In the end because the statutory and legislative intent
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was clearly to allow private parties to apply for

reservations for instream flows the state adopted a

regulation 11 AAC 93 146 b granting the reservation of

water to the applicant even if the applicant is a private

person or organization

since adoption of the instream flow regulations in

September 1983 twelve applications have been filed Table

one summarizes these applications Two were filed by the

Anchorage Audubon Society for instream flows in two

Anchorage streams Rabbit Creek and Little Rabbit Creek

These first two were denied because regulations had not yet

been adopted These applications were again filed by the

Anchorage Audubon Society after regulations were adopted but

they were denied by DNR because of poor documentation of the

requested flows As a result however local and state

agencies cooperatively installed stream gages on these

streams and in 1987 the Alaska Department of Fish and Game

ADF G filed applications for these two streams using a

modified Tennent Method to quantify the requested flows t

One instream flow application was filed by an individual to

protect the water quality of the creek that was his domestic

water supply Another application was filed by an

individual to maintain a lake level for boating and to

protect property values Both of these applications were

denied because they failed to request a specific flow or lake
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level TheADF G has filed six applications for fisheries

purposes Four have been granted and the others will be

adjudicated soon

DNR encourages public agencies as well as private

persons or organizations to apply for instream water rights

The state of Alaska Instream Flow Handbook A Guide to

Reserving Water for Instream Use was published to explain

the program methods that could be used to quantify instream

flows and how to apply Private recreational organizations

have inquired about protecting flows for canoeing and

kayaking In July 1986 the ADF G established an instream

flow program and filed applications for six stream reaches

during fiscal year 1987 and plans to file for a minimum of

six more reservations during fiscal year 1988

There are a number of reasons that are believed to

contribute to the low number of applications filed for

instream flows under Alaska s law by both the publ ic and

private sectors First and most importantly is the lack of

basic hydrologic data in Alaska Presently there is only one

stream gage for every 6 000 square miles in Alaska as

compared to one gage for every 500 square miles for the rest

of the Unites States 12 Synthetic methods regression

equations to estimate mean monthly flows have been developed

only for Southeastern Alaska and for the Cook Inlet Region
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Regression equations for estimating only mean annual flows

have been developed for the rest of Alaska All of these

equations are associated with large standard errors and

instream flow reservations based on one of these without

field data and verification may be insufficient or in excess

of what is actually needed for particular instream uses 11

In addition to the lack of basic hydrologic data there

is a lack of fisheries data for many regions of Alaska

Specific data on water depth velocity discharge and

substrate for the various life stages of fish species is

needed for the more complex site specific instream flow

models

Most of Alaska s streams and water bodies are not over

appropriated and have not yet experienced water use

competition as in other western states Interest in

expending the time and resources to quantify instream

reservations has not been often expressed

In Alaska the burden of proof is on the applicant to

provide hydrologic data necessary to support an instream flow

application The use of a specific method to quantify a

requested instream flow is not required by either Alaska s

instream flow law or regulations uncertainty in choosing a

particular methodology then the time and expense to collect
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and analyze the data are also likely contributing factors to

the pacicity of instream flow applications that have been

submitted

Finally concern has been expressed about the

establishment of the priority date under the present

administrative procedures for adjudicating reservations for

instream flows The law provides that the priority date is

established when a complete application is accepted

Regulations presently require that the requested instream

flow be fully quantified at the time the application is

filed There is concern that this gives a diversionary water

use applicant an unfair advantage in establishing a priority

date The diversionary applicant must only detail his plans

estimate and justify the requested water use in order to

establish a priority date and obtain a permit to develop and

begin beneficial water use This justification is much

easier because information exists for water requirements for

specific uses presently the instream flow applicant must

fully quantify a requested flow before filing an

application The Alaska Department of Natural Resources is

presently revising the instream flow regulations to correct

this inequity by allowing an applicant time to complete

quantification of the requested reservation after the

application has been filed
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Table 1

Summary of Instream Flow Applications 1983 1987

Applicant Use Water Body Status

Anchorage Audubon Fish Rabbit Creek Denied no

Society Habitat Anchorage regulations

Anchorage Audubon Fish Little Rabbit Creek Denied no

Society Habitat Anchorage regulations

Anchorage Audubon Fish Rabbit Creek Denied
Society Habitat Anchorage lack of

documenta
tion to

quantify

Anchorage Audubon Fish Little Rabbit Creek Denied
Society Habitat Anchorage lack of

documenta

tion to

quantify

Private Person Water Unnamed Creek Denied

Quality Kenai Peninsula no data

provided
to quantify

Private Person Trans Mackey Lake Denied
portation Kenai Peninsula lake level

not

specified

ADF G Fish Terror River Granted
Habitat Kodiak Island

ADF G Fish Rabbit Creek Granted
Habitat Anchorage

ADF G Fish Little Rabbit Creek Granted
Habitat Anchorage

ADF G Fish Little Survival Granted
Habitat Creek Anchorage

ADF G Fish willow Creek Pending
Habitat Southcentral adjudica

Alaska tion

ADF G Fish Little Susitna Pending
Habitat River Upper adjudica

Reach South tion
central Alaska
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CONCLUSION

Alaska s law to reserve water for instream uses is a

forward looking law It is unique in that it allows private

persons and organizations to participate in the process of

reserving flows and lake levels While the law has been

used infrequently it is a valuable management tool in

Alaska As the hydrologic and biological data base continue

to grow and competition for water use increases the law will

be more frequently used In the present increasing the

hydrologic data base and fine tuning the regulations will

enhance the management of Alaska s surface water resources

and the uses dependent upon stream flows and lake levels
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Instream Flow Water Rights Arizona s Approach

By Herb Dishlip Deputy Director

Arizona Department of Water Resources

The Arizona Legislature enacted the surface water code in

19l9 The code specifies the basic procedures for obtaining

rights to surface flows primarily through diversion of water from

a stream or with storage in a reservoir The water must be put

to beneficial use on land owned by the appropriator The code

has been modified only slightly in the past 69 years In spite

of the fact that prior to 1919 almost all of the dependable

surface flows had already been appropriated and in many cases

their rights adjudicated by court decrees the State Land

Department followed now by the Department of Water Resources

DWR has managed to issue over 6 300 surface water rights under

the code Not only that but there are still 2 400 applications

for water rights pending before the DWR at the present time

The surface water law states that any person or the state

of Arizona or a political subdivision thereof may appropriate

unappropriated water for domestic municipal irrigation stock

watering water power recreation wildlife including fish

artificial groundwater recharge or mining uses for his personal

use or for delivery to consumers The person or the state of

Arizona or a political subdivision thereof first appropriating

the water shall have the better right The application to

1



appropriate requires the applicant to identify a number facts

associated with the appropriation including the source of the

water supply the nature and amount of the proposed use and in

the case of recreation or wildlife purposes the location and the

character of the area to be used and the specific purposes for

which such area will be used In determining whether or not to

grant an application the DWR is required to consider a number of

factors such as if the proposed use conflicts with vested rights

is a menace to public safety or is against the interests and

welfare of the public In approving an application the DWR

cannot approve an application for more water than may be put to

beneficial use

Over the years the regulatory agencies developed rules and

procedures to implement the statutes For example in order to

determine impact with vested rights a procedure which allowS

protest by other right holders was developed Based on

information provided by a protestant a hearing could be required

at which the applicant must demonstrate that vested rights would

not be impacted In determining the appropriate volume of water

to achieve the desired beneficial use a value such as an

irrigation water duty or a gallons per head per day requirement

for stockwatering is used These values are then compared with

the amount of water being requested to make sure that no

excessive appropriations were permitted

These procedures worked satifactorily for most conventional

applications where there is a diversion from the stream and the

water is consumed at another location In 1979 the Department

2



was faced with two applications which did not meet the

conventional standards The Arizona Nature Conservancy and the

Bureau of Land Management each applied for appropriative rights

for recreation and wildlife purposes not based on a reservoir or

a diversion of water but rather for instream uses The instream

flow applications placed the DWR in the position of having to

answer all of the regular questions about granting a new permit

but the context was entirely different

Since the applications raised many legal issues the DWR

decided to hold a hearing on one of the applications in order to

help determine exactly what Arizona law would allow The

application by The Nature Conservancy for instream flows on

Ramsey Creek and O Donnell Creek was selected as the example

case The application was protested by other water users in the

area and a hearing was held on the issues The primary issue

whether or not a diversion was required in order to obtain an

appropriative right was discussed at length Other issues were

whether or not wildlife habitat preservation and retention of

aesthetic values are beneficial uses for which instream flows may

be appropriated and whether private parties and federal agencies

as well as state agencies may file applications for such

appropriations

In April 1983 the Department issued its decision and order

on the application approving the permit to appropriate by

concluding that and it is within the Arizona law to appropriate

water for instream uses for wildlife and recreational purposes

This decision was not based on the direct reading of the statutes

3



which neither expressly authorize nor expressly exclude instream

appropriations However the Arizona Court of Appeals did

provide DWR with guidance In 1976 they stated that waters could

be appropriated for in situ use without a diversion for

recreation and fishing purposes McClellen v Jantzen 26 Ariz

App at 225 547 P 2d at 496 While the statement in that

particular case was dictum nevertheless the McClellen court s

reasoning was persuasive The court conceded that originally

the concept of appropriation of waters consisted of the

diversion of that water with the intent to appropriate it and put

it to beneficial use That concept however evolved Prior to

1941 the requirement of a diversion was consistant with the

purposes for which an appropriation was made namely domestic

municipal irrigation stock watering water power and mining

uses With the addition of wildlife including fish in 1941

and recreation in 1962 as permissible uses uses that could be

enjoyed without a diversion the concept of an in situ

appropriation was introduced The McClellen court reasoned that

by authorizing beneficial uses that could be realized without a

diversion the Legislature implicitly approved instream

appropriations Similarly it could be argued that in many

instances an instream appropriation is necessary to effect a

particular wildflife or recreational use

After concluding that the statutes allow for instream

appropriations the DWR went on to note that there was nothing

particularly unique about such applications This means that if

any individual person or the federal government could apply for a

4



diversion related right then they could also apply for an

instream right Likewise beneficial use must be demonstrated in

order to obtain such a right the right could be assigned to

another person if property was sold and the right could be

subject to the change of use or the sever and transfer provisions

of the surface code

Because of these latter considerations a number of

conditions were placed on the permit issued to The Nature

Conservancy The conditions which were agreed to at the hearing

by The Nature Conservancy were intended to provide some certainty

to the protestants that their senior rights would be protected

from a change of use sometime in the future The conditions

which may eventually be included in any instream appropriation

were

1 There shall be no impoundments of public waters other

than by the existing dams

2 There shall be no interference with the natural flow of

Ramsey Creek and O Donnell Creek other than by the

existing dams

3 There shall be no consumptive use of public waters other

than is caused by the natural habitat and

4 There shall be no change in water quality by reason of

the Applicant s use of these public waters other than as

caused by natural habitat

5



The order also made it clear that the new appropriation is

subject to existing vested water rights In order to determine

that the water was being put to beneficial use The Nature

Conservancy is required to maintain a record of the continuous

minimum instream flows of Ramsey Creek and O Donnell Creek and to

submit those records to the DWR as proof of appropriation

Since the 1983 decision the DWR has received an additional

37 applications for instream flows A current list of those

applications is found in Table 1 In April 1986 the Arizona Game

and Fish Department indicated to DWR that they had identified l88

stream sections with wildlife or recreational values which may be

candidates for instream flow applications They had not

proceeded to make applications because of the potential costs of

investigating and having to support that many applications

However they would be prepared to commit the resources to make

the filings if DWR would publish criteria for evaluating the

applications and standards of proof for supporting claims They

went on to offer the expertise and assistance of their agency in

helping the DWR develop those criteria At the same time

representatives of the Bureau of Land Management Bureau of

Reclamation and the Forest Service indicated a similar

willingness to provide help

Before proceeding with a rulemaking process the Department

attempted to get a clearer understanding of the objectives which

needed to be achieved We first reviewed all applications to

determine the kinds of information provided and the nature of the

protests All applications for instream flows were based on fish
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78419

78420

78421
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90106
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90108
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90110
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90251
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1001 icant

Az Game and Fish De t

Az Nature Conservancy

Coonaclo National rorest

e L H 5Jfforc District

Pima Cty Flcod CortT Dist

Tonto National Feres

B L M Safford District

Huachuca Audubon SOciety
As to 1 wIeand 5 26 86

Coconino National Forest

B L M Safford District

Onto N3tional Forest

Navajo Cty Parks Recreation

B L M Phx District

The Nature Conservancy

S W Arboretum State Parks ed

Sierra Club

Coronado Nat l Forest

Table 1

MINLkUol INSIrtEAoI FLCJoJ APPLlCATIOtlS

Silver Sprs 21 Silver Crk

Thcmas Wash AI tar wash

Ramsey Creek San P

SVnoi ta Creek Santa Cruz

O DorUlell Creek San Pedro

Grant Creek

Aravaipa Creek

Cienega Creek Pantano Wash

Pinto Creek Salt River

Francis Burro Crks Big Sandy

San Pedro Gila Rivers

Oak Creek verde River

E Clear Creek Little COlo

Walker Crk Wet Beaver Crk

Red Tank Draw Wet Beaver Crk

W Clear Creek Verde River

Sheepshead Crk Oak Creek

Wet Beaver Crk Verde River

Syc re Crk Verde River

Spring Creek Verde River

Bueh nan Canyon
Bonita Creek

San Francisco River

Mescal Creek

Apache Creek

Verde River

E3st Verde River

Billy Creek Little Colo

People s Canyon creek

Mainstream Hassayampa River

Queen Creek Gila River

Sabino Creek

Sabino Creek Rillito Creek

Requested Flor

in Acre Feet

2 244 40

56 50

347 52

403 30

325 80

8 50

10 860 00

3 124 40

1 810 00

5 430 00

553 491 00

4 344 00

72 40

362 00

72 40

a 688 00

144 80

3 909 60

2 389 20

2 172 00

723 00

3 613 00

7 227 00

1 445 00

500 40

72 400 00

2 96 00

1 00

72 40

3 620 00

904 89

6 358 53

25 506 52

Status

Application

Application
PeIlIi t

Cand for Permit

Penni t

Witr ra n 8 3 83

Cand for Pennit

Protested

Proteited

Protested

Protested

Protested

Protested

Protested 1 16 67

1 16 67

Cand for Peonit

Cand for Permit

App 1 20 87

Jpp 1 20 67 defective

lIpp 7 28 87

lIpp 8 3 87

cont d
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93282

93283

93284

93265

9 286

93287

Applicant

Az State Land Oept

MINlJoUM INSfREAM FIai APPLICATICX S

Cargodera Can

PntrOse Canyon

fQrero Canyon

Cargodera Canyon

AlLllO Cl1yor1

SOnoita Creek

Requested Flow
in hre Feet

73 1

362 7

543 7

73 1

218 4

1 200 0

App 8 7 87

8 757

8 7 87

8 7 87

8 7 87

5 7 87



and wildlife and or recreation uses For the most part the fish

and wildlife uses were related to riparian habitat maintenance

and fishery habitat Recreational uses were geared much more to

aesthetic values such as hiking or camping by a live stream

rather than more quantifiable uses such as rafting floating or

swimming The length of stream reaches varied from less than a

mile in several cases to more than 20 miles in the cases of the

cases of the San Pedro and Verde Rivers In the case of the

longer reaches only a few of the applications request a different

flow rate for different stream sections based on accretions or

losses Most applications are for a constant year round mimimum

flow although several ask for seasonal variations At the time

of the investigation all applications except a filing by the

Arizona Game and Fish Department were by the agency or landowner

who controlled access to the stream

Most of the applications provide information on the fish and

wildlife habitat the instream flow is intended to preserve One

application the BLM s Burro Creek application provided extensive

technical and scientific information which evaluate instream flow

requirements Nearly all applications are based on historical

minimum flows recorded at nearby USGS gaging stations rather than

an in depth evatuation of habitat needs

After reviewing the applications the DWR contacted the

Department of Water Resources offices of several other western

states to determine if their procedures for evaluating instream

flows could be adapted to Arizona We discovered that while many

other states had specific statutes regulating instream flows
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only a few other states have adopted comprehensive procedures to

deal withe evaluating the issue of how much water was the correct

amount to demonstrate beneficial use The most advanced programs

appeared to be in Washington and Oregon Oregon has advanced

their procedures through rules but those rules pertain to a

specific law governing instream flows Oregon recogni es

instream flows for fisheries and water quality purposes

Applications can be made only by the Department of Fish and

Wildlife or the Department of Environmental Quality The rules

describe the information the applicant must provide the review

process for applications the information base used In

considering applications and the review standards Review IS

based on both hydrologic considerations is the water likely to

be available and beneficial use considerations how much water

is really needed to support the fish habitat Even with

specific guidelines it appears from various reports that in most

cases the final instream flow rights quantities were the result

of a combination of technical information and a negotiated

agreement with out of stream diversion users

In order to move ahead effectively on instream flow

applications the DWR needed to take steps toward resolving

remaining policy legal and technical considerations The

Department considered six options

l Sign an interagency memorandum of understanding with the

Arizona Game and Fish Department for consultation

2 Organize an interagency task force to work on the

issues The task force would be open to both

8



governmental and non governmental entities

Hire an independent consultant to prepare a report and

recommendations on the issues

4 Perform any technical analyses in house using planning

and hydrology staffs

5 Approach the Legislature with a bill which would

specifically deal with instream flow appropriations

6 Do nothing in the form of comprehensive rules but

rather let the issues sort themselves out on a case by

cases basis using the hearing process

Considering the amount of support that the DWR had received from

the applicants and their desire to assist in the formulation of

rules the Department decided to use the interagency task force

approach

The task force was organized in December 1986 Individuals

in both the federal and state governments from the universities

and the private sector were invited to participate Two

subcommittees were established to deal with technical issues

The Biological Subcommittee was charged with the investigation of

various methodologies in use for evaluating flow requirements for

wildlife habitat and to make a recommendation on those techniques

which would be most useful in Arizona The Hydrologic

Subcommittee was tasked to investigate methods to estimate

historic flows for streams where no gauge records exist This

information is intended to be used with the biological

information to determine if the flow rates requested in the

application are reasonable The Biological Subcommittee met

3
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several times and developed a report on the techniques and

methods which could be used Their analysis included

consideration for the costs manpower requirements and the

pitfalls inherent in each method Their report also recognized

that in many areas where there are no competing water users and

therefore is less controversy a less rigorous method of analysis

may be acceptable The Hydrologic Subcommittee has not yet

completed a report but the focus of their attention has been on

correlative techniques and on the need to measure flows for a

period of time after a permit lS issued In addition to the

subcommittee efforts most of the participants of the Task Force

have responded to a request that they provide their opinions on a

number of legal and policy issues

The original schedule established was to hold two or three

meetings and conclude the effort within just a few months

Unfortunately the DWR has not been able to live up to the

original schedule The Office of Water Management of the DWR

which is responsible for surface water rights and groundwater

rights and groundwater rights is faced with many crucial issues

in addition to instream flows The highest priorities had to be

set for the preparation of the Second Management Plans early in

1988 and the enforcement of the First Management Plans These

plans are critical to the successful implementation of Arizona s

Groundwater Management Code In addition to these efforts there

are a number of rule packages relating to the implementation of

the groundwater code which were long overdue with limited staff

and resources available priorities had to be established and

10



therefore surface water rules including the instream flow rules

had to be delayed However while these rules have been delayed

they have by no means been abandoned The DWR recognizes the

need to act on the instream flow applications and is committed to

do so

The quality of the input which DWR received from the Task

Force been outstanding and extremely valuable Many of the

members participated in preparation of technical materials while

others have shared their opinions on legal and policy issues

In conclusion I want to reiterate that Arizona is working

to complete its efforts to establish regulatory guidelines for

processing instream flow applications We believe that the

guidelines will prove to be the important factor to allow DWR to

proceed to make decisions on the existing applications and to

provide the certainty to the land and wildlife resource

management agencies for programing their efforts for later

applications

II
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COLORADO S INSTREAM FLOW PROGRAM

PROTECTING FREE FLOWING STREAMS IN A WATER CONSUMPTIVE STATE

I INTRODUCTION

The roots of instream flow protection in Colorado extend

into the 1950s during negotiations over the transmountain

Fryingpan Arkansas Project Controversy arose over operation of

this project which transports supplies from the headwaters of the

Colorado River into the over appropriated Arkansas River basin of

southeastern Colorado The project threatened to dry up streams

and destroy aquatic habitat important to recreation and fisheries

in the western slope headwaters After lengthy negotiations a

set of operating principles was drafted that allowed for

specified levels of flow to bypass the transmountain diversion

points in order to maintain natural streams in the headwaters

These operating principles were formally approved by the

governor the local water districts and the United States

Congress But Felix Sparks executive director of the Colorado

Water Conservation Board CWCB at that time was haunted that

there was absolutely nothing in our state law to prevent other

appropriators from taking these releases as soon as they left the

various project diversion points 1 without additional state

statutes to maintain these flows the protections embodied in the

agreement were worthless

Establishing legal protection for free flowing waters is a



difficult task in a state were consumptive water users their

lawyers and representatives traditionally control the course of

state water law From the start of streamflow protection efforts

in the West irrigators have perceived instream flow laws as

threats to their right to use and transfer water entitlements

In the headwater state of Colorado this opposition is reinforced

by decades of battles to minimize the amount of water flowing to

downriver states So Director Sparks and other water interests

that perceived the need for some form of instream flow law to

augment the Fryingpan Arkansas agreement knew they had a

difficult task

In 1973 following many rounds of negotiations and a

somewhat unholy alliance 2 between environmental organizations

and the CWCB the Colorado legislature was persuaded to enact

Senate Bill 97 that established a state instream flow program

This bill empowered the CWCB to appropriate instream water rights

on behalf of the public and to enforce these rights against

proposed diversions As expected the bill was attacked

by water user groups and was quickly tested in the Colorado

supreme court

This article looks at Senate Bill 97 and the streamflow

efforts it set in motion After discussing the initial

authorization of the instream flow program and its survival in

the supreme court the article describes subsequent legislation

that has refined the program In Part III program

implementation by the CWCB is then addressed including

discussions of enforcement procedures and experience
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II LEGAL EVOLUTION OF THE INSTREAM FLOW PROGRAM

A SB 97 THE ENABLING STATUTE

The 1973 Colorado General Assembly amended existing state

water law in Senate Bill 97 to create an instream flow program

It changed the definition of beneficial use removed the need

to divert water to obtain a priority and added to the

declaration of water policy to recognize the need to correlate

the activities of mankind with some reasonable protection of the

natural environment The amendments were relatively short with

the concept of the program embodied in a one sentence addition to

the definition of beneficial use

For the benefit and enjoyment of present and future

generations beneficial use shall also include the

appropriation by the state of Colorado in the manner

prescribed by law of such minimum flows between specific

points or levels for and on natural streams and lakes as are

required to preserve the natural environment to a reasonable

degree 3

The bill then designated the Colorado Water Conservation

Board CWCB as the body to hold the rights on behalf of the

people with the state Division of wildlife and Division of Parks

and Outdoor Recreation recommending to the CWCB appropriate

levels of flow 4 In order to appease opponents of strong

instream flows protections the bill provided that it did not
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empower the state to condemn water rights nor should it be

construed to deprive the people of the state of Colorado of the

beneficial use of those waters available by law and interstate

compact This final provision of SB 97 left the door open to

interpretations of what deprivation of beneficial use meant and

off stream water interests were quick to use this ambiguity as

well as other assertions to challenge the program

B THE COURT CHALLENGE

Following the CWCB s application for instream water rights

on the Crystal River system in the Colorado Rockies opponents of

the instream flow program took their objections to court in 1975

They argued that the new law was unconstitutional on its face and

that it also was unlawfully applied in the Crystal River

applications By the end of the decade the controversy had

reached the Colorado supreme court which ruled on the law s

power and constitutionality 5

The first argument of those water districts that opposed the

instream flow law was that it unconstitutionally permitted a

water right to be created without a diversion of water The

supreme court disagreed and ruled that the state lawmakers may

establish a class of water rights that does not involve diversion

from a streambed Another constitutional attack that the

statute is so vague and as to create an impermissible delegation

of legislative authority to the CWCB was likewise rejected by

the court The districts contended that the standard set by the

legislature for establishing instream water rights i e to
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preserve the natural environment to a reasonable degree is

unconstitutionally vague because the terms do not have any

commonly accepted meaning The court however stated that we

cannot agree that the standards are not such as could be

implemented by agencies having specific expertise regarding the

preservation of flora fauna and other aspects of the natural

environment

In other arguments the objecting water districts asserted

that the water court erred by not conditioning the instream water

rights in a way to prevent depriving Colorado citizens of the

beneficial use of those waters available by law and interstate

compact The districts contended that the provision mentioning

waters available by law meant that later junior appropriators

will have rights superior to those set by the CWCB for instream

flow protection The court rejected this assertion Otherwise

upstream appropriations could later be made the stream dried up

and the whole purpose of the legislation destroyed Finally

the court also upheld the CWCB method for quantifying instream

water rights based on the needs of fish even if those fish were

not indigenous to the stream e g introduced species of eastern

brook brown and rainbow trout

C THE 1981 AMENDMENT

After the supreme court upheld the constitutionality of the

instream flow law in 1979 opponents of the program took the

fight back to the legislature Although pressures grew to

statutorily gut the program advocates of instream flows were
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The fourth and final provision of the 1981 amendment related

more to land than to water rights It provided that the instream

flow law does not create any public right to access streams

COLORADO 6



through private land nor empowers the state to condemn such

rights of way

D INVITING FEDERAL PARTICIPATION IN 1986

Following additional rumblings to weaken the state instream

flow program a dramatic shift in attitude towards the program

was expressed in the mid 1980s in Colorado Those who had

attacked the program in past legislatures and court actions were

now publicly extolling its virtues Many leaders of the

agricultural community and water user groups expressed their

satisfaction with the state instream flow program and the need

for strong implementation Although some of this attitude shift

may have reflected a growing recognition of the intangible and

economic benefits that free flowing waters bring to the state a

stronger force lay behind the new mood This force originated in

Washington D C and reached into Colorado through federal claims

to instream flows Colorado water users now saw the state

instream flow program as a useful tool to apply against federal

water rights

Water user groups began experiencing serious concern

over federal claims to instream flows in 1983 when the U S Fish

and Wildlife Service announced its policy regarding endangered

species protection in the upper Colorado River basin The

federal agency defined minimum flow levels on the Colorado River

and its major tributaries needed to protect habitat of three

endangered fish species in the upper Colorado The Fish and

Wildlife Service planned to issue a jeopardy opinion for any
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projects that would reduce the flows below the minimum levels

thereby severely constraining future water development in this 4It
region

The threat of federal instream water rights intensified

shortly thereafter when the united states quantified its reserved

rights claims to instream flows in several National Forests in

Colorado amounting to more than half the average annual yield

from these watersheds state concerns were compounded in 1985

when a federal district judge upheld Sierra Club s assertion that

the federally designated Wilderness Areas carried instream flow

rights that could limit future high country dams and

diversions 7

A major argument promoted by Colorado and local water users

to counter the federal efforts to maintain instream flows was

that the state already had an active instream flow protection

program into which the federal claims should be assimilated To

bolster this argument the Colorado legislature enacted SB 91 in

1986 to accomodate federal instream flow needs The new statute

provided that in addition to requesting instream flow

recommendations from state agencies the CWCB board shall

request recommendations from the United States Department of

Agriculture and the united states Department of the Interior

The bill also bolstered the program by explicitly allowing the

CWCB to acquire needed water rights for instream flows by grant

purchase bequest devise lease exchange or contractual

agreement with any person or governmental entity
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E AN ADDITION IN 1987

The conflict over federal instream flow claims continued

into 1987 This controversy was joined by another issue that the

CWCB and many user groups fought appropriation of instream water

rights by private individuals and local entities This issue was

brought to the forefront by a claim of the City of Fort Collins

for instream water rights for recreation fish and wildlife

habitat and sewage dilution on the Cache La Poudre River 8 The

city claimed it needed this right for its poudre River Recreation

Corridor running through town The CWCB countered that it was

the only entity empowered under state law to hold instream water

rights

To settle the issue and to keep private instream claims from

springing up throughout the state the legislature in 1987

enacted SB 212 The new law affirmed that the CWCB is the only

person or entity authorized by state law to appropriate or

acquire water for minimum stream flows It did however also

provide security to those persons or entities including the

federal government that donated water rights or contracted with

the state for instream flow enhancement

Any contract or agreement executed between the board and any

person or governmental entity which provides water water

rights or interests in water to the board shall be

enforceable by either party in water court under the terms

of the contract or agreemen
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III PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION AND ENFORCEMENT

A ESTABLISHING THE INSTREAM RIGHTS

By 1988 more than 1 000 instream water rights had been

adjudicated on Colorado s rivers and streams through the efforts

of the Division of Wildlife Attorney General s Office and

Colorado Water Conservation Board These rights represent the

protection of more than 7 000 miles of streams and rivers mostly

in the mountainous areas of the state based primarily upon

specified minimum flows needed to sustain local fisheries Each

right on the average extends through a 7 mile designated reach of

stream unlike diverted water rights that are measured at a

single point and is usually broken into two or more flow rates

reflecting different seasons of the year e g 15 cfs from

April through September 8 cfs from October through March As

mandated by statute these rights are held by the CWCB on behalf

of the people of the state

The process through which instream water rights are

established is complex and involves a number of steps These

include

Field work by the Division of wildlife to gather fishery

and flow data on streams targeted for protection

Efforts of the CWCB staff to work with the data DOW

personnel local water users and computer models to develop

recommended minimum flow levels

Presentation of preliminary recommendations by the CWCB

staff to the Board with opportunity for further public
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input

Vote by the Board to approve final instream flow levels

Filing for instream flow rights to the water court by CWCB

and Attorney General staff

Completing the water court process to establish adjudicated

instream water rights

For additional details on the process of establishing instream

water rights see Appendix A

B ENFORCEMENT PROCEDURES

Once the instream flow rights are established they are of

little value unless they are enforced Moreover even if fully

enforced under Colorado water law they cannot guarantee that the

minimum flow levels will be attained Water users with

priorities senior to the year in which an instream flow right is

filed in water court will not be affected by the new CWCB right

senior users may continue diverting even if they reduce the flow

below the specified instream level Enforcement efforts

therefore can only be pursued against junior diverters or

against proposed transfers of senior rights to new places of use

different purposes or new points of diversion

The CWCB is in charge of protecting the instream flow rights

against injury by other water users The Board focuses its

enforcement efforts on preventing changes in senior water rights

that potentially injure instream flows rather than enforcing

against junior appropriators who may deplete instream flow

segments The Board has thus far elected to forego the latter
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enforcement approach i e making a call against junior users

because it typically involves installation of costly stream

gaging stations and commitment of personnel to monitor the

gages This commitment of limited resources has not been made

primarily due to the fact that very few junior appropriative

water rights are being created in Colorado to diminish the

instream rights All flows on the eastern slope of the Colorado

Rockies and most on the western slope have been fully

appropriated in past decades Therefore instead of junior water

rights being appropriated for new uses in Colorado there is an

active market for transferring senior water rights to meet new

demands and the CWCB is active in enforcing its instream water

rights against injury created by such transfers

The process of enforcement begins with the CWCB staff

reviewing the monthly publication of water court filings for

proposals that could adversely affect the instream rights If

one or more are spotted or if a previous ruling of a referee of

the water court is adverse to the CWCB right the staff follows a

sequence of actions set forth in formal procedures These

Procedures for Filing statements of Opposition and Protests to

Referee s Rulings adopted by the Board in 1981 with subsequent

amendments are as follows

A The CWCB director shall request the Attorney General to

file statements of opposition and protests to referee s

rulings on behalf of the CWCB whenever the degree of

potential injury to a CWCB water right exceeds one percent

of the CWCB water right as determined by the CWCB staff
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e g more than an 0 1 cfs depletion on a stream segment

with a 10 cfs instream water right When the degree of

potential injury is one percent or less the director shall

file a statement of opposition or protest to referee s

ruling only when the director has reason to believe that a

CWCB water right may be significantly injured if an

application for a change of water right or plan of

augmentation alone or in combination with other current or

future applications is approved

B The director shall advise the Board at its next regular

meeting of any such statements of opposition or protests to

referee s rulings which have been filed At that time the

director shall provide to the extent information is

available the Board with a summary of

1 The applicant s requested change of water right or plan

of augmentation

2 The CWCB water right affected and the data upon which

said water right appropriation was based

3 The potential injury to the CWCB water right and

4 Other pertinent information

The director shall also provide the Board with a

recommendation as to whether the statements of opposition or

protests to referee s rulings should be pursued by the Board

in order to preserve the natural environment to a reasonable

degree

C The Board may

1 Ratify the statements of opposition or protests to
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referee s rulings and instruct the director as to how to

proceed or

2 Instruct the director to withdraw said statements or

protests

D The director shall keep the Board current on all such

statements and protests and all attempts to settle such

objections Settlement of the Board s objections

negotiated prior to trial shall not be filed with the court

until approved by the Board unless the settlement is

entered into pursuant to instructions from the Board under

part E below

E No litigation regarding a statement of opposition or a

protest of a referee s ruling shall be taken to trial

without prior Board approval If a matter is authorized for

trial the Board shall inform the director of the terms and

conditions if any upon which he or she is authorized to

settle the case

C ENFORCEMENT EFFORTS OF THE PAST DECADE

During the spring of 1987 research was undertaken to

determine the impact of enforcement efforts of the CWCB during

the previous decade 9 Slightly more than one hundred cases

were studied in which the Board had filed statements of

opposition to water rights applications Although it is

difficult to numerically quantify results of this type of

research the following information summarizes past CWCB

enforcment efforts
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1 No Substantive Action About half of the cases examined

resulted in no substantive action to protect instream water

rights In 31 cases the CWCB determined that the potential for

injury to the right was minimal if any and was not worth

further expenditures of effort The applicants in these cases

received decrees without any specific provisions for instream

flow protection In 10 other cases the applicants ended up

withdrawing their proposals and no decree was entered Finally

in 12 cases the CWCB determined that the application represented

a change of water use that had been initiated prior to

establishment of the instream right potentially injured Under

the 1981 amendments to the instream flow statute see Section

II C above these historic practices even if previously

unadjudicated are superior to subsequentinstream water rights

The CWCB therefore could not demand protection of instream

flows for these 12 cases and none was entered in the decrees

2 Protections Asserted In the other half of the hundred

cases examined provisions to protect instream flows were

incorporated into the decree Seventeen cases in which the CWCB

filed statements of opposition resulted in the applicant

receiving less water than requested in the final decree

Although a majority of these reductions reflected the efforts of

other objecting parties as well the reductions in three

of the cases appear to have resulted directly from CWCB efforts

to protect their instream rights

Another instream protection strategy embodied in 6 decrees

involves the applicant dedicating additional water to the stream
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to augment depletions In one case in which augmentation water

was not readily available the applicant agreed to move the

location of its proposed wells to a different sub basin with

final approval of the well locations subject to CWCB review In

27 cases the court incorporated language subordinating the

applicant to the instream water rights and decreeing that the

applicant must curtail diversions when streamflows fall below the

protected level Enforcement of these provisions however appear

to be difficult in a number of cases where no gaging station

exists to measure instream flows and where the applicants are

responsible for self enforcement Also in 3 of these cases the

CWCB agreed to protections below the quantity of the

adjudicated instream water right because the right appeared to

exceed that amount needed to protect the natural environment to

a reasonable degree

Finally a small number of cases objected to by the CWCB

since 1980 demonstrate the complexity and breadth of potential

strategies for instream flow protection associated with major

water transfer projects One such case involving a proposed ski

resort development is described below

3 The Westfork Application In late 1983 West fork

Investment limited filed an application with the water court to

augment new water uses at a proposed resort development on the

West Fork of the San Juan River in southern Colorado near Wolf

Creek Pass 10 West fork proposed to use surface and groundwater

to supply 3 000 new residential units associated commercial

development 49 acres of residential lawns 78 acres of hay
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meadow a 127 acre golf course and artificial snowmaking in the

winter The application proposed to retire existing local

irrigation rights to offset depletions on the stream caused by

the new uses

The CWCB entered the case as an objector to protect its

instream water rights established on the tributaries to the San

Juan River After months of negotiation the parties agreed to

stipulations to protect the instream rights from changes that

could affect the amount and timing of flows A major principle

of the settlement was that when the West Fork of the San Juan

River dropped below the CWCB s instream water right level the

applicant would take certain actions to prevent further injury to

the CWCB rights Also in order to determine when the potential

for injury exists Westfork agreed to pay for the construction of

four gaging stations to measure flows in the natural channel at

the main supply ditch and at the sewage treatment plant outfall

At such times when streamflow levels drop below the minimum

Westfork will either reduce its diversions or provide

augmentation water to enhance instream flows Westfork further

agreed to build a minimum of two off channel reservoirs to store

water that could be released during low flow periods to augment

the stream Finally the stipulated decree recognized that the

applicant was planning to implement a fisheries enhancement

program in the future to help provide improved habitat for the

local fish The CWCB agreed in good faith to reconsider and

potentially reduce the restrictions embodied in the decree to

protect its rights in light of future enhancement efforts by the
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applicant

O CONCLUSION

The effectiveness of efforts to enforce instream flow

rights in the future will be a direct function of the level of

money and personnel dedicated to the program This level will

in turn be dictated by the perception of how well the program is

serving the constituencies of state legislators The threat of

federal water claims the state of rural economies and the need

for municipal water transfer will all be weighed in the equation

State legislators will also be cognizant of other emerging

factors For example Colorado s 4 4 billion recreational

economy is heavily dependent on natural waters Free flowing

streams provide fish and wildlife habitat essential to the

regional ecosystem as well as to the pleasure of colorado 4It
residents Instream flows dilute effluent that would otherwise

need additional costly treatment by cities and industries They

carry sediment away that could clog stream channels resulting in

flooding and erosion In short they comprise an essential

ingredient to making Colorado the place that it is both

economically and in intangible ways As instream flow laws

undergo future amendment state lawmakers and interest groups

will need to weigh these facts as they work to reach coordinated

and effective solutions
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ADMINISTRATION OF THE PROGRAM

As previously stated the CWCB is vested with the authority
to appropriate water for the preservation of the natural

environment to a reasonable degree To carry out its authority
the Board has adopted procedures for the administration of the

instream flow natural lake level program

The procedure adoptAcfor reques t ing recommenda t ions
car rying out technica 1 stud ies process ing recommendations and

filing appropriations in water court are very similar for both

the instream f low it nd the na tura 1 lake leve 1 f i lings
Bas ica 11y the d i f ference is in the technica 1 recommenda t ions
i e a flow rate in cubic feet per second is appropriated for

instream flows and a natur l lake level elevation in feet above

MSL and volume in acre feet are appropriated for natural lake

level filings Because most of the program effort is directed
toward the appropr ia t ion of ins tream flows thi s paper wi 11

discuss the administration of the program through the instream
flow perspective

I ni t ia lly the ewCB requests recommenda t ions for ins tream

flow appropriations from the DOW The selection of streams for

which recommendations are requested takes into consideration
the leve 1 of wa ter resource deve lopment wi thin a bas in the

fishery resource value of the streams and the level of

necessary protection

The field work required for the recommendation is carried
out by the regional offices of the DOW and is supervised by the
DOW instream flow coordinator who is located at the DOW

headquarters office Generally field work including the

biological studies and streamflow measurements are carried out

during the low flow period in the late summer or fall

Data Collection and Analysis

Recommenda t ions prepared by the Divi s ion of Wild 1 if e and
submitted to the Board are based on established biologic
hydrologic and hydraulic criteria Documentation of the
natural environment is provided by the Division in the form of
a stream survey This survey is a characterization of the fish
population present but may also include a water Chemistry
analysis and an inventory of benthic invertebrates present in
the stream The Division also provides a rating of the fishery
value



To date the standard generally used by the Board to

determine the amount of water needed to preserve the natural

environment to a reasonable degree has been the maintenance of

a cold water fishery The statutory language however

permits the Board to use other standards at its discretion

To assess instream flow requirements for the maintenance of

a coldwater fishery the Division uses the modified Forest

Service s R 2 cross sag tape methodology Flow recommendations
are based on the retention of certain hydraulic characteristics
across what is termed a critical riffle A critical riffle
is defined as a habitat type generally representative of

stream reaches which would be essential to fish passage at low

flow to successful reproduction and incubation of fish eggs
and larvae and to production of benthic invertebrates

Once a critical riffle reach has been selected in the
field a single transect is positioned across the stream

encompassing the qrassline to grassline or bankfull discharge
channel and a standardized method is used to measure stream

cross section and discharge Multiple discharge cells are

evaluated by measuring width along a suspended steel tape
hence sag tape total vertical depth from the channel

bottom to the tape water depth and water velocity Area and

discharge by cells are computed and summed up to give total
area and diSCharge The channel slope or gradient at the

transect site is also measured during the field evaluation

Data is entered into the R 2 cross hydraulic model to

compute stream discharge and velocity at various stream stages
with stream discharge being computed by use of the Manning
equation An output summary of ey hydraulic parameters
including discharge mean depth maximum depth mean veloci ty
wetted perimeter and hydraulic radius is used to select the

appropriate flow recommendation for the c annel being
characterized

Principal criteria to determine instream flow
recommendations fall into three categories and include mean

depth mean velocity and wetted perimeter At least two of
the three criteria must be met in determination of the

appropriate instream flow recommendations Once a recommended
flow has been selected using this criteria the rec mmendation

along with all supporting field documentation is th n submitted
to the Water Board staff for review and processing

The technical data to support a natural lake lev l filing
also obtained by the DOW consists of a lake survey which
includes a fishery evaluation water quality and temperature
sampling and other biological studies as well as survey data
on the natural elevation and volume of the lake



CWCB Staff Review

Upon receipt of the recommendations and supporting data

from the DOW the CWCB staff reviews the data for completeness
and accuracy and the flow recommendation as to reasonableness

If the CWCB staff concurs with the information furnished by the

DOW they will then conduct hydrologic studies and water

availability analyses These studies include gaging station

ana lys is hydrograph preparation and when no gaging records

exist synthetic models are sometimes used to estimate the

basin yield Water rights tabulations are researched and

diversion records reviewed After these analyses are

completed a consultation is held with the appropriate Division

Engineer and his water commissioners to further identify any
water availability issues and to complete a list of interested

parties for the noticing procedure

Public Notice Procedure

After the CWCB staff has reviewed the DOW data and

completed its hydrologic study and water availability analyses
preliminary recommendations for instream flow appropriations
are deve loped The pre 1 iminary not icel recommenda t ion includes
the name of the stream the drainage basin and county in which
the segment is located the lega 1 descr ipt ion of the ups tream

and downstream termini of the segment the length of the

segment and the amount of the a ppropr ia t ion The pre 1 iminary
notice is mailed approximately thirty days prior to the Board

meeting at which the notice is formally recognized This
not ice is ma i led to a lengthy 1 is t of part ies who have either

expressed interest in the instream flow recommendations or have

been identified as having a potential interest The list
includes municipal governments county commissioners
environmental groups recreational water users traditional
water users land management agencies etc

Any comments received by the CWCB staff as a result of this
notice procedure are reviewed and any potential conflicts or

issues addressed Assuming no comments or the satisfactory
r eso lu tion of potent ia 1 conf 1 icts the CWCB procedures requ ire
a second ma i ling thi r ty days pr ior to the Board meet ing where
the recommendations will be considered for final I pproval by
the CWCB CWCB meets approxima te ly five to six times a year
approximately every sixty days The final notice which
includes the same information as the preliminary notice is
mailed to the same parties as the preliminary notice plus any
new i nteres ted par ties tha t may have been ident i f ied through
the review process

PUblic Comment

Any comments which are received as a result of the noticing
process are evaluated and considered by the Board in its



decision making process The public may address their comments

to the CWCB staff who will then report to the Board at its

pUblic meeting or the public may appear in person to make i7s
concerns known to the Board either tyP of response is

welcomed with written documentation of comments preferred
CWCB Board Action

When instream flow recommendations are presented for final
Board action the Board after weighing all the

evidencemay
elect to approve the recommendations table any decision and

request additional data or staff review or reject the final
recommendations Approval of the final recommendat ions by the

Board establishes the appropriation date for the water rights
filing

Water Court Processing

Once an appropriation of water has been approved by the
Board the Attorney General s Office is instructed to file a

water right s application with the appropriate water court

This initiates the fOllowing water court process

a Thepubl ication of the CWCB application in the water

division resume and public notice through the press

b The resume notice starts a sixty day period in which
objections to such a filing can be made to the court

c If no objection is made the water referee issues a

ruling which if not protested within twenty days is

signed by the jUdge and becomes a court decreed water

righ1

d If objections aref i led the CWCBmust prove that no

injury would occur to other vested water rights as a

result of the CWCB filing

When objections are filed against aCWeB appropriation the

objector is contactedandaneffor t to resolve his concern is
made The J esolution of concerns often takes the form of a

stipulation torecognize some feature of the objector I
s water

I 19ht which requires specia 1 not ice Shou ld a re C lution of
the issues ootbe possible the case is tried and decided in the
water court This decision may be appealed directly to the
State Supreme Court by either party
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A The First Instream Flows in Idaho Were Protective Lake
Levels Set by Action of the Legislature

In 1925 the Idaho legislature established statutory lake

levels by declaring that the preservation of water in certain

lakes for scenic beauty health and recreation purposes was a

beneficial use of the water
6

The statutory appropriation was

made in trust for the people of the state of Idaho and the water

right was issued to the Governor however scenic beauty health

and recreation were not among the beneficial uses listed in the

Idaho Constitution Although there was a question of the consti

tutionality of these actions
7

it was 1974 before the Idaho

Supreme Court examined the status of legislatively determined

beneficial uses and instream flows This judicial review was

prompted by additional legislation passed in 1971

In 1971 the first instream flows were authorized by the

legislature to be appropriated in trust for the people of the

state of Idaho IDAHO CODE S67 4307 to 67 4312 1980 SUppa

1987 This preservation of water for scenic beauty and tecrea

tional purposes was declared by the legislature to be of bene

ficial use The Park and Recreation Board of Idaho was au tho

rized to seek the appropriation The public use of this unappro

priated water was declared to be of greater priority than any

other use except domestic consumption Pursuant to the statute

the Idaho Department of Parks filed an application with the Idaho

Department of Water Resources for a permit to appropriate the

waters specified by the statute The decision on this

application was ultimately appealed to the Idaho Supreme Court

2



resulting in what is known as the Malad Canyon Decision State

Department of Parks v Idaho Department of Water Administration

96 Idaho 440 530 P 2d 924 1974
8

1 The Idaho Supreme Court Affirmed the Beneficial Uses
Declared by the Idaho Legislature

There was concern that a use of water not specifically

listed in the Idaho Constitution would not support an appropria

tive right under the Idaho Constitution Scenic beauty and rec

reation were not among the five uses listed in IDAHO CONST ART

15 S 3 Were those five uses domestic agriculture mining

manufacturing and power exclusive The Idaho Supreme Court

responded that in this instance those values and benefits listed

in the 1971 legislation scenic beauty and recreation

constituted beneficial uses

The Malad Canyon Decision was a plurality opinion of the

three justices constituting the plurality one wrote the opinion

one wrote a concurrence and a third justice concurred without

opinion The language from the concurring opinion in Malad

Canyon presages administrative action which is now occurring in

Idaho pursuant to public interest public trust considerations
9

The concurring opinion stated

I would restrict today s holding to the narrow proposi
tion that the use before us is beneficial so long as and
only so long as the circumstances of water use in the
state have not changed to the extent that it is no longer
reasonable to continue this use at the expense of more
desirable uses for more urgent needs

96 Idaho 440 448 1974

3



2 Physical Diversion was not a Necessity to Support an

Appropriative Ri ht

The need for an actual physical diversion was also examined

by the court in Malad Canyon The court determined that a diver

sion was not constitutionally necessary for an appropriation and

that the statute under which the Department of Parks sought its

application clearly dispensed with any physical diversion

requirement

The Malad Canyon decision represents an initial tier of

examination of instream flows arising from perceived constitu

tional constraints At the time of that decision Idaho had not

yet adopted a statewide water plan In December 1976 within

two years of the Malad Canyon decision the first state water

plan for Idaho was adopted10 and the instream flow program in

Idaho became a very public issue

B Develo ment of Water polic Statewide Led to Minimum Stream
F ow LegislatIon and Protective Flows on t e Snake RIver

Before discussing the instream flow policies in the state

water plan it must be noted that the 1964 constitutional amend

ment which led to the establishment of a state water planning

agency in Idaho arose when public attention was directed toward a

proposal by out of state interests to divert water from the Snake

River in Idaho south through Nevada for use in California and

the Southwest Thus Idaho s Water Resource Board Board

herein was created initially to oversee and develop Idaho s

water resources in order that Idaho s water might be preserved

and protected for the state s own needs
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1 1976 state Water Plan Instream Flow Program

The call for a statewide instream flow program appeared in

Policy six of the December 1976 water plan It was the objective

of the policy to fill a procedural void for establishing a right

to an instream flow from the unappropriated waters of the state

Four objectives were stated which the Board believed could be

achieved by legislation

1 Water rights should be granted for instream flow purposes

2 Protection should be afforded existing water rights and

priorities of all established water rights

3 Responsibility for determining instream flows and adminis

trative authority of the program was to rest with the Idaho

Department of Water Resources

4 Idaho Water Resource Board would be the only applicant for

instream flows

These objectives when realized would provide an adminis

trative process for the continuing consideration of instream

flows

The minimum stream flow legislation sought by the 1976 state

water plan w s enacted in 1978 The legislation provides for the

Idaho Water Resource Board to make application to the director of

the Idaho Department of Water Resources for instream flows The

legislation also embodies the original concern of the state of

Idaho regarding out of state diversions

The legislature further declares that mlnlmum stream
flow is a beneficial use of water of the streams of this
state for the purpose of protecting this water from
interstate diversion to other states or by the federal

5



government for use outside the state of Idaho Minimum
stream flows as established hereunder shall be prior in

right to any claims asserted by any other state

government agency or person for out of state diversion

IDAHO CODE S42 1501 Supp 1987

As of mid January 1988 14 applications for instream flows

totaling 383 to 1702 cfs have been approved and 25 applications

are pending

2 1976 State Water Plan State Natural and Recreational River

System

In addition the state water plan encouraged the establish

ment and design of a state natural and recreational river system

The Board envisioned two types of rivers in the system natural

rivers free of diversions and impoundments which would utilize a

natural wilderness type of administration and recreational

rivers which would be relatively free of diversions and impound

ments and would utilize rural agricultural or urban type of

management and administration There was no legislative adoption

of a state natural and recreational river system

3 1976 State Water Plan Minimum Flows on Snake River

A specific policy devoted to the Snake River basin estab

lished minimum flows at three critical USGS stream gauging

stations on the mainstem of the Snake River

GAUGING STATIONS

Protected Flow

Average Daily

o cfs

3300 cfs

4750 cfs

Milner

Murphy
Weiser

It was the Board s determination that to maintain water for

hydropower production and other mainstem water uses depletion of

6



flows on the mainstem of the Snake River below these stated flows

was not in the public interest Although there is not documen

tation to indicate why these specific instream flows were

established some comment can be made

A flow of 0 cfs at Milner Dam would allow continued develop

ment of the drainage upstream of Milner Dam known as the Upper

Snake without injury to appropriative rights on the entire main

stem of the Snake river in Idaho At the time of the adoption of

the 1976 water plan the lowest mean daily flow recorded at the

Murphy gauging station was 5420 cfs At present the lowest mean

daily flow at Murphy has been 4530 cfs recorded in June 1981

Therefore the difference between 4530 cfs and 3300 cfs would

allow for additional development above the Murphy gauging sta

tion Two factors can be mentioned here regarding the avail

ability of flows between the Milner and Murphy gauging stations

The inflow to the mainstem of the Snake River from springs below

Milner Dam can be considered fairly constant because the spring

flow would decrease only after a prolonged water shortage

Hydrologically existing diversions from the mainstem and from

groundwater pumpers between Milner and Murphy would not cause the

3 300 cfs minimum to be approached even though the effect to the

mainstem can be changed quickly by direct diversions from pumps

in that reach

Of the three minimum daily flows established it is the flow

at the Weiser gauging station which has actually gone beneath the

stated instream flow of 4750 cfs This occurred in the drought

of 1977 when minimum daily flows of 4570 cfs and 4690 cfs were

7



recorded at the Weiser gauging station These flows were due to 4It
irrigation depletion

C 1982 and 1986 state Water Plans

In January 1982 a new state water plan was adopted by the

Water Board as a result of the first formal review of the objec

tives and policies presented in the state water plan adopted in

1976 The policies regarding instream flows the Snake River

basin and the state natural and recreational river system were

relatively unchanged

In December 1986 Idaho s most recent state water plan was

adopted The policies for instream flows and a state natural and

recreational river system were again relatively unchanged The

instream flows on the Snake River were changed at the Murphy

gauging station in response to the litigation and negotiations

regarding the Swan Falls power plant The power plant is located

just upstream of the Murphy gauging station The discussion of

the role of Swan Falls in the establishment of instream flows on

the Snake River is discussed immediately below in Section D

D The Adoption of the State Water Plan Resulted in Litigation
Defining the Relative Powers of the Water Board and the
Legislature

1 Both the Idaho Water Resource Board and the Idaho
Legislature Thought They had Exclusive Authority to Effect a
State Water Plan for Idaho

Prior to the adoption of the state water plan of December

1976
action to establish stream flows in Idaho had been the

exclusive province of the legislature In the 1917 legislative

session following adoption of the state water plan a law was

8



enacted without signature of the Governor providing that the

state water plan could not be effective until acted upon by the

legislature in the form of a concurrent resolution IDAHO CODE

S42 1736 Supp 1986 The Water Board adopted the minimum

stream flows for the Snake River in December 1976 When the

legislature by concurrent resolution adopted the same flows in

1978 it was questioned whether the instream flows had a 1976 or

1978 priority date Further the instream flow at the Murphy

gauging station was 5100 cfs less than the operating capacity of

the Swan Falls power plant immediately upstream from the gauging

station The status of the state water plan thus became a focus

in the litigation of the Swan Falls water rights
11

The history

of the Swan Falls litigation and negotiations was the subject of

an earlier presentation to the Western States Water Council

during 1985
12

The Swan Falls litigation which began in the fall of 1978

resulted in a determination by the Idaho Supreme Court that the

legislature and the Water Board were of equal constitutional

stature The legislature s attempt in 1977 to delay the effec

tiveness of the state water plan already adopted by the Idaho

Water Resource Board was declared unconstitutional The court

in its decision did not address the issue of the priority date

for the minimum stream flows on the Snake River which were first

adopted by the Water Board in December 1976 The most dramatic

effect of this litigation was the determination of the status of

the water rights for power generation at Swan Falls
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2 The Swan Falls Litigation Resulted in New Minimum Flows on
the Snake River and New Criteria for Future Diversions from
the Mainstem of the Snake River

The Idaho Supreme Court concluded that the Swan Falls water

rights were not affected by the subordination of the Hells Canyon

power facilities located downstream As a result of that deci

sion the State of Idaho became involved in a two year process

involving the legislature water users the governor the

attorney general and Idaho Power which among other things

established new minimum flows at the Murphy gauging station 3900

cfs April 1 to October 31 5600 cfs November 1 to March 31

These flows were adopted by resolution of the Water Board on

March 1 1985 and enacted into law by the Idaho legislature on

March 22 1985
13

The protection of these minimum flows required

additional legislation It must be stated that the protection of

these minimum flows is actually a protection of the much older

unsubordinated14 power rights at Swan Falls

The winter time minimum flow of 5600 cfs at Murphy appears

to be vulnerable to upstream power operations A provisional

determination shows a minimum daily flow of 5440 cfs at Murphy

occurred on December 14 1987 due to power operations at Bliss

Dam not depletions from any junior priorities

Under Idaho law the delivery of a water right including

instream flows pursuant to state supervision and enforcement

requires the establishment of a water district IDAHO CODE

S42 604 Supp 1987 A prerequisite to the establishment of a

water district is a decree of water rights within the area of the

desired water district Idaho s ability to enforce the minimum

10



flows at the Murphy gauging station as well as at Weiser was

affected by the lack of an adjudication on the mainstem of the

Snake River below Milner Dam Above Milner Dam there are

numerous decrees on the Snake River although it has been years

since there has been a comprehensive adjudication Consequently

an outgrowth of the Swan Falls negotiation was the legislative

determination that an adjudication of the entire Snake River

basin was in the public interest and should proceed subject to

certain stated constraints regarding reserved right claims IDAHO

CODE S42 1406A Supp 1987 With the completion of the adjudi

cation there would be a listing of water rights for the Snake

River Drainage Basin which could be administered as a unit by a

watermaster That adjudication has now been commenced in dis

4It trict court in Idaho by an order dated November 19 1987 The

solicitation of water right claims began in February 1988
15

In addition to the legislation establishing the framework

for an adjudication of the Snake River new public interest cri

teria were drafted for water uses arising after October 25 1984

that would result in the decrease of Idaho Power s rights in

excess of the minimum flows at the Murphy gauging station IDAHO

CODE S42 203C Supp 1987 These public interest criteria

include 1 the potential benefits both direct and indirect

that the proposed use would provide to the state and local econ

omy 2 the economic impact the proposed use would have upon

electric utility rates in the state of Idaho and the availa

bility foreseeability and cost of alternative energy sources to

ameliorate such impact 3 the promotion of the family farming
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tradition 4 the promotion of full economic and multiple use

development of the water resources of the state of Idaho 5 in

the Snake River Basin above the Murphy gauge whether the proposed

development conforms to a staged development policy of up to

twenty thousand 20 000 acres per year or eighty thousand

80 000 acres in any four 4 year period IDAHO CODE S42 203C

Supp 1987 The legislation also specified that flows between

the Murphy minimums and the power plant rights would be held in

trust by the State of Idaho until new consumptive appropriations

are approved These waters are hereafter called trust waters

a the Idaho
Have App

of Water

Trust Criteria

During 1985 the Idaho Department of Water Resources promul

gated water appropriation rules and regulations which addressed

the administration of the trust waters In addition the rules

and regulations addressed the delivery of water from the mainstem

of the Snake River First trust waters were not confined to

just the area between Milner Darn and the Murphy gauging station

The criteria which had to be met before the water could be appro

priated from the trust account would apply upstream from Swan

Falls as well as Milner Darn

b The 1986 Idaho Legislature Severed the Snake River at Milner
Darn for purposes of the Determination and Administration of
Water Rights

The legislative response to the rules and regulations prom

ulgated by the Idaho Department of Water Resources regarding the

administration of the trust waters was made during the 1986
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legislative session Senate Bill 1358 amended IDAHO CODE

S42 203B 2 to provide that trust waters do not apply above

Milner Dam and no water above Milner Dam shall be considered in

the determination and administration of rights downstream from

Milner Dam This action was justified by the legislature s

interpretation of their earlier intent in setting a zero minimum

flow at Milner

An action was also filed by Idaho Power under the Admin

istrative Procedures Act stating that the water appropriation

rules and regulations of the Idaho Department of Water Resources

could not become effective until the new legislation had been

considered and incorporated into those rules and regulations

Idaho Power Company v Idaho Department of Water Resources No

3826 5th District Court Twin Falls County Id filed April 28

1986 The rules and regulations were revised to apply the trust

water criteria only to water tributary between Milner Dam and

Swan Falls The effect of the 1986 legislation is discussed in

the future considerations for instream flows which follow

In summary the state water plan as a vehicle for the devel

opment of instream flows in Idaho has seen the establishment of

minimum instream flows on the Snake River and the achievement of

statewide legislation enabling the Idaho Water Resource Board to

apply for instream flows and the establishment of minimum

instream flows However there has been no legislation adopted

for the establishment of a state natural and recreational river

system The 1986 state water plan did not change the minimum

flows set in March 1985 The Board may continue to seek to
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appropriate waters in the state for instream flows purposes and

will still seek legislation establishing a state natural and

recreational river system

E Conclusion Future Considerations for Instream Flows in
Idaho

Instream flows as now set in Idaho can be met without

exercising public trust authority simply because the flows are

low enough that present consumptive uses will not jeopardize

them In assessing the future for establishment and enforcement

of instream flows in Idaho the role of the public trust doctrine

and water distribution policy must be examined The influence of

these two legal management opportunities is critical

To accommodate the development of instream flows and still

allow for future consumptive development presents an opportunity

to examine more strictly the beneficial use of appropriative

rights Specifically if the existing diversion for an appro

priative right is in excess of the consumptive irrigation

requirement plus a reasonable allowance for loss to the delivery

system then the diversion is in excess of the beneficial right

which can be claimed under the appropriation doctrine However

this may not always be true dependinq upon the hydrologic

setting There are counter balancing effects from some diver

sions such as goundwater recharge which must be considered

In Idaho irrigation projects often receive water from

storage as well as natural flow It may be important to examine

the storage contracts for incentives for efficient use of
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water
16

The storage of water in reservoirs also raises ques

tions affecting the determination of what water is available for

future appropriations In a year when a reservoir fills more

than once is the second fill water unappropriated water or is it

being managed so that it is not in fact available for new appro

priation
17

These questions will inevitably arise during the

adjudication of the Snake River The determination of rights

will necessarily involve the application of standard irrigation

efficiencies related to soil crops and delivery systems By

statute this is a rebuttable standard in Idaho IDAHO CODE

S42 220 1977

A major future consideration even after the completion of

the Snake River adjudication will be the manner in which water

is delivered and distributed over the entire basin The severing

of the Snake River by the 1986 legislature does not impact the

delivery of water by a watermaster as much as it impacts the

distribution and nature of future consumptive uses in the basin

Although present consumptive uses do not jeopardize established

instream flows a major administrative challenge will be the

protection of these flows in the future
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FOOTNOTES

1 IDAHO CODE S67 4301 to S67 4312 1980 SUppa 1987 pre
servation of certain lakes as health resorts and recreation

places IDAHO CODE S42 1501 to S42 1505 minimum stream

flow 1985 Idaho Session Laws 514 minimum stream flows on

the mainstem of the Snake River

2 Idaho through the action of the Idaho Water Resources Board

created by a 1064 constitutional amendment IDAHO CONST

ART 15 S7 has three times adopted a State Water Plan

December 1976 January 1982 and December 1986

3 State Department of Parks V Idaho Department of Water

Administration 96 Idaho 440 530 P 2d 924 1974

4 Kootenai Environ Alliance V panhandle Yacht Club Inc

105 Idaho 622 671 P 2d 1085 1983 Shokal V Dunn 109

Idaho 330 707 P 2d 441 1085

5 A comprehensive survey of instream flow programs in Idaho

appears in Brandes K ed 1085 Opportunities to pro
tect instream flows in Idaho Oregon and washington U S

Fish Wildl Servo

6 In 1925 a lake level was established for Big Payette Lake

IDAHO CODE S67 4301 1980 in 1927 lake levels were estab
lished for Priest Lake Pend Orei11e Lake and Coeur d Alene

Lake IDAHO CODE S67 4304 1980

7 Letter of August 29 1972 from the Director of the Idaho

Department of Water Resources to the Governor of the State

of Idaho Part of microfilm file for water right 65 2338

from Big Payette Lake

8 Welsh Instream Appropriation for Recreation and Scenic

Beauty 12 IDAHO L REV 263 275 1975

9 These public trust public interest concerns are being
expressed by term permits on minimum stream flows and

hydropower rights ref IDAHO CODE S42 203B 6 Supp 1987

required bypass flows for a hydropower project Birch Creek
D D Enterprises Inc V Dunn Bonneville Co Case No

33072 protection of historic water use not actually rep
resented by an appropriative claim Atlanta Hot Springs
IDWR file 63 10275 under name of Barron and Stevenson and

subjection of vested water rights to the public trust doc
trine Niagara Springs IDWR permit no 36 7200 initial

administrative decision stated that director of IDWR had
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authority under the public trust doctrine to cut back vested
water rights for the purpose of protecting an instream flow
on rehearing applicant changed affected reach of Niagara
Springs Creek to an area where it was not necessary for the
director to exercise the public trust doctrine to protect
the instream flow sought by the applicant

10 the state Water Plan is a guide to future water resource

management in Idaho and results from a series of documents
In July 1972 the Interim State Water Plan was publisbed
It catalogued the resources of the state and presented
various alternatives for future water policy to the public
The State Water Plan Part One The Objectives was pub
lished in June 1974 to guide the direction of later fforts
to formulate the water plan In December 1916 the state
water Plan Part Two was adopted wherein several state
water policies were advanced In January 1982 the State
Water plan was adopted as a result of the first formal
review of the objectives and policies presented in parts one
and two of the state Water Plan as previously adopted The
1 982 state Water Plan contained hotb the objectives and the

policiesreplacing the earlier two part approach Changes
were made in 1985 to reflect the agreement entered into by
Idaho and the dabo Power Company concerning water rights at
Swan Falls dam The 1986 water plan involved both a reor

ganization Qf policies and a change in objectives This
explanation appttars in the Forward to the 1982 Idaho State
Water Plan and at p 5 of the 1986 Idaho State Water Plan

11 The SWan Falls litigation is reported as Idaho Power Co
v State 1 4 Idaho 510 661 p 2d 736 Marcb 30 19B
relativ e powers of the Idaho Wa ter Resource Board and the

legislature reqiallding the State Water Plan IdahO Power
Co v State 104 Idaho 575 661 p 2d 141 Marcb

31
19 Jt

status of the water rights for bydropower gene ration at the
Swan Falls power plantt

12 The ccont nt of this pr sentation appears in the Summerr 1985
issue of the lfest rn Natural Resource Litiga tion DJigest
Commentary Section as Commentary on Swan Falls Resolu

tion by patrick D Costello and Patrick J Ko
ie

The ne90
tiated ag reement fo r Swan Falls is s1tbject to approval from
the Fed6u al Enell 91 Regulatory CoDtDission and the state dis
trict cou rt Only July 30 1986 the Federal Enell 9Y Regula
tory CQmaiss lon de oi d a request t llav e it sulbolfoinatiom
proviislQD included in a power license issued on thepaye tte

R
ivel

l FiRC 61 13 Conee lr1 about apprroval of tllte Swan

Falls agreement led to the passage Qf Public Law 100 216 art

17
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I THE WATER RESOURCE SITUATION

Montana is a water rich state Its mountains form the

headwaters of the Missouri and Columbia rivers Each year an

average of 44 million acre feet of water leave the state

Mlllions of tourists enjoy the spectacular streams and lakes of

Montana including those of Yellowstone and Glacier national

parks the Lewis and Clark trail and Montana s numerous

wilderness areas Many of these streams are nationally known for

their beauty and fish production in fact Montana sells the

third largest number of non resident sport fishing licenses in

the United States

Although the water resoUrce of Montana is seemingly

plentiful the state is rightfully classified as semi arid

Statewide the average precipitation is about l4 inches much of

that moisture falls as snow over the mountainous regions For

the most part the eastern two thirds of Montana receives less

than l4 inches of precipitation each year Thus irrigation has

become an essential concomitant of a stable agricultural

industry the backbone of the state s economy However this

longstanding irrigation water use is not without its price Each

year the irrigation of approximately 2 807 000 acres of land in

Montana depletes about 3 136 000 acre feet of water from the

state s streams As a result many streams are at times

seriously dewatered The dichotomy of apparent abundance and

large depletions for irrigation use therefore sets the stage for

one of Montana s foremost water resource conflicts preserving
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the state s rich instream flow values in the face of increasing

consumptive use

II E SIGNIFICANCE OF INSTREAM FLOWS

Instream flows provide a variety of social and

environmental values and experiences that are synonymous with the

Big Sky state Instream flows support tish and wildlife

recreation and scenic and aesthetic resources These amenities

not only attract visitors to the state but form the core of a

lifestyle that many Montana natives know and love Indeed a

signiticant part of the heritage of Montana revolves around

hunting fishing and the appreciation of the outdoors

While Montanans have developed a lifestyle around hunting

fishing and enjoying the outdoors these activities also provide

economic benefits to the state According to a recent study

Duffield et al 1967 the annual net economic values of

fishing in Montana s coldwater lakes and streams are 93 million

and l56 million respectively Although this value is

substantial it is conservative since it does not include dollars

spent in pursuit of hiking picnicing floating and otherwise

recreating in and around streams and rivers throughout the

state A recent survey discovered that more people floated

MOntana s rivers than visited state parks

Instream flows are also important in maintaining the

quality of Montana s waters In many rivers such as the
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Missouri reducing the amount of flow also decreases the river s

capacity to absorb pollutants Instream flows also playa

critical role in recharging aquifers that supply a wide variety

of consumptive uses

In addition to the social and economic importance of

instrearn tlows to Montana the state recognizes its

responsibility in managing water resources including the

protection of public instream values Indeed the water policy

of the state specifies that the water resources of the state

must be protected and conserved to assure adequate supplies for

public recreational purposes and for the conservation of wildlife

and aquatic life Section 85 l l0l 5 MCA

While instream uses of water have not always been legally

recognized as beneficial they have always been socially valued

As the maintenance of instrearn flows has grown to be a major use

of western water Montana has fine tuned its legal and

institutional systems to assure that instrearn uses are fairly

considered along with more traditional consumptive uses

III EXISTING POLICIES PROGRAMS AND STRATEGIES

Several strategies are available in Montana to protect

instrearn flows These strategies which range from a basin wide

water reservation process to conditioning water rights permits

to managing reservoirs for instrearn flow purposes vary in

application and effectiveness Together however they provide a

relatively comprehensive if uncoordinated array of strategies
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l Murphy Rights

In 1969 the Montana legislature enacted a law allowing the

Montana Fish and Game Commission to file for water rights on the

unappropr iated waters of 12 blue ribbon st reams in orde r to

maintain stream flows necessary for the preservation of fish and

wildlife habitat Section 89 80l 2 RCM 1947 The resulting

appropriations known as Murphy rights after the principal

sponsor of the bill have a priority over other uses only until

the district court in which the streams are located determines

that such waters are needed for a more beneficial use

Under this statutory authority the Montana Department of

Fish Wildlife and Parks has filed for appropriations on all 12

blue ribbon streams in Montana including Big Spring Creek

Blackfoot River Flathead River Gallatin River Madison River

Missouri River Rock Creek Clark Fork Smith River Yellowstone

River and the Middle South and North Forks of the Flathead

River To date the appropriations have not been challenged in

court by other water use rs

While the Murphy rights legislation was repealed in 1973

the claimed appropriations remain valid As of June 1987

temporary preliminary decrees have been issued on Big Spr ing

Creek the Gallatin River the Madison River Rock Creek the

Yellowstone River the Middle For k of the Flathead River and the

South Fork of the Flathead River Temporary preliminary decrees

have not been issued on the Blackfoot River the Missouri River

the Flathead River the Smith River or the North Fork of the

Flathead River
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Since the statutory authority for Murphy rights is no

longer applicable and never was intended to be applicable to all

streams within the state it is a very limited although valuable

tlw
strategy for protecting instream alue8 If instream tlows are

to be protected in other parts of the state additional

strategies will have to be employed

2 Water Reservations

In 1973 the Montana Water Use Act was enacted and set

forth a systematic and comprehensive mechanism for the protection

of instrearn values Section 85 2 316 MCA The law provides an

opportunity to reserve water for future diversionary and

consumptive uses as well as for maintaining stream flows for the

protection of existing water rights aquatic life and water

quality Section 85 2 316 1 MCA

Under the reservation statute the state or any political

subdivision of the state including federal agencies may apply

to the Board of Natural Resources and Conservation to reserve

water for both offstream uses as well as instream uses including

future irrigation municipal growth multipurpose storage

recreation fish and wildlife and maintenance of water quality

Applications must include a description of the purpose an

analysis of the need for the reservation a quantification of the

amount of water requested as well as the amount available an

analysis that the reservation is in the pUblic interest and a

management plan Administrative Rules of Montana 36 16 l04

Upon receiving a reservation application the Department of

Natural Resources and Conservation DNRC processes it through
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the procedures outlined in Sections 85 2 307 through 85 2 309

MCA In general the DNRC must publish the facts of the

application in a newspaper of general circulation in the area

affected by the proposed reservation In addition it must

notify any water user including federal agencies that may be

affected by or interested in the proposed reservation The DNRC

may also notify other state departments and interest groups with

an interest in the reservation

Atter this notification process the DNRC must accept

objections if any to the proposed reservation Section

85 2 308 MCA Those objecting to the reservation must specify

how it would adversely atfect their water rights or other

interests If the DNRC determines that an objection is valid it

must then hold a public hearing Section 85 2 309 MCA

Once the objections have been resolved the Board may adopt

an order reserving water provided that the applicant has shown

that

l there is a need for the reservation

2 the amount of water requested is necessary for the
stated purpose of the reservation

3 the reservation is in the public interest

4 special criteria are met if the use is to be out of
state Section 85 2 3l6 7 and 8 MCA

Unless otherwise specified by the legislature the priority date

for a reservation is the date the Board adopts an order reserving

water Section 85 2 3l6 9 MCA
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Reservations are to be reviewed at least once every ten

years and if the objectives of the reservation are not being

met the Board may extend revoke or modify the reservation

Section 85 2 3l6 10 MeA If the total amount of an instream

flow reservation is not needed to fulfill its purpose and an

applicant can show that its need outweighs the need of the

original reservant the Board is allowed to reallocate the excess

to another qualified reservant Section 85 2 3l6 ll MCA

Reallocation may only take place once every five years and the

reallocation amount retains the original reservation priority

date

To date instream flows have been reserved on 69 stream

segments in the Yellowstone River Basin The 69 stream segments

constitute a total of about 2 078 stream miles or approximately

12 5 percent of the total stream miles in the state Recognizing

that the same water is double counted in some cases a yearly

average flow of approximately 28 357 cubic feet per second have

been reserved in the Yellowstone River Basin for instream uses

which accounts for about l8 5 percent of the total water use in

the state

In addition to the instream flows that have been reserved

and approved in the Yellowstone RIver Basin applications are

pending on 25 stream segments in the Clark Fork River Basin in

western Montana If approved these 25 segments will constitute

a total of about 400 stream miles or approximately 2 5 percent

of the total stream miles in the state A yearly average of

approximately 2 l55 cubic feet per second would be reserved or
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about 2 percent of the total water use in the state A

basin wide process is also currently underway to reserve water in

the Missouri River watershed potentially adding significantly to

waters reserved statewide for instream purposes

While the reservation process provides a mechanism to

evaluate the instream flow needs of a stream or watershed to

balance instream with future consumptive uses and to legally

protect needed instream flows it is time consuming costly and

potentially pits one type of water use against another The

reservation process also puts a greater burden of proof initially

on the applicants when compared to water use permit applicants

However once water is allocated under these two different

systems the burden on the permittee is greater since he she must

put water to a beneficial use within a few years whereas the

reservant has 20 to 30 years to put water to use The

reservation process also often requires an environmental impact

statement when reserving large quantities of water for instream

use These requirements necessitate a significant amount of

data manpower time and money In addition unlike the water

use permits which are granted a priority as of the date of

application priority dates for reservations are not established

until the applications have been approved and the application

preparation and review process can often take years An

exception to this statutory provision is the 1984 priority date

established by the legislature for reservations in the Missouri

River Basin even though the reservation process is not expected

to be completed until 1993
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Reservations must also be reviewed at least once every ten

years and may be modified at that time thereby rendering them

less secure than appropriations received under the water

permitting process or consumptive use reservations that have been

put to beneficial use The Board may also reallocate water

reserved for instream flows once every five years if a competing

applicant can show that his need outweighs the need of the

instream flow reservant Section 85 2 316 ll MCA In addition

a reservation for instream flow cannot exceed 50 percent of the

average annual flow on gauged streams and this may not be

sufficient in all cases Section 85 2 316 6 MCA

Finally only a few public entities are using the

reservation process to protect instream flows including the

state Department of Fish Wildlife and Parks the state

Department of Health and Environmental Science the u S Bureau

of Land Management and the North Custer Conservation District

The U S Forest Service the National Park Service and the u

S Fish and Wildlife Service all managers of land areas

possessing significant instream values have not shown an

interest in using the reservation process to protect instream

flows on public lands

3 State Recreational Waterway Program

In 1972 the state Department of Fish Wildlife and Parks

DPWP established a state Recreational Waterway Program

through administrative rulemaking The purposes of the program

are l to maintain and improve Montana s prime free flowing and
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productive streams 2 to improve other streams so they may be

added to the system and 3 to encourage and obtain multiple

recreational attributes of streams in the system with special

emphasis on fishing

The program extends the original blue ribbon fisheries

concept and identifies ten criteria for selecting streams

including ribbon fisheries recreational potential historic

and scenic qualities recreational economic opportunities

hunting areas waterfowl habitat freedom from pollution

adequate public access stream protection potential and popular

request and interest

Although the program is not legislated or specifically

funded it does provide a framework for identifying and

prioritizing streams based on the values cited above The

Northwest Rivers Study could serve as a data base for the

program In addition the program could provide an additional

mechanism for the protection of instream values by resolving

issues related to the legal recognition of recreation as a

beneficial use public access the protection of scenic

corridors and the authority to regulate incompatible uses and

hydropower development The adminstrative rules might also be

revised to allow the DPWP to establish instream flows through

either the reservation or permitting process in order to protect

the free flowing conditions of the waterways

To date several stream segments have been included in the

State Recreational Water System including the Flathead River

system above Flathead Lake and above Hungry Horse Reservoir the
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Missouri River from Fort Benton to Fort Peck Rock Creek near

Missoula the Smith River and the Yellowstone River The first

two rivers mentioned have subsequently designated under the

Na tional Wild and Scenic River system

4 Conditioning Water Rights Permits

A third strategy available to protect instream values is

the application of reasonable use or public interest criteria

for initial permit applications and for changes in appropriative

rights Section 85 2 3ll 2 c MCA Where a person wishes to

appropriate more than 4 000 acre feet per year and 5 5 cubic feet

per second the applicant must show the projected uses to be

reasonable based on a consideration of

l The existing and future demands on the state water

supply including needs to preserve instream flows for

aquatic life

2 The benefits to the applicant and the state

3 The effects on the quantity and quality of water for

existing uses in the source of supply

4 The availability and feasibili ty of using low quality
water for the purposes outlined in the application

5 The effects on private property rights by the creation
or contribution to saline seep and

6 The probable significant adverse envi ronmental impacts
of the proposed water use Section 85 2 3ll 2 c

MCA

In addition to outlining these criteria the statute

clarifies the DNRC s authority to issue permits subject to terms

conditions restrictions and limitations considered necessary to

satisfy these criteria The statute also allows the state to
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condition appropriations for transport out of specified basins

and all out of state transport of water The reasonable

use public interest criteria can thus be used to condition

certain appropriations to protect instream values

While these reasonable use public interest criteria are

potentially useful in protecting instream flows their real

effectiveness is limited since they apply only to applications

for very large amounts of water and consequently they have not

yet been applied to protect instream flows Not only are there

few water permit applications large enough to trigger these

reasonable use public interest criteria but there may be cases

where even a small new use can cause an unacceptable Impact to

instream values In addition the criteria do not take into

consideration the cumulative Impacts of consumptive uses on

instream values in a given river That is several

appropriations on a river each less than the 4 000 acre feet

threshold together may significantly reduce the flow in the

river and thereby threaten instream values The criteria also do

not relate the size of the application to the size of the

river i e an application for less than 4 000 acre feet may be

acceptable on a large stream but devastating to a small one

5 Federal Reserved Water Rights

The federal reserved rights doctrine assures that Indian

lands and public lands set aside or reserved by the United States

for a particular purpose have adequate water More specifically

the doctrine recognizes rights to a quantity of water sufficient
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to fulfill the specific purposes for which the land was

reserved Unlike other water rights reserved water rights on

federal and Indian land have a priority dating back to when the

reservations were established even if the actual use of reserved

begins long after other water users have appropriated water from

the stream

While the reserved rights doctrine provides that federal

land management agencies have a legal right to enough water to

satisfy the original purposes of the various reservations such

quantities may not always be sufficient to protect the most

valuable instream benefits This is especially true on lands

administered by the U s Forest Service and the Bureau of Land

Management BLM The U s Forest Service is allowed to reserve

water only for purposes of timber and watershed protection it is

not allowed to acquire reserved rights for recreational scenic

and wildlife protection purposes United Stated v New Mexico

438 U s 696 98S Ct 3012 1978 It is not clear whether the

reserved rights for national forests include instream flows

United States v Jesse 744 P 2d 49l Colo 1987 Since the

public lands under the jurisdiction of the Bureau of Land

Management were not withdrawn from the Rpublic domainR when

Congress passed the Federal Land Management and Policy Act the

statutory framework for the BLM no water rights were reserved by

the Act s passage Sierra Club v Watt 659 F 2d 203 D C Cir

19 8U

In contrast to these mUltiple use resource management

agencies the National Park Service and the u S Fish and
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Wildlife Service are in a better position to protect instream

values given the original purposes of their reservations of land

i e national parks wildlife refuges etc According to a

Department of the Interior Solicitor s Opinion the National Park

Service may acquire reserved water rights for scenic natural

and historic conservation uses wildllfe conservation and public

enjoyment while the USFWS may claim reserved rights for purposes

of protecting migratory blrds and other wildlife 88 Interior

Decisions 553 1979

In addition to the inherent limitations of the federal

reserved rights doctrine as a mechanism to protect instream

flows there have been problems in quantifying and negotiating

the tlows required to protect various uses Given the large

volumes of water requested along with the seniority of their

priority dates the issue is politically volatile and final

decisions are therefore slow in the making

To date all the federal land management agencies within

Montana including the Bureau of Land Management along with the

Indian tribes on the state s seven reservations have claimed

federal reserved water rights The claims are currently under

negotiation with the state s Reserved Water Rights Compact

Commission While instream flow rights have been asserted by the

land management agencies only the Confederated Salish and

Kootenai tribes are likely to claim for instream flows Under

the Fort Peck Compact the tribes and the state agreed to

allocate a portion of the tribal reserved rights for consumptive

uses to instream uses
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6 Wild and Scenic Rivers

The federal Wild and Scenic Rivers Act was designed to

preserve in a free flowing condition certain rivers possessing

outstanding scenic recreational geologic fish and wildlife

historic cultural and other similar values It provides a

process by which rivers may be recommended for inclusion

studied and eventually included in the wild and scenic rivers

system The Act prohibits the Federal Energy Regulatory

Commission from licensing water projects on or directly

affecting rivers included in the system and provides interim

protection for rivers under study for inclusion

The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act has been used in effect to

protect instream values on four stream reaches in Montana the

North South and Middle forks of the Flathead River and on one

reach on the Missouri River The Act contains an express

assertion of a federal reserved water right for the amount of

water which is reasonably necessary for the preservation and

protection of those features for which the rivers were designated

88 Interior Decisions 553 1986

In addition to the four stream reaches that have already

been protected the U S Forest Service is currently in the

process of identifying eligible rivers for inclusion in the wild

and scenic river system To date l5 river segments have been

identified as eligible on five national forests in Montana

including the Bitteroot Gallatin Kootenai and Custer national

forests These rivers constitute a total of 382 total stream

miles with two segments or 96 miles classified as scenic nine
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segments of l79 miles classified as recreational and four

segments or l07 miles classified as wild and recreational with

69 miles classified as recreational and 38 miles classified as

wild The forest plans that are currently in the draft stage

will document the results of the eligibility study in the final

forest plans The national forests which have released final

forest plans including the Beaverhead Flathead Helena Lewis

and Clark and Lolo national forests are in the process of

identifying eligible rivers and will incorporate the eligibility

study in a future forest plan amendment All the forest plans

must provide for the protection of eligible river segments until

a future decision is made on possible wild and scenic

desIgnation A separate suitability study will be completed for

each eligible rIver segment some time after the final forest

plans are released

7 Indian Treaty Fishing Rights

Another means of ensuring instream flows in Montana exists

when Indian tribes have treaty fishing rights on a river

Interference with river flows by diversion impoundment or

pollution of waters so that fish habitat is damaged may reduce

the ability of tribes to take a meaningful share of tish as

guaranteed in their treaties A situation recently emerged in

Montana where the Indian tribes claimed instream flows for the

protection of fish under their treaty as distinguished from a

claim for a federal reserved right

In the summer of 1986 the u s Bureau of Indian Affairs

BlA established a minimum streamflow policy for the Flathead
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Reservation in northwest Montana One of the effects of the

policy was to diminish the water available for non Indian

irrigated agriculture At the request of the irrigators a

federal district court in Montana granted a preliminary

injunction prohibiting the BIA from implementing the policy

protecting reserved water rights for tribal tisheries to the

detriment of non Indian irrigation Joint Board of Control of the

Flathead Mission and Jocko Irrigation Districts v United states

of America and Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes of the

Flathead Reservation 832 F 2d ll27 9th Cir 1987

The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals dismissed the

preliminary injunction and remanded the case to the district

court on grounds that the district court erred in applying the

principle of just and equal distribution This principle

assumes that all who seek a right to the water stand on the same

footing notwithstanding the lack of an adjudicated decree

establishing priorities among water right users The injunction

failed to accord the aboriginal tishing rights the protection

federal law gives them against the claims and considerations of

junior appropriators Since the priority of the aboriginal

fishing rights are dated time immemorial they obviously predate

all competing rights and the district court erred in holding

that water claimed under tribal aboriginal fishing rights must be

shared with junior appropriators

Since this case was appealed and has been remanded to the

district court to determine the extent to which the tribes are

entitled to instream flows under their treaty it remains to be
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seen how effective this strategy will be in protecting instream

values Assuming tnat the district court rules consistent with

the Court of Appeals decision and is favorable for the Indian

tribes the strategy is still somewhat limiting since it may to

apply only to Indian reservations

8 The Public Trust Doctrine

The Montana Supreme Court applied the public trust

doctrine apparently for the first time in two 1984 decisions

Montana Coalition for Stream Access v Hildreth 684 P 2d l088

Mont 1984 and Montana Coalition for Stream Access v Curran

682 P 2d 163 Mont 1984 The issue in both cases was the

public s right to use water courses for recreational purposes

such as floating and fishing The Court rejected arguments by

private landowners that public recreational rights extend only to

those watercourses whose beds are owned by the State of Montana

that is only to those watercourses navigable under the federal

test for title purposes Instead the court held that under the

public trust doctrine and the Montana Constitution any surface

waters that are capable of recreational use may be so used by the

public without regard to streambed ownership or navigability for

nonreacreational purposes

In response to these cases the legislature passed the

Stream Access bill Section 23 2 30l to 322 MCA in 1985 in an

attempt to provide management policies that address and help

implement the Curran and Hildreth decisions The statute

provides that all surface water capable of recreational use may
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be so used by the public without regard to the ownership of the

4It land underlying the waters It also allows the public access to

private lands in order to portage around barriers in the least

intrusive manner

In Galt v state 73l P 2d 912 1987 the statute was

Challenged as an unconstitutional taking of private property

without just compensation While the district court upheld the

statute and provided guarded summary judgment to the state the

Montana Supreme Court reversed the decision in part by holding as

unconstitutional those provisions which allowed uses not

necessary to the public s utilization of water and which required

the landowner to maintain portage routes This decision further

defined and limited the application of the public trust doctrine

to recreational water use in Montana

The significance of these decisions for the protection of

instream flows is difficult to assess The issue before the

court the public s right to use waterways for recreation does

not raise a question regarding the duties or limitations that may

be imposed on the state or its licensees in the use of water

resources In addition the court in Curran and Hildreth cited a

provision of the Montana Constitution specifying that all waters

of the state are the property of the state for the use of its

people as an alternate basis for its decisions Thus some

observers assume and argue that the court s reference to the

public trust doctrine is only dicta a remark or observation

If the court s references to the public trust doctrine are dicta

the precedential force of the opinions is greatly weakened
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making it easier to ignore or limit the doctrine in future

cases It remains to be seen whether the doctrine can be used

for the protection of instream flows in Montana

9 Reservoir Management

The construction operation and maintenance of reservoirs

for hydroelectric power production and water storage may threaten

instream values by increasing the uncertainty of river flows

In some cases it may also decrease uncertainty and facilitate

instream flow protection providing a more or less constand flow

regime throughout the year However several mechanisms have

been applied in Montana to manage reservoir flows for fish and

other instream uses While some of these mechanisms require the

consideration of fish and wildlife values in projects constructed

by the federal government as well as in those licensed by it

other mechanisms are pursued and established at the discretion of

an administrative agency

Two federal statutes have been used in Montana to condition

water use licenses or permits First the state has used the

Federal Power Act to condition hydropower licenses by requiring

them co release a certain amount of flow at specified times to

protect valuable fisheries The 1986 Electric Consumers

Protection Act amendments P L 99 495 to the Federal Power Act

16 U S C 291 et seq along with the regulations adopted

pursuant to this act requires the Federal Energy Regulatory

Commission FERC to find that a proposed project is best adapted

to a comprehensive plan for a waterway including navigation
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water power and other beneficial public uses such as recreation

and fish and wildlife l6 U S C 79l a To facilitate this

objective each license issued by FERC shall include conditions

for the protection mitigation and enhancement of fish and

wildlife affected by the development operation and management

of the project l6 U S C 803 j The conditions are to be

based on recommendations received under the Fish and wildlife

Coordination Act from the u s Fish and Wildlife Service and

state fish and wildlife agencies If FERC believes that any

recommendation is inconsistent with the purposes of the license

it must publish findings to that effect as well as specify

conditions that satisfy the requirement outlined above

Second the Pacific Northwest Electric Power Planning and

Conservation Act 16 USCA 839 contains significant requirements

for preserving and restoring anadromous fish as well as resident

fisheries A regional council created by the act is directed to

develop a plan for the protection mitigation and enhancement of

fish and wildl1fe and managers of federal power facilities are

required to afford nequitable treatmentn to fish and wildlife

insuring that their operations do not subordinate fish and

wildlife to other project objectives This strategy has been

used by the Montana Department of Fish Wildlife and parks to

maintain resident fisheries on both the South Fork and the

mainstem of the Flathead R1ver below the Hungry Horse Dam by

requiring a minimum flow release from the reservoir

In addition to conditioning water rights permits the State

of Montana has also negotiated with reservoir operators
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including the Corps of Engineers the Bureau of Reclamation the

Montana Power Company Washington Water Power Company and state

operators for voluntary releases of water at several reservoirs

to protect instream values The majority of these agreements are

usually written but informal To date agreements or management

plans have been developed at six reservoirs including Canyon

Ferry Yellowtail Hebgen Hauser Holter and Painted Rocks

reservoirs and are being negotiated at several other reservoirs

In general when the state enters into negotiations with

reservoir operators the operator typically maintains control of

the flow releases but attempts to provide streamflows that will

satisfy instream flow needs The reservoir operator may also

exercise options such as buying power from other sources to

insure minimum stream flows can be provided this approach was

taken by the Bureau of Reclamation at Canyon Ferry Reservoir

during the drought of 1987 The Department of Fish Wildlife

and Parks may prioritize its requests for streamflows in the

event of inadequate water For example a lower summer flow than

desired may be prescribed in order to save water for spawning

fish in the fall The outflow and reservoir levels may be

discussed annually or more often if necessary Advisory

committees including other water users and interested parties

are often consulted to convey information about present and

future conditions affecting a reservoir operation and to

reevaluate as need said priorities

Two of the more successful negotiated agreements have

helped protect instream values on the Madison and Ruby rivers
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The Madison River is one of Montana s best known trout streams

Located in the headwaters of the basin is Hebgen Dam a

privately owned facility that partially regulates the river and

is largely used for storage to enhance hydropower generation

downstream Although the project provides important benefits to

the state releases of water from the reservoir have historically

had a deleterious impact on the river s fishery production In

search of a solution to this ongoing problem personnel from the

Montana Department of Fish Wildlife and Parks approached the

Montana Power Company owner of the facility The parties were

able to design a voluntary release pattern from the dam that

substantially improved fishery habitat conditions in the river

and at the same time preserved much of the owner s hydropower

generation prerogative Overwhelming public support for

enhancing the fishery in the Madison River and the willing

participation by the Montana Power Company were instrumental in

the success of these negotiations

The Ruby River in southwestern Montana near Dillon has a

valued trout fishery with regional significance At the same

time flows in the river are heavily used for widespread

irrigation in the basin In fact a state owned water project on

the river includes a 38 850 acre foot reservoir with a delivery

system that provides both full service and supplemental flows to

about 40 000 acres of land Currently instream water rights

have not been established on the river

Early in the severe droughts of 1985 and 1987 irrigation

diversions completely dried up a critical reach of the river
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recognizing the responsibility to preserve the important fishery

resource state agency officials briefed local water users about

the situation and its consequences In turn it was agreed that

additional water would be released on a short term basis from the

Ruby River Reservoir to satisfy both irrigation and instream flow

needs downstream Once again public concern for protection of

instream uses was important in the decision to increase reservoir

releases Equally significant these increased instream flows

were made possible even though the water involved was

contractually committed to irrigation use Nonetheless the

state and local water users negotiated an agreement to maintain

instream values as well as protect irrigated agriculture A more

permanent solution to this potentially recurring problem is now

being developed

To complement efforts at negotiating voluntary releases

from reservoirs to protect instream values the state has also

purchased reservoir storage on several occasions to protect

important fisheries and recreational opportunities This

strategy was used on the Bitterroot River a major trout and

recreation stream that winds through the mountains of western

Montana near the town of Hamilton OVer time irrigation

diversions along the river have increased to the point where they

often seriously deplete the river and diminish the fish habitat

and recreational floating opportunities In the interests of

developing a long term solution to this recurring problem state

agency personnel have focused their attention on stored flows in

the state owned Painted Rocks Reservoir Located in a headwaters
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tributary of the Bitterroot River the reservoir was originally

built for irrigation use that has not fully materialized Thus

storage capacity is regularly purchased to augment low flows in

the mainstem Bitterroot River In the 1950s 5 000 acre feet

were purchased with an additional lO OOO acre feet purchased in

1983 During the summers of 1985 and 1987 water purchased by

the Department of Fish Wildlife and Parks DFWP and released

from Painted Rocks Reservoir for instream use was depleted by

downstream irrigation users As a result several sections of

the river were nearly dried up After negotiations between the

DFWP and the irrigation companies a petition was jointly

submitted to the District Court The Court in turn appointed a

water commissioner to ensure delivery of the purchased water

Water has also been purchased from Newland Creek Reservoir

a privately managed reservoir off the Smith River Although

there is little demand to purchase the water at this time the

operators want to limit the amount of water they sell to DFWP

This has not limited the ability to protect instream flows below

the reservoir however since the morphology of the stream

channel limits the amount of optimum discharge

lO Adjudication Proceedings

Pursuant to Section 85 2 223 MCA the Montana Department

of Fish Wildlife and Parks may represent the public in

adjudication proceedings for purposes of establishing any public

recreational uses of water prior to 1973 The policy of the
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Department of Fish Wildlife and Parks is to represent the

public only when a specific request is received This

authorization has been used to apply for claims on several rivers

and lakes including the Bitterroot River the Beaverhead River

and Bean Lake

To date the only claim that has entered adjudication is

Bean Lake and it has been challenged by several parties The

Department of Fish Wildlife and Parks filed a claim in 1982 for

an existing water right in Bean Lake claiming recreational and

fish and wildlife uses with a priority date of 1951 In a

recent decision the court ruled that the claim is invalid

because the Department of Fish Wildlife and Parks never

diverted or impounded the lake water and never demonstrated an

intent to claim the water right or gave notice to other water

users of that intent

This decision has potentially signficant implications with

respect to the use of this strategy to protect instream values

and it is currently on appeal to the Montana Supreme Court

While Section 85 2 223 MCA states that the statute shall not

be construed in any manner as a legislative determination of

whether or not a recreational use sought to be established prior

to July 1 1973 is or was a beneficial use the Bean Lake

decision indicates that recreation and fish and wildlife uses are

beneficial uses However the Court appears to discourage

recognition of these uses where they occur instream because the

other requirements for a valid use right i e a diversion an

intent to appropriate notice to other appropriators are
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difficult if not impossible to demonstrate Nonetheless the

Department of Fish Wildlife and Parks argues the diversion

requirement for a valid beneficial use is antithetical to

instream flow protection and thus not an appropriate indication

of intent and notice

ll De Facto Protection

In many cases instream flows are protected by the delivery

of large quantities of water to downstream users with senior

water rights The protection of instream flows in these

situations however is not legally recognized and may be lost

by water transfers or other types of diversions While this

strategy is attractive in theory it could only work in practice

if water rights are adjudicated and then enforced voluntarily or

by the timely appointment of and funding for water commissioners

IV PROSPECrS FOR mE FUTURE

Although Montana has made significant progress in

protecting instream flows the current approach is fragmented

consisting of several strategies but no comprehensive or

coordinated plan In addition there has been little

coordination between state and federal agencies in protecting

instream flows In light of these limitations the state is

currently in the process of developing a comprehensive

coordinated strategy for instream flow protection as part of the

state water plan
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Unlike other technically oriented planning exercises the

state water planning process is designed to build a consensus

among all water users and result in action on selected water

resource issues The planning process will identify policy goals

and objectives for instream flow protection document and

evaluate the various policies programs and practices outlined

above and recommend appropriate actions to improve the

protection of instream flows in Montana The plan will utilize

existing administrative structures in assigning implementation

responsibilities and will be documented by a short

issue oriented pamphlet that will be kept in a three ring

notebook along with other components of the state water plan

This format is flexible and allows the plan to adapt to changing

times and circumstances

In addition to documenting and evaluating existing

strategies for the protection of instream flows the state water

plan will provide a framework for identifying instream flow

object ves assessing the various strategies available to protect

instream flows in a given situation and then selecting the

strategy that will most efficiently and effectively accomplish

the objectives It will also provide a mechanism for assessing

the trade otfs between instream and offstream uses of water

Finally the plan will attempt to encourage the quantification of

flow requirements for wildlife and riparian habitat recreation

and scenic and aesthetic values encourage the development of an

effective means to monitor instream flows and encourage federal

land management agencies to utilize the reservation program to
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protect instream values they may not be able to protect under the

reserved rights doctrine

In addition to examining the possibility of fine tuning

several existing policies programs and practices the water

plan may also examine the application of new approaches to

instream flow protection such as water transfers and invoking

the public trust doctrine The alternatives currently envisioned

by the state water plan include refining the reservation process

revising the reasonable use public interest criteria appointing

water commissioners in adjudicated basins encouraging the

transfer of water rights and applying the public trust

doctrine These alternatives are designed only to represent the

broad range of strategies potentially available to the state for

instream flow protection and in no way are being recommended as

policies that the state should adopt

l Refining the Reservation Process

Montana s water reservation process the principal

mechanism for protecting instream values in the state might be

improved in several ways However as with most water policy and

management decisions there are trade offs involved with the

proposed improvements

One way to refine the water reservation statute is to

streamline the entire application process making it less data

intensive and therefore less time consuming While reducing the

amount and detailed nature of the information required might

improve the efficiency of the reservation process it would also
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limit the ability of decision makers to make rationally informed

judgments Given the long term commitment of water resources

appropriated through the reservation process it is desirable to

base such decisions on the best information available In

addition a comprehensive technical data base may protect

instream flow reservants during the periodic review by soundly

establishing the need for the reservation

Another way to potentially improve the water reservation

process is to establish individual priority dates for

reservations Currently the Board only sets priorities among

types of use and not among individual reservants For example

in the Yellowstone Rlver Basin the priority of uses is as

follows municipalities instream flows in the upper basin

lrrigated agriculture instream flows in the lower basin and

finally offstream water storage The problem with this system of

establishing priorities is that in times of water shortage there

is no way to aaminister priorities among individual water users

While this problem has yet to arise in the Yellowstone River

Basin it is not unlikely that it will become a problem in this

and other river basins within the state One way to resolve this

issue before it becomes a problem is to simply establish priority

dates for each individual water user as is done in the water

permitting process Such a process could be built into and

complement the current process of setting priorities among types

of use

In aadition to establishing individual priority dates for

reservations the water reservation process might also be
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improved by establishing the priority dates for reservations at

the time applications are filed rather than when the Board of

Natural Resources and Conservation makes its final decision

Since the reservation process is very time consuming

establishing individual priority dates at the time of application

would create an earlier priority date for instream reservations

and thereby increase the degree to which instream values would be

protected in certain cases In addition it would protect the

reservations from permits that are acquired while the reservation

applications are being reviewed Establishing the priority date

at the time of application would also increase the certainty of

the entire reservation process On the other hand if the

priority date for reservations were established at the time of

application rather than when the Board makes a final decision it

would eliminate the Board s ability to take a comprehensive look

at the competing demands within a given watershed to assess

trade offs and to establish priorities among water users

Yet another way to potentially improve the water

reservation statute with respect to instream flow protection is

to somehow relax or ellminate the periodic review requirement

While the periodic review of all water reservations allows the

state to determine if the reserved water is being put to a

beneficial use and to reevaluate water use allocation within a

river basin it does not provide much security to instream

reservations or to non developed consumptive use reservations

If the Board determines that through either the five or ten year

review process the public interest would be better served by
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consumptive water uses rather than instream uses instream flow

reservants may lose their rights to use the water in question

One way to increase the security of all reservations

including those for instream uses is to only review those

reservations that have not been perfected This policy would not

only dismiss perfected rights from being reviewed and potentially

modified but also subvert attempts at water speculation by

reviewing and reallocating reservations that are not perfected

Instream flow reservations could be considered perfected once the

rights are granted or when the reservant establishes an effective

system for monitoring the flows

Finally instream values might be better protected through

a reservation if the current stipulation that no more than 50

percent of the average annual streamflow can be reserved for

instream tlows on streams with gauges is revised or eliminated

Section 85 2 316 6 MCA This quantity of water may not be

sufficient in all cases to protect fish wildlife recreation

and other instream values An alternative is to allow instream

reservations for as much water as is necessary to protect

instream values However allowing applicants to reserve more

than 50 percent of the average annual streamflow poses the risk

of committing a large portion of the available flow in a basin to

instream tlow purposes thereby eliminating opportunities for

offstream consumptive uses of water

2 Revise the Reaso able Use Public Interest Cri eria

Another way to improve the protection of instream values in

Montana may be to reduce the water right application size that
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triggers the reasonable use public interest criteria As

described above these criteria are only considered when an

applicant wishes to appropriate more than 4 000 acre feet per

year and 5 5 cubic feet per second To date the criteria have

not been applied to protect instream flows since no application

has arisen that would trigger the criteria The criteria are not

applicable to smaller water projects that may threaten instream

values just as much as the larger projects nor do they relate

the size ot the application to the quantity of water available in

a watercourse

The reasonable use public interest criteria may more

etfect1vely protect instream values if they were applicable to

any proposed new water use permit or any transfer of water

rights Another alternative is to relate the size of the water

right application to the amount of water available in a stream

and apply public interest criteria when the application is more

than a given percent of the available flow In addition the

criteria could be revised to consider the cumulative impacts of

water appropriations on an entire river basin

3 Appointing Water Commissioners in Adjudicated Basins

Instream values may be protected in certain cases by the

delivery of large quantities of water to downstream users with

senior water rights However this strategy cannot work

effectively if at all unless the water rights are adjudicated

and then entered either voluntarily or by the timely appointment

ot water commissioners
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The primary enforcement measure in the adjudication process

occurs through court appointed water commissioners which

requires at least 15 percent of the water users to petition the

court However from a practical perspective landowners are

often slow to petition the court to shut off their upstream

neighbors In the case of Gallatin River in 1985 the stream

went completely dry before the court was petitioned These

delays do not protect instream values because the fishery is lost

before streamflows are returned assuming any action occurs at

all

The state might consider using ntrigger flows n
or flows

below which instream values become threatened to appoint water

commissioners in adjudicated basins thereby assuring some level

of instream flow protection The relationship of streamtlow

between adjudicated basins would also have to be taken into

account

4 Transfer of Water Rights

One strategy for protecting instream values that has not

been applied in Montana but may offer significant potential is

to transfer water rights via purchase lease or gift from

consumptive water users to the state or to other entities for

instream flow purposes This strategy might also be facilitated

by increasing water use efficiency and conservation and in turn

legally allocating the conserved flows to instream uses

In certain circumstances existing consumptive water rights

might be sold voluntarily to a state agency with the water
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normally depleted from the stream legally accruing to instream

flows Water use efticiency might also be encouraged or paid for

by the state again with the conserved water being legally

appropriated by to a state agency for instream use As an

alternative to the purchase of existing rights agricultural

water rights might be leased for instream purposes Through this

approach an agricultural user would receive annual lease

payments and continue to operate as usual until drought occurs

and water for instream purposes becomes critical During the

drought period and in accordance with the lease agreement the

irrigator would cease his normal water use and allow the flows

involved to remain instream Even though the consumptive use

would be curtailed the irrigator would have been compensated for

this loss and may be able to use the land involved for a

non irrigated crop

While the transfer of water rights may allow the state to

acqu1re senior rights for the protection of instream uses there

are currently several legal and motivational obstacles to

realizing such transfers Montana water law allows appropriative

rights to be transferred provided that such transfers do not

adversely affect the water rights of other persons and the

proposed use is a beneficial use Section 85 2 402 However

the Bean Lake decision discussed above held that among other

reasons a claim filed by the Department of Fish Wildlife and

Parks for an existing water right for recreational and fish and

wildlife purposes is invalid because of the lack of diversion

facilities Unless this decision is overturned by a higher court
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or the Legislature revokes the diversion requirement the ability

to transfer water from consumptive uses to instream uses is

extremely limited

Even if existing consumptive water rights could be

vOluntarIly sold or otherwise transferred to a state agency with

the water normally depleted from the stream legally accruing to

instream flows there is still the possibility that the right may

be cOnsidered abandoned There is little incentive to conserve

water if it cannot be sold or otherwise transferred In order to

use this approach water right abandonment statutes may have to

be amended so that permanent or temporary transfers of conserved

water would not result in the permanent loss of the right

5 Apply the Public Trust Doctrine

Since the State of Montana has several legislative and

administrative strategies available to protect instream values

the public trust doctrine is likely to be employed if at all

only as a last resort to protect the public interest While the

application of the public trust doctrine in Montana has been very

limited there are important precedents throughout the west that

may lead to more Speci ic appl ications wi th respect to protecting

instream values

Historically the public trust doctrine protected the

public s rights to use navigable waters for navigation commerce

and fiShing Recent decisions however have expanded the

protection to other water related activities These activities

include hunting swimming rafting boating bathing and even to
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preserve tidelands ftin their natural state so they may serve as

ecological units for scientific study as open spaces and as

environments which provide food and habitat for birds and marine

I1fe and which favorable affect the scenery and climate of the

area National Audubon Society v Superior Court of Alpine

County 189 Cal Rept 346 1983 In an effort to accommodate

water use and the public trust doctrine the court in the case

cited above held that the state fthas an affirmative duty to take

the public trust into account in the planning and allocation of

water resources and to protect public trust uses whenever

feas1ble The court recommends that this balancing test be on a

case by case basis

While a similar approach in Montana would require a

judicial decision such a strategy may be important as a last

resort to protecting valuable instream flows and the public s

interest in free tlowing water An alternative application of

the public trust doctrine would be to encourage the state to

finance water conservation measures with the salvaged flows

allocated to the state to protect instream flows on behalf of the

public trust This approach would get away from a strict taking

of private property without compensation by allowing the parties

to negotiate a solution that protects both the existing

consumptive use rights as well as the public trust values
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v CONCLUSION

Throughout the West and particularly in Montana

policymakers are seeing an increasing concern over the

preservation if not the enhancement of flows for a diversity of

instream uses In turn this rightful concern has spawned

conflict with those who divert our Western waters in support of

varied consumptive use needs At best resolution of these

conflicts is difficult and in certain notable instances has

necessitated the judicial invocation of the public trust

doctrine Montana has turned to legislative and administrative

action as a more flexible remedy to the various instream

flow consumptive use conflicts that have arisen

The steps being taken to protect the instream resources of

Montana have clearly been substantive and beneficial Yet in

spite of all the successes a number of problem areas remain to

be addressed Recognizing that the effort to date has been

somewhat piecemeal the state is preparing a more comprehensive

strategy for dealing with this issue Being developed under the

aegis of the state water plan the strategy will document and

evaluate existing strategies for the protection of instream

flows as well as provide a framework for identifying instream

flow objectives assessing the various strategies available to

protect instream flows in a given situation and then selecting

the strategy that will most efficiently and effectively

accomplish the objectives It will also attempt to encourage the

quantification of flow requirements for wildlife and riparian
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habitat recreation and scenic and aesthetic values encourage

the development of an effective means to monitor instream flows

and encourage federal land management agencies to utilize the

reservation program to protect instream values they may not be

able to protect under the reserved rights doctrine

With such a strategy state action is expected to evolve so

that it more adequately provides for the values associated with

instream uses and at the same time recognizes the importance of

existing consumptive uses
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OREGON S MINIMUM PERENNIAL STHEAMFLOWS

ABSTRACT

february 1988

Oregon has had little experience in the public trust doctrine on water

resource issues but has been working wi th minimum perennial streamflows for

more than thirty years

HISTORY

Water management or more specifically water use increasingly appears to be

the subject of litigation and the focus of new legislation directed at water

allocation practices and programs New rules and standards are being

developed to govern how society views this scarce resource It seems unlikely

new rules will be retroactive but as in Mono Lake there may be yet

undefined limitations on existing rights to use water

Instream flows and public trust issues may be in the forefront of water

discussions in the coming years Whether these discussions will invoke

renewed periods of crisis and conflict for western water codes or signal the

beginning of new cooperative efforts to solve very real problems remains to be

seen
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Oregon has had little experience with the application of the public trust

doctrine in water resource issues The state attorney general addressed

pUblic trust responsibilities pertaining to navigation recreation fisheries

and public access in a l 71 opinion relating to fills in submerged and

submersible lands The most notable court case also involved filling of

inter tidal areas associated with a planned airport expansion

Experience with instream flows on the other nand has been somewhat broader

and covers a period of almost 30 years With the enactment of the water

resource planning statutes in l 55 the Oregon legislature provided an

administrative process to set minimum flows Current law directs

The maintenance of minimum peIennial streamflows

sufficient to support aquatic life to minimize pollution

and to maintain recreational values shall be fostered and

encouraged if existing rights and priorities under existing

laws will permit

It wasn t however until 1958 that the first minimum flows were set under tne

then relatively new law

Despite brief interruptions from time to time to address Northwest Southwest

issues droughts and budget problems the state has made gradual progress in

assessing its water resources formulating water resource policies for most

major drainage basins and setting minimum flows Currently there are 46

minimum flows established at specific points or stream reaches Most oJ tne

major rivers and tributaries have some degree ot protection for the benefit of

instream uses In addition to minimum flows the Water Hesources Commission
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has also used its other management tools of water use classif ication and

withdrawal to promote or protect instream values Whatever quantity of water

is involved and estimates vary Uregon has made a significant commitment

toward protection of instream flows and instream flow values

Although there were few legislative changes in minimum flow concepts between

1955 and 1983 methods perspectives and criteria used by the Board Commission

tended to change with time Minimum perennial streamflows established to date

are defined as administrative rules rather than water rights LiKe water

rights the flows have priority dates and are subject to the same variations

in water availability as other appropriations Like other administrative

rules there are requirements for notice and hearing prior to adoption of

minimum flows

In the late 50 s lacking better criteria minimum flows established in Oregon

tended to reflect physical low flow characteristics of the stream or stream

system under consideration Consequently most of the flows established

during tnose first efforts were relatively low compared to available flow and

were established with little or no seasonal variation Beginning in tne

1960 s the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife undertook a statewide study

to apply consistent and species specific criteria to identify now

requirements for aquatic life

The Oregon method includes the ptlysical inspection of stream reaches to

determine the locations where passage is limited due to local

characteristics Transects are taKen at the identified locations following

the shallowest courses from bank to bank The stream is measured at various

flow levels to develop a relationship between depth and velocity for passage
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requirements of the fish in question stream reaches that are used for

spawning and rearing are also analyzed to determine depth and flow

requirements Values are calculated to meet flow requirement for the specific

species in question

Flow values are tabulated by month for a twelve month period Minimum flows

are requested to maintain streamflow at a specific location on the stream

Work from Ft Collins reflects further refinement of tne type of evaluation

undertaken

As in many other western states precipitation and the water resources are not

spread evenly across Oregon Approximately 6 of the average annual runoff

occurs in the western 1 3 of the state s land area Most minimum flows are

located on rivers and streams in western Oregon retlecting both the

distribution of runoff and an emphasis on anadromous fish Pollution

abatement another statutorily authorized purpose For establishing minimum

flows is receiving increasing attention Pollution abatement represents few

of the flows set to date However in many instances water quality and other

instream purposes may De adequately addressed under the flow levels identified

as necessary for aquatic life

In 1983 the legislature further refined the minimum flow process New

statutes declared the establishment of minimum perennial streamflows as high

priority of the Water Policy Review Board Water Resources Commission and

Department

This new legislation provided a means for Oregon Departments of Fist and

Wildlife and Environmental Quality to submit applications for additional
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minimum streamflows or to revise existing minimum flows Applications

submitted are given a priority date as of the date tney are received by tne

Department

The Commission evaluates applications f or new or revised minimum flows then

according to statue

Adopts tne requested minimum perennial

streamflowj or

Adopts a minimum perennial streamflow

at some other rate after making a

finding tnat the otner rate is more

appropriate to support aquatic life and

minimize pollutionj or

Rejects the recommended minimum

perennial streamflow after making a

finding that establishment of the

minimum flow is of lesser importance

than otner uses of the waters of the

particular stream

The 1983 legislature directed the Departments of Fisn and Wildlife and

Environmental Quality to submit a list of up to 75 of their highest priority

streams with applications for minimum streamflows A list of 75 locations and

applications for minimum flows for each were received on November 3 1983
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The Water Policy Review Board now Water Resources Commission held public

hearings in each basin in which minimum flows were requested The Commission

completed its consideration of the flows by Janaury 1 1986 as directed by

the 1983 legislature Forty three 43 of the requested minimum flows were

adopted as requested 22 were adopted after being modified and 10 were

rejected The Board Commission tOOK other action such as withdrawal of some

streams or stream segments for some of the 10 which were rejected

Authorization for departments of Fish and Wildlife and Environmental Quality

to submit applications for minimum flows was effective on January 1 1986 So

far no applications other than the intial 75 flows included in the

legislation have been submitted 1987 Legislation added recreation to

maintenance of aquatic life and minimization of pollution as the only primary

purposes for which minimum flows can be set Under standards for these

applications water availability cannot be the primary factor determining

whether or at what level minimum flows are set Instream flow requirements in

some cases have been substantial As a result a number of the recently

established flows are well in excess of flow levels which can reasonably be

expected in the various stream systems during the summer months

It is unlikely that either these flows or junior appropriators will be fully

suppled without substantial changes in the various basins To some extent the

new flows identify additional goals to be addressed through waterstled

management activities riparian restoration programs and development of

storage projects
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PRESENT ACTIVITY

Some of the limitations noted in the current instream now program are a

direct result of water shortage conditions Few Oregon streams nave

sufficient summer flows to satisfy all desirable instream and out of stream

demands Consequently while most of the testimony at pUblic hearings tends

to support the general concept of minimum flows and protection of instream

values reaction to specific proposals is often more mixed Tne program was

not intended and certainly does not function as a conflict resolution

process In a few instances however true multipurpose projects nave been

constructed to meet instream flow needs along witn more conventional

requirements of irrigation municipal and industrial supplies

With decreasing field resources and increasing numbers of minimum flows and

water rights generally regulation of the minimum flow system is becomimg more

and more difficult Not all established minimum flow points can be regularly

monitored with existing staff Working with tne other resource agencies the

highest priority flows are being identified and monitiored regularly

Department staff is working with the Uregon Department of fish and Wildlife

staff to develop a list of highest priority minimum flows It is hoped UDFW

field staff can assist by monitoring streamflows at some adopted minimum flow

locations

Regulation of other flows like distribution for other appropriations is

generally on a complaint basis Maintaining adquate statfing to provide

general distriubtion of water between rights and enforcement of minimum flows

is likely to become an increasing problem in an era of scarce government

resources
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S8 140 was passed by the 1987 Legislature and became eHecti ve on

September 27 1987 The purpose ot the bill is to provide more protection tor

instream uses of water such as recreation pOllution abatement and maintenance

of aquatic life

The law provides tor three methods to develop instream water rights

1 The Departments ot Fish and Wildlife Environmental Quality and the Parks

and Recreation Division can request instream water rights from the Water

Resources Commission

2 The law allows the purchase lease or donation of private water rights for

conversion to instream water rights

3 The law requires the conversion ot existing minimum perennial streamtlows

to instream water rights

The Water Resources Commission is currently developing standards by rule to

guide those instream flow requests Final rules for instream water rights

should be completed during the summer of 1988

All instream water rights will have the same status as all other water rights

except future municipal purposes shall have precedence over instream rights
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fHE fUTURE

Increased attention to pUblic values in our waterways will require

appropriators and instream users to work together to protect the resource In

tne past large federally financed and constructed projects were tne typical

solution to water supply problems Many of the best storage sites have now

been developed Most of the remaining undevelopea sites have significant

associated environmental impacts and have consistently failed to snow a

favorable benefit cost ratio under federal criteria The apparent growing

reluctance of the federal government to participate in water projects suggests

that the western states will have to develop new solutions to local and

regional water problems

Water management in many areas is one metnod which will increase stream flow

This may well depend on a mix of smaller incremental programs Conservation

watershed restoration streamside enhancement and smaller off channel storage

are being actively explored as part of the solution to current conflicts and

to meet future water supply needs

Some initial work suggests this multifaceted approach will not be inexpensive

and will require a broader base of support than that associated with water

projects in the past flood control power production and irrigation of new

lands or those lands currently experiencing snortages have usually been the

basis for water projects For a number of reasons the historical federal

support is changing
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Agricultural use may actually be decreasing in some areas Tne Nortt1west

faces a power surplus projected to last at least until the next decade Most

Oregan communities have enacted flood plain zoning to reduce damages

associated with futuredevelopment in Hood prone areas At the same time

the use of water to maintain fisheries support recreation and maintain water

quality appears to be receiving greater public attention than in the past

These new and expanding interests may provide the incentive and tne

opportunity to form broad based coalitions to support renewed efforts in water

resources management and development Rather than reallocationot existing

shortages there is support in Oregon for management of the resource with an

emphasis on meeting future needs tl1rough conservation and more efficient use
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PROlELTING INSTREAM RFSOURCFs IN WASHINGroN STATE

Instream flow protection statutes have been in existence in Washington
state for over 35 years These laws came about as a result of recogni
tion of losses of important instream resources and changing perceptions
of their value Historically many streams in the state particularly
in eastern Washington were reduced in flow or appropriated to a dry
stream bed by extensive diversions of water for consumptive use Many

of these uses were initiated before the state water code established a

centralized permit system and most precede state instream flow laws 4

fuile traditional off stream uses grew the in place values and resources

dependent on stream flow such as fish wildlife and recreation have

suffered losses

These losses have been dramatic in sane parts of the state such as the

Yakima River Basin where a combination of problems prtmarily related to

chronic low summer and fall flows have resulted in near elimination of

once large salmon and steelhead trout runs 2 Many other Washington

stream systems including the Colmnbia River itself have experienced a

drastic reduction in the natural in place values that once thrived

Much of this loss is attributable to unrestricted development of

off stream uses and impediments created by hydroelectric power genera

tion J

Recognizing these losses and the benefits to be derived from retaining
a balance and diversity of off stream and instream water uses the State

of Washington began in 1949 to systematically protect instream values

through the water rights process Passage of additional laws since that

ti1re have strengthened the status of instream resource values inherent

in Washington streams Under these laws the Department of Ecology

developed a water resources planning and management program that pro

vides substantial protection of instream values Rapid population

growth and the attendant increase in demand for all beneficial uses of

water have resulted in heated disputes anong carrpeting interests and the

state Department of Fcology Ecology In late 1985 these disputes
resulted in a stalemate regarding instream flaw and water allocation
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policy setting at the legislative and administrative levels In 1986

Ecology initiated a canprehensive review of its instream flow and water

allocation proqram Major changes in the program were proposed that

would increase the level of instream protection for rrost streams and

YtOuld require that mitigation be provided by any new water developnehts
that would diminish instream values

The controversy surrounding Ecolory s proposals p ed passage of a

legislative bill in March 1988 that calls for a legislative review of

the fundamental water resource policies of the state particularly in

reference to the instream flow and water allocation elenent of the state

water resources management program

PrOtecting Instream Resources in Washington state looks at recent

developments in the ontext of historical legislative and administrative

actions in the state to pranote instream flOws lart One prem nts the

legal framework uMPX which Washington state officials have administered

water allocation including instream flov prCXJrams Iart Two describes

the innovativerrethods of enforcing instrearn fIOt levels in arid central

Washington Such methods incltrle a canbination of satellite telanetty
a toll free mandatory callin number field checks and other elements

that make this enforcEtnent program an effective nrx1el of instream

resource protection 1he paper concludes in Part Three with an examina

tion of the issues and controversies that are currently at the forefront

of instream resource protection in Washington
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PARI ONE THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK

I LEGISLATIVE AUTHORIZATION

Unlike sane western states Washington has long had strong legisla
tive direction to protect instream values This may be explained
in part by political realities in the state The public in Wash

ington has a high level of interest in and ccmnitment to environ

mental protection In addition Washington
I
s econany has histori

cally depended upon the ccmnercial fishing industry and rrore

recently upon water based recreational activities Along with

their economic value there exists a strong emotional attachment to

fisheries for sport and commercial purposes

A The State Water Code

A centralized state administered water rights system for

surface water was established by the State Water Cooe in

1917 2 Urner this law appropriation became the exclusive

means of obtaining a new water right However existing

riparian rights were not eradicated therefore Washington is

vi as having a dualistic water rights system 21 The focus

of the State Water Code like legislation passed in many other

western states during the early 1900s was to provide a state

controlled process for allocating water to private use princi

pally for econanic developnent It did not recognize non

diversionary instream uses as beneficial nor did it provide

meaningful protection of public values other than the general

criterion that a new awropriation could be denied if it

threatened to be detrimental to the public interest lOI Under

this code and aided by developnent oriented Federal laws such

as the Federal Power Act outof stream water developnent

proceeded without regard to preserving instream values
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The natural flow of numerous streams especially in eastern

Washington became fully appropriated Large dams for irriga
tion flood control and hydroelectric power generation were

built on many rivers tbroughout the state during the first

half of the century This developnent led to substantial

econanic and social benefits However it also led to an

increasing awareness of the losses being suffered by the

state s econanically significant anadranous fish resoorces

salmon and steelhead trout The destnlction of habitat and

the fish passage difficulties presented by dam development
ranain a key envirornnental problem today in Washington and

throughout the Pacific Northwest

B 1949 and 1967 Legislative Acts

The Washington Legislature responded by amending the State

Fisheries Cooe in 1949 Included was a new provision requir

ing that the state water managanent agency solicit reccmnenda

tions fram the state departments of Fisheries and Wildlife

fonnerly the Deparbnent of Galre regarding the disposition of

proposed surface water appropriations The statute allowro

the water agency now the DepartIrent of Ecology to deny a

pennit application if the proposed appropriation would result

in lowering the flON of water belOW that necessary to ade

quately support food or game fish populations in a stream

Existing water rights were not to be affected 12

Using general pennit conditioning authorities Ecology and its

predecessor agencies have invoked this law to attach low flow

conditions on many new water rights in lieu of outright

denial Water rights on approximately 500 streams rrostly
smaller streams have been administratively denied or condi

tionedwith instream flows on a case bycase basis since

1949 111 These permits require the curtailment of the off

stream diversion when flows fall below a specified level
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This case bycase approach was eventually viewed as inadequate

by those interests desiring a more systematic planning
oriented approach to water allocation The 1949 law has no

provision for public involvanent in the case by case process

of establishing flow conditions on water rights or denying

them to protect fish

In 1967 the Minimum Water Flows and Levels Act was passed

authorizing Ecology to establish minimum water flows and

levels by administrative rule for streams and lakes when

requested by the state Departments of Fisheries or Wildlife

A 1969 amendment pennits Ecology to establish such flows or

levels on the Department
I
s own initiative Public notice and

hearings are required prior to adoption of minimum flows or

levels li Under this statute Fisheries and wildlife

requested minimum flow establishment on several dozen streams

however only one minimum flow had been established by the mid

1970s Ecology and its predecessor agency lacked the neces

sary resources and expertise to effectively irrplanent this

statute

c The Water Resources Act of 1971

The Water Resources Act of 1971 is a more canprehensive law

than the 1967 Act It provides specific direction to Ecology

for developing a statewide water resources program addressing

all beneficial uses including instream flows It requires

that base flows be retained in perennial streams except in

cases of overriding considerations of the public interest

The Act also declares a wide variety of water uses including

instream uses to be beneficial and requires that water for

future uses be allocated to achieve maximum net benefits for

the people of the state It requires that the state water

resources program be implemented by Ecology through rule

making procedures other important provisions require that
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the state vigorously represent its interest before federal and

regional authorities and that the natural interrelationship
between surface and ground water be recognized I5l

Fran 1975 to 1979 Ecology developed a series of carprehensive
basin management plans primarily for eastern Washinqton basins

experiencing intense canpetition for water Most of these

basin plans incluled establishment of instream flow levels in

addition to other water allocation decisions In 1979

Ecology began the Washington Instream Resources Protection

Program intended to narrowly focus on the establishment of

instream flows These are less ccmprehensive regulations than

the earlier basin managanent plans in that they do not incor

poratewater allocation decisions involving any uses other

than instream flows To date Ecology has adopted six canpre

hensive basin Inalla9ement plans and eleven instream resources

protection programs on sane of the most heavily used streams

of the state including the main stan of the Columbia River

A majority of heavily used streams in eastern washington and

the Puget Samd region now have instream flows established for

them These regulations are reviewed periodically and

instream flows may be changed based on new infol1nation 16

II PROCESS FOR SEWlING FIDV J

The process outlined in this section generally reflects Ecology s

approach to setting flow levels during the period fran 1979 through

1985 As discussed in a later section the establishment of new

instream flows has been on hold since late 1 85 pending completion
of a ccmprehensive review of the instream flow ana water allocation

proqrciml

When considering the establishment of instram flows EcolOJl

assessed the flOw needs of fish wildIife recreation
scenic

aestlletic ill1d environmental values water quality and naviqation
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Ecology and the Depar1Irents of Fisheries and Wildlife cooperated to

carry out Instream Flow Increnental Method IFIM studies to

determine fish habitat and streamflow relationships 17 Fish flow

recmnendations received fran agency and tribal biologists were a

key consideration These recJT111e11dationswere usually at a level

thatwculd protect optimnn habitat conditions for fish

These fish and wildlife reccmnendations were merged with what was

known of the needs for the other instream uses listed alxNe usual

ly determined through a consultation process with experts The

resulting flows were evaluated with regard to the availability of

water to meet these needs based on discharge duration hydrographs

developed by Ecology fran stream gaging records If insufficient

water were available to satisfy instream flow needs Ecology might

proFOse to close the stream to further consumptive appropriation

for all or part of the year EcOlogy closed numerous streams

especially small ones on this basis 2

Alternatively Ecology often put a hydrologic cap usually the

calculated median flow 50 percent exceedance flow fran a dis

charge duration hydrograph on the instream flow levels it was

willing to proFOse for adoption Generally Ecolay s ProFOsed

flows would protect fran further degradation at least 90 percent of

the optimum habitat for fish species of interest Fcology s flows

were frequently at the optimum flow level for a part of the year

depending upon a stream s hydrology and the value of the fishery

produced there Ecology attempted to reach agreernentwith the fish

and wildlife agencies and affected tribes but this was not always

FOssible These interests would have preferred that Ecology adopt

optimum flows that would protect fish habitat fran further degrada

tion 20

In adopting an instream flow regulation Ecology folloved a stan

dard agency rule making process involving notice hearings and a

public camnent period l The state Ecological Carmission also

reviewed proFOsed regulations and could block adoption on a vote of
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five or rrore of the seven members If approved by the Ecological
Carmission the director of the Department made the final adoption
decision and the rules establishing instream flOW levels went into

effect 30 days after adoption Aggrieved parties could appeal

administrative rules to the state court system 221

After the adopted rules went into effect Ecology regional offices

cannencedwith considering water right applications for the affect

ed streams Any proposed use of water that would result in a

diministment of streamflOW consUllptive uses including wells

withdrawing ground water in hydraulic continuity with n stream

would be subject to the instream flow levels and stream closures

established by the regulation

Any new consUllptive appropriation storage appropriation or bypass
use such as a run of river hydr r project would be provi
sioned to require that the diversion or the capture of water for

storage cease when the flOW of the stream falls below the instream

flow established in the regulation 231 Applications for consunp

tive use storage or bypass uses on a closed stream would not be

approved for the period of closure A 1979 amendment to the State

Water Code clarified that instream flows established by rule are an

appropriation with a priority date as of the effective date of

their establishment 11

A number of water uses have been regarded as exanpt fran instream

flow requirements Afplications for nonconstmptive non bypass
uses have been regarded as exempt because they do not have an

effect on stream flow 251 Nonnally categorical exemption has also

been provided for minor uses such as danestic use by a single

residence and riparian stockWatering 61 In addition existing

water rights have expressly not been affected by newly established

instream flow requirenents 271
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PARI lW INSTRFAM FLON ENFORCEMENT IN THE CENTRAL RmION

1 SUMMARY OF THE CENTRAL REGION INSTREAM FLON PRCGRAM

The instream flow protection program of Central Washington began

with the adoption of basin plans for the Okanogan and Methow River

basins in 1976 The plans called for the protection of resident

and anadranous fisheries and recreational and aesthetic values in

these tributaries to the Col1m1bia River Under the basin plans

minirntnn flows were established at several control points on the

main stem of each river and on their major tributary streams In

addition for smaller perennial tributaries where existing water

based developnent had depleted the flows to zero or near zero

levels new diversions were prohibited seasonally or throughout the

year Fcology adopted an instream flow resources protection

program for the portion of the Coltnnbia River fran Grand Coulee Dam

to the Dalles Dam in 1980 In 1983 a fourth river in Central

Washington the Wenatchee was included within the instream flow

protection program see Map 1

The four programs are similar in conception but differ in execu

tion sanetimes strikingly The minimum flows established in each

program reflect the rivers natural flow hydrograph Established

minirntnn instream flow levels are at their highest in June or July

and their lOtst in September or later The minirnllU flows adopted

by the basin plans and instream resources protection programs in

Central Washington have their greatest impact on new irrigation

projects

The Okanogan and Methow River Basin Plans are virtually identical

and differ only in the level of the minimum flows adopted see

Table 1 The Wenatchee River program is very similar to the

Okanogan and Methow programs but is noteworthy for its case

specific exanption for group danestic and municipal water systems

These uses may be exempted fran the minimum flow restrictions if a

lengthy list of requirements is met 28
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Ihe Columbia River program is distinguished by an enforcement

nethodology based upon runoff and power operations forecasts

Enforcenent methods for the Coluntia River program are triggered by

seasonal runoff forecasts and enforcement action is based on weekly

operations forecasts for outof stream users or on instantaneous

flow for in stream users e g power project reservoir refilling

If the projected runoff for the Coluntlia ltiverat the Palles is

below 88 million acre feet for the April5epteli1erperiod Fcology

requests voluntary ClllSerVation by water users If the projected

runoff is 60 MAF or less water use under ppnnits issued subsequent

to adoption of the Columbia Rivet program it refitricted if the

weekly power operations forecast indicates that minimum flow levels

will not be net
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TABLE 1

MINIMUM FIAM LEVELS

AIJ
FlCMS IN CUBIC FEEl PER SECOND

OKANOCm R METHa1 R WENATCHEE R

nr Malott nr Pateros nr MJnitor

Jan 1 860 350 820

15 830 350 820

Feb 1 820 350 820

15 850 350 800

Mar 1 880 350 800

15 900 350 1040

Apr 925 590 1350

15 1100 860 1750

May 1 1750 1300 2200

15 3800 1940 2800

Jun 1 3800 2220 3500

15 3800 2220 2400

July 1 2100 2150 1700

15 1200 800 1200

Aug 1 800 480 800

15 600 300 700

Sept 1 620 300 700

15 700 300 700

Oct 1 750 360 700

15 960 425 700

Nov 1 950 425 800

15 950 425 800

Dec 930 390 800

15 900 350 800
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The runoff threshold for triggering curtailment of outof stream

water users on the Columbia River is set at a level that based on

historic flowduration data is expected to be exceeded approxi

mately 95 years in 100 HOwever the trigger is actually a season

al forecast and review of the forecasting methodology indicates

that in the past 57 years curtailment of outof stream users

under new water rights would have occurred once

Historical flowduration data for the Okanogan Methow am

Wenatchee Rivers indicate that the highest probability for conflict

between new irrigation developnents and minimum flow protection

will occur during August and September The expected frequency of

the minimum flows to be exceeded on these rivers during August and

September is approximately 70 years in 100

After the minimum streamflow levels were established for the

Okanogan Methow Columbia and Wenatchee Rivers each permit for a

new water right issued in these areas was made subordinate to

instream flow needs The late 1970s and early 1980swere active

tilnes in Jashington for new agriculture and a significant number

of water right permitswas issued for additional irrigation In

total more than 300 permits have been issued by Ecology s Central

Regional Office subject to instream flow protective conditions

Ihese include 77 in the Okanogan River basin 61 in the Methow and

10 in the Wenatchee

For a number of years the instream flow conditions on new permits
did little to actually protect minimum streamflows in Central

Washington No enforcement attempts were made to shut off junior

irrigators during dry times due to limitations in staff funding
and equipnent at Ecology In 1984 however the Central Region s

ability to effectively conduct an enforcement effort was improved

by the purchase of an IBM PC X canputer This purchase canbined

with telerrEtered river gaging data available fran the u S Corps of

Engineers enabled the Central Region to make operational decisions

to regulate jrmior water uses for minimum flow protection As a

11



belowaverage snowpack and a dry sumner developed in 1985 Central

Region felt ready to initiate its first instream flow enforcement

effort

II DIFFICULT LESSONS OF 1985

A OVerview of the Year s Enforcanent Efforts

1985 river flows in Central washington fell belON the desig

nated minimum leVels beginning the last week of July As a

consequence Ecology implemented its instream flow enforcement

strategy during the first week of August 29 Six Central

Region staff began contacting junior water users and psting

Notices of State Regulation on their diversion headgates in

order to curtail water use Such postings were the standard

way in which Ecology enforces its instructions on rivers and

streams to protect senior water rights fran injury by junior

diversions These measures to protect stream flows were met

with less than full cooperation franwater users and the

resultant stonn of controversy exceeded expectations By the

end of the month ology faced a class action suit and found

itself brought before a hostile public at a meeting called by

state legislators

Many lessons were learned by Ecology during its 1985 enforce

nent program A number of technical legal and procedural

limitations made the efforts less than fully successful and

highly controversial The lessons of 1985 are reflected in

the description of the elements of the program below

B Limitations of Telemetered Monitoring Data

Stream flow data needed for enforcing the minimuln flow re

strictions was obtainErl frem the Colunbia River Operational

Hydrctret Monitoring System CROOMS which is operated by the

12



u S Anny Corps of Engineers This system contains stage and

discharge infonnation for many United States Geological Survey

USGS and public agency gaging stations for the Columbia

River and its many tributaries in portions of Oregon Idaho

and Washington State he USGS office in Spokane was contact

ed and ratings for the gaging stations in the Methow Okanogan

and Wenatchee Rivers for the 1985 season were obtained As

Central Region soon learned these ratings were maintained

primarily for flood stage or intermediate river flow stages

and in sane instances were not accurate for low flow purposes

Not only were the low flow ratings often inaccurate but data

obtainable through the CROHMS system was typically six to

24 hours old Only one to three gage heights were available

during any 24 hour period making short tenn river flow trends

hard to identify and enforcement decisions difficult to

formulate It was sanetimes impossible to obtain telemetered

stage data for one or more of the stations of interest

Failures sanetimes occurred as a result of a problem at the

gaging station rot at other times it resulted fran a problern

with the telemetry system 30

By August 15 1985 problems were experienced with the princi

pal stream gage being utilized for making enforcenent deci

sions on the Methow River The gage near Pateros was not

capable of measuring river flows approximately equal to or

lower than the adopted mininrom flow during the August period

which was 300 cfs The stilling well at the gage had silted

in and the float came to rest on the botton of the stilling

well at approximately the same stage as the river at the

300 cfs level This madeenforcenent difficult until the USGS

installed a rnananeter at the gaging station so that flows

could be recorded down to approximately 200 cfs 31

13



C Claims of Prior Water Rights

Many of the water users on the lONer Methow River historically
had been served by ditches but with the advent of electrical

power in the valley had converted to individual ptlq pipe
and sprinkler systens When enforcenent of the miniJmm flow

limitations began during August 1985 approximately twenty

Wividuals pIlting frcJlltcells alonJ the river or directly
fran the river were claiming a right to irrigate their proper

ty fran a handful of now abandoned ditches These individuals

had never requested or received an approval of a transfer of

their points of diversion franthe ditches to their own

pumping IlXations Instead many of them filed an application
for a new water right which subsequent to 1976 was concli

tionedwith minirrun flow provisions in accordance with the

Methow River Basin Plan

No adjudication to detennine the validity and extent of water

rights on the MethON River had r been done therefore many

of the old water rights that people were alleging to have for

their propcrtywere based on water right claims These claims

in many instances were dlXumenteO ooly by a claim form sulJnit

ted to Ecology between 1969 and 1974 in respnse to the water

Right Claims Registration Act of 1969 32

Central Reqion came under the intense pressure of having to

analyze the water conveyance systems for twenty orchards or

farms reviewing dOCllltVents and statanents provided by these

lfater users and then making an adninistrative determination

as to what the extent of their prior noninterruptible right

was These determinations were administratively handled by

having the water users file an application for change of water

right Ecology responded as quickly ac possible by issuing

talpOrary changes of point of diversion to transfer their

claUred right fran the abandoned ditch to the well or river

pump in use

14



The difficulty with prior water rights was manifest in a

different way in the Okanogan Valley A class action suit

seeking an order restraining the Department of Ecology fran

enforcing minimtm1 flON provisioned pemits on the Colville

Indian Reservation was brought in the SXlkane District court

in August 1985 A restraining order was issued by that court

precluding the Department fran taking enforcement action

against water users on the reservation without pennission

having first been granted by the court 33

The Wenatchee River had its Own pennutation of the prior

rights problem When Ecology staff Xlsted the diversion of a

1400 acre irrigation district the District inmediately

petitioned the Chelan County Superior Court for a stay of the

Notice of State Regulation The District swater right permit
had issued during 1984 and was subject to minimum flows

because it Xlst dated adoption of the Wenatchee River Instream

Protection Program It had diverted water continuously since

1906 however because its Board of Directors had not filed a

claim pursuant to the Water Rights Claims Registration Act

the right was deemed to have been forfeit 34

During the 1985 legislative session a bill was passed that

allOwed water users a brief pericxl in which to file a claim to

any previously unregistered water right 35 The irrigation

district did file a claim subsequent to its request for a stay

and appeal of the Notice of State Regulation The claim of

water right was ultimately accepted by the Pollution Control

Hearings Board PCHB 36 The Chelan county Superior Court

granted the petitioner s request for a stay and subsequently
the PCHB ruled in the District s favor 37 on its appeal of

Ecology s Notice of State Regulation
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D Lack of Prior Public Notice

Another problem with the 1985enforcanent program arose fran

the fact that advance notice of these actions was not given to

water users in the Me1l1oN Valley or the Wenatcbee Valley
CUrrent property ownership information and telephone numbers

of affected Methow Valley water users had not been available

Ibis was not a proolem in the Wenatchee Valley because no

interruptihle permits were more than 2 years old or the

Okanogan Valley Advance Ark in the Okanogan Valley included

prcperty ownership research at the County Assessor s Office

and canpilationof a tele list of prcperty Owners This

rk was just cmpleted for the Okanogan Valley when the river

flOlNs below the adopted mininun flows Atelephone

call during the week prior to posting notices at thepunys of

Okanogan Valley water users Was generally rrade This simple
step made a tranendous difference in the attitudes of the

rejUlatedwater users

The Methow Valley water users were extrenely resistant to our

attEtlpts to enforce the minimum flON conditions on their water

rights SentinEnt was so strongly against the enforcement

program that a number of water userseontacted their state

legislators Within ten days of theemnencement of the

enforcanent program on the Methow River a state legislator

calla public meeting for the purpose of having Ecology

explain its mininun flowenforcerent program Ecology was

intensely criticized for its lack of public participation and

public notice of theimpending enforcEment program

Wenatchee River water users did not express similar criti

cisms This is nest likelybecause 00 interruptible pemit

was greater than two years old and the permit holders were

1N11 aware of the significance of the minimum flow conditions

on their pemits In C01parison to many Methow River water

users who acquired their permits during 1977 the Wenatchee

16



River water users received a higher degree of practical and

technical information relating to minirntnn flows when receiving

their pennits

E The Need for Changing Instructions as Conditions Change

During 1985 the total duration when minimum flows were not

met on the Okanogan and Methow Rivers exterrled fran the last

week of July until September 6 a period of approximately six

weeks The Wenatchee River was below the minimum flows fran

the first week of August until Septanber 6 and again fran the

last week of September until the middle of CXtober For three

or four days during mid August the Okanogan Methow and

Wenatchee Rivers rose above the adopted minimum flows

These fluctuations brought to light the difficulty of advising

affected water users that they could resume their water use

during the days of higher flows Central Region s advanced

preparation on the OkaI1Ogan River did allow contact with water

users by telephone to be made in an efficient manner How

ever the lack of preparation on the Methow and Wenatchee

Rivers left the region without phone nmnbers to contact those

individuals In many cases by the time individuals were

contacted to tell them they could resume irrigating river

flows fell below the adopted minimum flows and the curtail

ments again were in effect

F Inadequate Civil Penalties

Not all water users abided by enforcement orders issued in

1985 to protect instream For example an individual using

the Okanogan River to irrigate a 100 acre apple orchard openly

resisted attempts to regulate his diversion Ecology penal

ized this individual 1 300 over 13 days Recognizing that he

was perfectly willing to pay the State s maximum penalty of

100 per day for violating the Notice of State Regulation

17



Ecology petitioned the Okanogan County Superior court for a

tenporary restraining order Inmediately upon issuance of the

tEmporary restraining order the individual did in fact stop

providing water to the orchard However sane three to

four weeks elapsed between the time of initial enforcement

action and when canpliancewas ultimately achieved

A second water user diverting fran the Lower Methow River was

penalized for violation of the Notice of state Regulation

posted at his punp on August 2 1985 The penalty levied for

violations during August was 400 The water user appealed

the penalty A hearing before the PCHB was not held until

september 1986

The PCHB issued a decision upholding the full amount of the

penalty and in addition was very supportive of the concept

that instructions given to water users by Ecology representa

tives must be follQved explicitly lbe appellant was claiming

a prior water right and therefore chose to ignore the notice

placed at his IXDJIP and verbal instructions given by Ecology

staff After further research it was detennined that a right

did exist for a portion of the property but the PCHB found

t11at the appellant should not have ignored Feolon s instruc

tions Instead the roID stated that the appellant should

have worked with the regional office to resolve the difference

of opinion

This very favorable opinion which has since been reiterated

in other appeals is canpranised to the extent that a penalty

affi rore than one year after it is levied does not

provide an effective deterrent to violators Civil penalties
with a maximum amount of 100 per violatiortwere not effective

as a tool to stop minimum flow violators during 1985

18



III IMPROVEMENTS TO THE FNFOOCEMENT STRATEGY

A Surnnary of the 1986 87 Mcx1ifications

With the lessons of 1985 behind it the Central Region set to

work to iIrprove its enforcement program in anticipation of the

next dry year Its opportunity to implement a new strategy

arrived quickly as 1986 and 1987 both proved to be years in

which minimum streamflow levels were not met in Central

Washington

The foundation of the modified enforcement program was im

proved information both better data for use at the Central

Region and better infonnation for the public Ecology irrple

mented a number of additional steps in its enforcement process

to facilitate this flow of infonnation primarily to the jwrior

water users regulated umer the program The goal was to

educate the affected water users so that they would understand

their responsibilities under the program appreciate the

public values protected by the minimum flows and have suffi

cient hydrologic data to manage their water use within the

constraints of their interruptible water rights The new

elermnts in the enforcement procedures as discussed in the

following sections include

a better database for adjusting quickly to changes in the

flow regime

a sanimonthly letter sent to water users to provide

hydrologic data and enforeanent information

a toll free telephone line for daily updates to river flow

and enforcement information

public meetings prior to initiation of enforcement measures
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mailing of regulatory orders to each water user rather than

posting notices at headgates

field checks SlpplE llented by Notices of Violation issued to

oo lYin9 water users

8 Better Pata Management

order to iItqrcve inplenentation of tilelftininun flow en

for nt procp amCentral Region expanded its riveJflow and

water use infoxmation related to the streams and water users

lbject to nUnirourn fl This required an uwestment in

are for elata acquisition and also laboJ to review county

tds to detennine the current property QlNners names

addresses aro telephone numbers so that they could be contact

ed effici atly

luJriflEJ 198 6 and 1987 Central Regiollworkedwith prQgranl staff

in OlYlRPi to extend EcolCl9Y s cooperative procranwith the

USGS tQ ioolude fUflding for a QfS Telemetry platform for one

gaging station in fNtCh of the tluee river
basins
391 fhe

10llte t gaqing station on each river was selected for

Wt4Uatian of a GOES platf0nThe QOOp prOJram provides a

5 rest share for the capital expenditure and annual opera

tion am mairltenance The capital cost including installa

tion
of each platfQrm was approximately 5 000 The cost of

annual QpeEation and maintenance is approximately 1
200

The ndi tme allows Central Region access to the USGS

ter in 1acana Washingtcm Tel try data fran OOES

pJ tfoxms at lftOre than 10l hydrologic stations reside in a

USers Ul fQr USGS rattlrs S co dischaEge data is

typically availablewithin twO hours of current and can be

accessed on a unit value average daily maximuxn or minimum

hasis The unit values are presented at 15 minute intervals
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which is useful for detennining river flow trends or opera

tional changes by major water users

OVerall reliability of the telemetry system is very high and

there were only a few times during 1987 that both stage and

discharge data for Ecology s three stations were not avail

able The CIDHMS or TELENARK systernswere also available for

acquiring stage data at other gaging stations in the river

basins

TO data management systans are used by central Region for the

direct support of the minil11lDTl flow enforcement program One

system utilizes the stage and discharge data acquired through

the various telemetry systems and stores the river reach

date stage and discharge for later use to print tabular

reports or create hydrographs The second system contains

infonnation relating to the water right permits subject to

minimum flow enforcement The data contained in the file

describes the water right current property owner mailing

address and telephone number The file provides the capabil

ity to quickly create a telephone list mailing list or

report pertaining to the physical character of the water

rights subject to enforcement Maintaining the accuracy of

the data in this system requires cooperation with the county

assessor s office to obtain updated property ownership infor

mation

C The Semi monthly Letter

A semi monthly letter is mailed to all affected water users

local goverrnnent officials and media These letters are sent

during the period fran April through July Each letter

provides a sunmary of information contained in the most recenttu

s Weather Se rviceand Soil Conse rvationSe rviceWater Supply

OUtlook Also included is general river fl trend infonnation

for the precedingb oweeks with this 21



infonnation the affected water users can fonnulate a strategy

for the upcaning 30 to 60 days Each letter is also tailored

to a single river basin therefore I three different letters

are used to inform all of the potentially regulated water

users of the current corditions 40

D The Toll Free Infonnation Telephone Line

If the river flow forecasts indieate the probability of actual

river flows falling below the adoptedmininun floNg the toll

free infontlation line is activated during June and is operated

through October The infomatioo line provides a prerecorded

message which advises water users of the actual gaged flow

the mininun flow instructionsas to whether water users with

minimum f provisioned rights may divert water or not and

when the message will be updated next

During the early part of the 5UBRer the information line is

utilized to makle daily river flovdata available to anyone

interested The 900 tel rnmtber is contained in every

seminonthlyadvisory letter mailed during the April through

July period A simple tel answering machine is utilized

and a prereeotded mesSJe is placedoothe answering machine

every afternoon between 4PM and 5 PM The Ressage is kept to

a 2 minute llIiAXimum length 50 that callers will not be required

to iWait an excessive aroount of time Aoonsistent format is

maintained t the year to allawcallers to becane

familiar with the nessageandimnediately recognize what

pomonaf it ispertinem to than Aprincipal ooncern for

tJhe consistent fOJll1at is that tihe message a part of

the enforoemEll1t program when mininum flows arenot 1Et every

attmpt is made on FcolO9Y 5 part to minimize oonfuswntkat

DUld form the alleged basis for1OllCfOO1Plianoe by an iflter

le penuit holderYlith the instroetions contained in the

age
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Utilizing the present day river flow trend and the USWS

weather forecast instructions are generally given to the

water users one day in advance Many of the water users in

the Okanogan Methow and Wenatchee River basins hold off fann

jobs during the day By providing the updated message every

afternoon these water users can call the information line

after work and make whatever adjustIrents are necessary that

night or before leaving for work the following day 411

E Public Meetings

Public meetings are held each year during June or July in each

of the basins likely to be subject to water use curtailments

The purposes of the meeting are to provide information about

the basin plan or instream flow program explain the methods

of enforcement review the most recent runoff forecast and

recent river flows and to provide the affected water users

local officials and legislators an opportunity to question the

Department staff

Notice of the public meetings is provided in two ways First

the date and place of a meeting is given in one or two of the

semirronthly letters preceding the meeting Second one of

Ecology s press information officers prepares a press release

for distribution to local media and also prepares a notice

which Ecology pays to have run for two weeks prior to the

meeting

The public meetings are conducted in a semi formal manner and

are nroerated by one of Ecology s public information officers

Ecology makes a two part presentation An overview of the

prrpose and statutory authorities of Ecology s minimum flow

and basin planning program by Water Program staff and an

oveIView of the minimum flow enforcement program by Central

Region staff After Ecology s presentation an opportunity is
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given to any attendees who wish to make a statement or to ask

questions pertaining to procedures policies or technical

issues Local elected officials and legislators carmonly

attend and have been active meeting participants at the 1986

and 1987 meetings 42 Fisheries biologists fran the Depart

ment of Wildlife and Department of Fisheries have also attend

ed to assist Ecology representatives with technical biology
and fishery management questions

F Regulatory Orders

Regulatory orders are sent to water users when it appears

likely that river flows will fall below the adopted minimum

flows 43 These orders require the water user to follow the

instructions provided by the toll free infonnation line

Mailing the administrative orders to all of the water users

with interruptible permits subject to instream flow provisions

saves approximately four staffweeks of lalxr when campared to

the 1985 practice of IXSting Notices of State Regulation at

each diversion point The savings realized by the regional

office are sufficient to offset a large fraction of the time

spent on the infonnational letters public meetings and daily

updates to the river flow infonnation line

Preparation of the orders is straightforward because each

order is different only to the extent that it identifies the

water user the water right the order pertains to and the

river and reach at which the minimum flows on each water right

permit are measured Identification of the water user and the

mailing address is easy because it is merely a subset of the

mailing list maintained for mailing of the semiroonthly

advisory letters The total time required by two professional

staff to prepare Jrore than 100 orders issued for the 1987

program was approximately one day Document processing and

mailing requires an additional tvdays by one word processing

operator
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G Field Checks and Notices of Violation

During periods of Water use curtailment one or two Ecology

personnel contact regulated permit holders to discuss and

abserve their actual Water use 44 If the Water use is not

consistent with the minimum flow curtailments then in effect

the problem is discussed with the water user and a Notice of

Violation is issued Based upon the response of the water

user to the Notice of Violation further enforcement steps or

a penalty may be issued

IV OONCLUSION

It is clear that a minimum flow enforcement program cannot realize

its full potential Without a pennitting program that informs

prospectivewater users of the need for minimum flows and their

responsibility to follow directions given by Ecology staff in order

to canplywith the pennit requirements Similarly strong statutes

and pennits Without an appropriate enforcanent program will fail to

protect minimum instream flows An effective minimum instream flow

protection program is one that has adequate legislative backbone

an open process for developnent of rules and regulations a

thoughtful water right pennit process that identifies and resolves

questions relating to existing claims and rights and an enforce

ment program that has maximum civil penalties sufficiently high to

act as a deterrent to flagrant violators
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V 1987 ENFORCENFNr CHRONOIXY IN THE OIANOGAN VALLEY

March 1 April September forecast for Columbia River runoff at

the Dalles released indicating low flow conditions

Ecology required to encourage voluntary conservation

Columbia River restrictions affect the lowennost

17 miles of the Okanogan River which is backwatered

by Wells Darn

March 31 Canpletion of water user database updates that

catalogue the owners of the interruptible water right

pennits and related data

April 14 News release issued advising Columbia River water

users of lOoN runoff forecast and request for volun

tary conservation

April 15

June 10

A series of five runoff forecast advisory letters is

sent to pennit holders describing current low flow

conditions and elements of the instream flow program

June 15 1011 free telephone line is activated providing

daily river flow messages to callers

June 19 Okanogan River approaches minimum flow enforcement

level

June 24 Enforcement orders sent to interruptible permit

holders in the Okanogan Valley

JtD1e 29 Okanogan River falls below minimum flow enforcement

level Message on the Toll free line instructs

interruptible permit holders to cease diversion

July 2 Sixth runoff forecast advisory letter mailed
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July 7 Okanogan River rises above the minimum flow enforce

ment level Interruptible perInit holders allowed to

resume diversion

July 7 Okanogan public meeting held to discuss the instream

flow enforcement procedures Approximately 40 people

attend

July 21 Four Notices of Violation sent to water users found

not in canpliance with conditions on their water

right s

July 25 Okanogan River falls below minimum flow enforceJreI1t

level Message on the Toll free line instructs

interruptible permit holders to cease diversion

Tuly 28 Okanogan River rises above the minimum flow enforce

ment level Interruptible pennit holders allowed to

resume diversion

August 5 Okanogan River falls below minimurn flow enforceJreI1t

level Message on the Toll free line instructs

interruptible permit holders to cease diversion

August 14 Letter describing Ecology plicy regarding water

right transfers fent to all Okanogan River interrupt

ible right holders

August 17 Okanogan River rises above the minimum flow enforce

ment level Interruptible permit holders allowed to

resume diversion

August 25 Similkameen River tributary to Okanogan falls below

mininnnn enforcement level Message on the toll free

line instructs interruptible pennit holders to cease

diversion
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August 27

October 31

Novanber 3

Decanber 31

Okanogan River falls below minimum flow enforcement

level Message on the Toll free line instructs

interruptible pennit holders to cease irrigation

Toll free telephone line inactivated following the

end of the irrigation season

Penalty sent to one water user 100
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PARI lHREE ISSUES AND CONTROVERSIES

Instream flows have became a controversial divisive issue in Washington

during the 1980s As Ecology proceeded to establish increasingly higher

instream flows and new stream closures on a basin by basin basis

prospective outof streamwater users became increasingly concerned

about securing water supplies to meet projected future needs These

users argue that the state s rapid population growth about twice the

national average portends a need for more not fewer options to secure

water for human danestic needs energy industries carrnercial use and

agriculture They are concerned about the higher cost of water and

energy that will result if they are forced to rely on sources other than

natural flows e g storage or ground water They advocate that

Ecology balance the allocation ofrernaining surface waters between

instream and outof stream use

Fisheries tribal recreational and envirorunental interests on the other

hand view Washington s growth and the new demands associated with it as

a threat to imprtant instream uses These interests argue that outof

stream use has historically received more than its fair share of water

without regard to losses of instream values and that the remaining

instream resource should be fully protected fran further impacts They

are concerned that Ecology has prOXsed and adopted instream flows at a

level lowEI than the optimum flow for fish wildlife recreation and

aesthetics They assert that this will eventually result in further

incremental losges of the instream values that a growing population will

need to perpetuate the quality of life that attracts people to the state

in the first place They do not accept the suggestion that a balance be

struck in allocating remaining surface waters between instream and

outof stream uses They assert that historically allocation has been

unbalanced in favor of out of stream use in that growth of these uses

should be met through stringent conservation of existing appropriations

Washington s instream flow statutes contain ambiguities making it

unclear what level of protection should be provided by instream flows
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Use of the words minimum flow ard base flow in the statutes seems to

inply that a relatively low level of flow should be maintained How

ever the statutory objective of such flows is the protection or

preservation
If

of instream resource values 461 With the advent and use

of the Instream Flow Incrarental Method it has becane increasingly
clear that full protection or preservation of fish habitat and by

implication fish populations is not possible if only a relatively low

level of flow is protected fran diversions The use of undefined terms

in the legislation thus creates a difficult paradox It is also is

unclear in the statutes whether Ecology is required to balance among

uses Fcology s interpretation is that the law requires that instream

flows be regarded as a higher priority than future outof stream uses

All existing rights are a higher priority than either new instream flows

established by regulation or future outof stream rights In attempting
to strike a balance in the past it is evident that Eoology has satis

fied neither prospective water users nor fisheries and environmental

interests 47

The state legislature considered but did not pass instream flow

legislation during three recent legislative sessions that would have

addressed these ambiguities 481 491 SOl Several of these bills support

ed by fisheries and envirornnental interests would have required Eoology

to set instream flows at optimum levels for fish and other instream

uses These bills were met with very strong opposition frem agricul

tural municipal and hydropower developnent interests Even a relative

ly innocuous study bill failed to pass the 1986 session 51

I A CCMPREHENC IVE PROGRAM REVIEW

In January 1986 Ecology suspended establislurent of new instream

flow regulations and initiated an indepth administrative review of

its instream flow and surface water allocation program A broad

based advisory camrittee representing the spectrum of water re

source interests was established to assist in the review and to

seek agreanent on recarmendations to Ecology on the course and fonn
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of future surface water planning in the state Due to the divi

siveness of the issues the advisory committee was unable to reach

consensus recrnrnendations although a number of ideas were recan

mended for Ecology s further consideration 52

FarIy in the program review process Ecology decided to prepare a

progranmatic non project environmental impact statenent for the

planning program under the authority of the State Environmental

Policy Act SEPA and its implementing regulations 53 54 The

rationale for this decision was that the SEPA process provides an

excellent vehicle for identifying and evaluating alternatives and

for involving the public in agency decisionmaking An additional

consideration was that canpliance with SEPAwould be necesscuy when

it became time to implement program changes through adoption of

state administrative rules

Ecology published a Draft Envirornnental Impact Statement DEIS for

the program review in February 1987 The DEIS evaluated five

alternative planning approaches including options for instream

flow standards These alternatives are stmmarized in the following

section

A Initial Alternatives

Each of the five conceptional alternatives was based on

different objectives standards and criteria Implementation

of sane of these alternatives could require statutory changes

as well as changes in existing Ecology regulations The

alternatives included 1 continuation of the status quo no

action 2 enphasis on water suwlies for out of stream

developnent 3 emphasis on instream resource protection 4 a

balanced assessment and allocation awroach and 5 an ap

proach emphasizing coordination and consistency with other

resource management plans
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Alternative 1 The no action status quo alternative would

continue the current pre 1986 allocation system and instream

flow protection objectives The present program focuses on

preservation of instream flOlNs to protect no less than 90 per

cent of optimum habitat for fish as indicated by an Instrenm

Flow Incremental Methodology study with instream flows

generally not to exceed the 50 percent exceedance flOlN on a

discharge duration hydrograph Other instream resources are

also informally assessed and factored into this flOlN detenni

nation Under Alternative 1 planning would continue on the

basis of individual water resource inventory areas Consider

ation of future outof stream needs would be minimal and water

conservation would not be emphasized The maximum net bene

fits test required by the Water Resources Act for allocating
water to future uses would not be precisely defined and would

be considered case by case 55

Alternative 2 The outof stream use alternative would

errqi1asize water availability for diversion Instream resourc

eswould be addressed by adopting a survival level of

instream flow predicated on preventing extinction of fish and

other instream resources Maximum net benefits would deter

mine the preferred future uses of water remaining in excess of

existing rights and the survival instream flows Water

conservation measures would be financed by the state

Alternative 3 The instream protection alternativewould

anphasize preservation and enhancement of instream resources

Optimum instream flOlNswould be set based on fisheries needs

and those of other instrearn resources Conservation measures

would be required for new and existing uses of water A

maximum net benefits test which incorporated environmental as

well as socioeconanic criteriawould be developed and applied

only to water allocations for future use in excess of the

optimum instream flow
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Alternative 4 The needs assessment and allocation alterna

tivewould assess and provide for the needs of both instream

and outof stream uses This strategy would emphasize a

three tiered planning approach Statewide policies guide

lines and priorities would be established regional plans

would assess water needs and evaluate use preferences and

basin plans would set instream flows consistent with the

regional plans No use priorities or criteria are included in

the alternative Instream flow levels could vary fran

survival to optimum levels depending on the outcane of region

al and basin planning A statewide conservation program would

be implemented Criteria for applying a maximum net benefits

test would be developed and applied to allocations of water to

future uses including instream flows in excess of the

survival flow level

Alternative 5 The coordinated resource planning alternative

would establish instream flows consistent with the policies

and resource management activities of agencies responsible for

those instream resources This alternativewould focus on

interaction with other agencies planning for fish wildlife

and other instream resources Instream flows would be set at

optimum only when neederl to support other agencies management

plans On streams for which management plans do not require

these levels instream flows could be set as low as the

survival level If at the time an existing instream flow was

under review full beneficial utilization of the instream

flows had not occurred as a result of the management practices

of the responsible resource management agency Ecology could

revise flows downward to as low as survival levels Voluntary

water conservation would be encouraged A maximum net bene

fits test would be developed but would not be applied to

instream flows regardless of the level established

Ecology did not select a preferred alternative in the DEIS

Expected environmental and socioeconanic impacts of the five
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alternatives were evaluated and the DEIS also contains a

detailed analysis of alternatives on specific water resources

issues 56

Approximately seven hundred copies of the DEIS were distribut

ed to interested persons Ecology received a large volume of

public ccmnentary regarding the DEIS alternatives through

seven public hearings and by mail Environmental groups

Indian tribes and fish and wildlife agencies generally sup

ported alternative 2 instream arphasis Water and electri

cal utilities for the most part supported alternative 4 needs

assessment and allocation Agriculture generally preferred

alternative 1 status quo

B Ibe Preferred Alternative

After a careful assessment of the public ccmnents Ecology

decided to publish a proposed preferred alternative as an

intennediate step before publishing a final ElS The proposed

preferred alternative published in November 1987 consists of

a combination of elements taken from several of the original

DEIS alternatives The objective of the proposed preferred

alternative is to protect existing instream resources while

addressing future off stream needs and to pranote conservation

and efficiency of use in the management of state waters Key

elements of this alternative include the following

1 Current levels of instream resources will be maintained

through establishnent of instream flONS providing for

full protection of these resources

2 A strong conservation and efficiency program will be an

integral part of the state s water resources program

3 Both instream and off stream needs will be assessed

through regional or basin plans as appropriate
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4 All reasonable alternatives to establishing new surface

water diversions such as ground water and efficiency

improvements will be assessed before diversions are

approved

5 If approval of a new surface water diversion is necessary

that would be subject to instream flows lower than those

that would provide full protection of existing instream

resources the proponent shall provide acceptable rnitiga

tion for the loss of instream resources

This approach Would incrementally increase the level of

protection for instream values fran future surface water

developnent canpared to the status quo It would attempt to

direct new developrent to groundwater and to increasing the

efficiency of use under existing water rights lVhere no

alternative source were available Ecology could approve a new

surface water diversion with lower instream flows if it found

that overriding considerations of the public interest would

be served 57

Under the preferred al ternative Ecology would develop basin

and regional water resources managanent plans It would be

assisted in this by advisory committees consisting of repre

sentatives of a cross section of water interests in a basin or

region The advisory cannittee would be used to attempt to

seek consensus on a broad range of issues including specific

instream flow levels preferred sources for new water develop

ments and preferred mitigation strategies 58

Two public workshops and ntIDlerous meetings with interested

groups were held in late 1987 to discuss the proposed pre

ferred alternative Ecology has received numerous ccmnent

letters fran a full range of water interests The preferred

alternative is generally supported by environmentalists
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recreation interests tribes and fish and wildlife agencies

Objections have been raised primarily by water supply utili

ties Utilities believe the proposal could result in higher

costs for developnent of new water sources due to the higher

instream flow levels the requirement to exhaust alternatives

before considering new surface water developnent and the

requirement to mitigate for losses of instrearn resources if

new developtent is approved subject to flow that provide less

than full protection

Until February 1988 when legislative action became likely it

was Ecology s intention to refine the preferred alternative

for inclusion in the final EIS After the final EISwas

published Ecology would have begun developnent of a statewide

implarenting regulation This probably would have involved

amendment of an existing outdated regulation that implements

the 1971 Water Resources Act 59

c 1988 Legislative Actions

In February 1988 agricultural and municipal interests were

influential in having a legislative bill introduced that would

block implementation of the preferred alternative pending a

process of mediation among all water interests and a subse

quent legislative review of the fundamental water resources

policies provided in the Water Resources Act of 1971

Environmental and fisheries interests opposed the bill

preferring that Ecology proceed with implementation of the

preferred alternative A canpranise was struck in early March

1988 that changed the process fran one of mediation to

Ufact findint with more direct involvement of a joint select

ccmnittee of legislators he joint select carmittee will

examine the fundamental water resources policies of the state
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review Ecology s irrplanentation efforts and proposals and

will recannend any necessary statutory changes hy the end of

1988

Under the amended bill Ecology is prohibited fran altering

the current guidelines standards and criteria governing the

instream flOw and water allocation program In addition the

bill prohibits Ecology fran adopting any new water supply

reservations for future use and issuing any new permanent

surface water rights These provisions expire after June 30

1989

The bill passed the State House of Representatives unanirrously

and received the strong concurrence of the Senate Governor

Booth Gardner is expected to sign the bill into law Ecology

expects to work closely with the joint select committee in the

fact finding process and subsequent efforts GOI

To help implement the objective of increased efficiency of

water use Fcology draftecl a legislative bill for considera

tion during the 1988 legislative session he bill authorizes

and funds a nine month water use efficiency study for the

state The focal point of the study is to identify incentives

and disincentives in the law that affect the state s ability

to achieve improved efficiency of use The study will result

in reccmnendations to the legislature and the governor for

fostering greater water use efficiency The bill was anended

and passed by both houses of the State Legislature The

Governor is expected to sign the bill into law g
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II CONCLUSIONS

Washington lnstream Resources Protection Program and mre gener

ally its water allocation program face same difficult issues that

have required a reexamination of the statutory foundations of the

program and a redefinition of water planning and ITIanagernent

objectives The central question the state is attempting to answer

is what is its water future to be It has became clear that

further surface water development without full protection of

instream values will incranentaIly reduce those values thus

impacting econanies and life styles wss of instream resources is

a cost that has been traditionally borne by the public at large

On the other hand stricter controls on future water diversions

could rn4ke expensive and environmentally problematic storage more

necessary would transfer developnent pressure to already hard

pressed groundwater resources and could substantially increase the

cost of water for out of streamwater users with those costs

Ultimately borne by consurrers

Ecology s Instream Flow and Water Allocation Program Review began

that needed reexamination What anergedwas an identified need for

better and rocre COlrehensivewater planning at three levels

statewide regional and local Ecology evaluated five alternative

water planning and management strategies published a preferred

alternative and was preparing to make major changes in the program

dlting 1988

As a result of passage of new legislation in 1988 the state

legislature will be undertaking its own examination of these issues

for the remainder of 1988 A separate bill was passed authorizing
a thoraJgh examination of water use efficiency in the state

Changes in the state IS fundamental water resource policies could

occur in 1989 as a result of these efforts
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FOOINOIES

l Robert F Barwin is the supervisor of the Technical Investigations

and Enforcrnent Section Central Regional Office of the Washington

State Department of Ecology Yakima Washington

2 Kenneth Slattery is an Environmental Planner Water Resources

Program Washington State Department of Ecology Olympia washing

ton

1 Steven J Shupe is the President of Shupe Associates and canbines

an engineering and legal backgronnd as a water consultant based in

Santa Fe New Mexico

4 Irrigation is the predominant consumptive use of water in semiarid

eastern Washington about 1 5 million acres while increasing

municipal danestic energy and industrial denand for surface water

is occurring in western Washington

51 Washington State Departments of Ecology Fisheries and Game

Instream Resources Protection Study Report Olympia WA Department

of Fcology January 1986 p 1

E Northwest Power Planning Council 1987 Columbia River Basin Fish

and wildlife Program Portland OR February 1987 p 109

2 Washington State Department of Ecology Columbia River Instream

Resources Protection Program Olympia WA Jnne 1980 p 25

8 I Washington Chapter 90 03 Revised Code of Washington

21 Ralph W Johnson Riparian and Public Rights to Lakes and Streams

Washington Law Review 35 1960 p 586

QI Washington Revised Code of Washington 90 03 290
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l Northwest Power Planning Council 1987 Columbia River Basin Fish

and Wildlife Program p 3

12 Washington Title 75 Revised Code of Washington

13 Washington State Department of Ecology washington s Water Resourc

es Program Eighth Biennial Report to the Legislature 1985 and

1986 Olympia WA January 1987 p 5

141 Washington Chapter 90 22 Revised Code of Washington

15 Washington Chapter 90 54 Revised Code of Washington

16 Washington State Department of Ecology Washington s Water Resourc

es Program Eighth Biennial Report to the Legislature 1985 and

1986 Olympia WA January 1987 p 6 10

11 The Instrearn Flow Incremental t1ethod IFIM was developed by the

u S Fish and Wildlife Service Aquatic Systems Branch in Fort

Collins Colorado It is a method calling for developnent of a

hydraulic roodel of a stream and relating hydraulic conclitions at

various discharge rates to the known habitat preferences for

depth velocity substrate and cover of fish species and

lifestages of interest The result of this analysis is a table or

curve relating a habitat irxiex to discharge for each species and

lifestage

18 Optimun flow is term used by fishery biologists to denote the

peak of a curve relating a fish habitat irxiex to discharge It is a

teDt of convenience that evelved as a shorthand way of saying
II the

discharge that would result in the max amount of available fish

habitat over the range of possible discharges according to an IFIM

stUdy
II
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121 Stream closures are not specifically authorized by statute The

basis of authority clained by Ecology for closing streams is the

State Water Code RCW 90 03 290 wherein it is provided that an

appropriation permit may be denied if itwoold be detrimental to

existing water rights or the public interest On streams that have

been closed Ecology is still ooligated to fully evaluate and

address appropriation applications though they would nonnally be

denied

201 Washington State Departments of Ecology Fisheries and Game

Instream Resources Protection Study Report p 10 11 On several

occasions fisheries agencies and individuals have attempted

independently to obtain appropriative water rights for instream

flows There is also a contention that instream flow rights could

be created by purchasing or condemning off stream water rights and

applying for a change of use Ecolon has opposed these approaches

in the past because 1 by providing a process the Legislature

apparently prefers that instream flows be established by rule

2 the custanary requirement that an storage or diversion works be

installed to establish a water right and 3 the requiranent that a

point of diversion and specific place of use be specified for a

conventional water right

211 AI though EcolCXJY has preferred to set instream flows by adminis

trative rule new water diversion applications continue to condi

tioned for instream flow protection on a caseby case basis in

accordance with the Department
I
s discretionary powers under the

State Water Code and State Fisheries Code This is necessary in

areas of the state not yet addressed by instream regulations

22 Ecology has successfully defended it adopted instream flows in

several court challenges before the state Pollution Control Hear

ings Board
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23 Ecology would not ordinarily require that water be draftL1 fran

storage to benefit instream flows unless flow augmentation was a

specific project purpose

24 Washington Revised Code of Washington 90 03 345 This was passed

as an amendment to clarify the legal status of adopted instream

flows relative to junior water rights

251 Washington Revised Cadeof Washington 90 22 010 and

90 54 020 3 a

26 Washington Revised Code of Washington 90 22 040 This specifical

ly provides that riparian stockwatering is a use for which

instream flows are to be established Single danestic uses are

normally granted for only 0 01 or 0 02 cubic feet per second and

are regarded as having an insignificant effect on strearn flow

1 Washington Revised Code of Washington 90 22 030 and 90 54 900

These statutory provisions provide that existing water rights are

to be unaffected by the establishment of mini1mnn or base flows

28 Washington Chapter 173 545 Washington Administrative Cede and

Standard Operating Procedures for Implrntentation An applicant for

group danestic use or municipal supply may request exemption fran

the instream flows contained in O1apter 173 545 WAC To be consid

ered the request must be in writing and signed by the applicant
ll1e request must include the following a A listing of other

existing sources aM quantities withdrawn by the supplier b The

water supply service area and the number and type of custaners to

be served by the propsed withdrawal c A water conservation plan

outlining means for effecting a significant reduction of water

demand during low flow periods d Alternative sources of water

considered and the analysis perfonred leading to rejecting alterna

tives in favor of the applied for withdrawal and e All other data
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necessary as detennined by the Washington Departnlent of Ecology

to evaluate the merits of the requested exemption

29 Based on SCSwater suWly forecasts for the 1985 irrigation season

Central Region had reason to believe that the Okanogan River and

Methow River would fall below the adopted minimum flows Without

any prior experience the Region did not have a sufficient feeling

for how severe the shortfalls would be or how long the rivers were

likely to remain below minimum flavs Over a period of less than

two weeks during late July Okanogan River flows fell fran more

than 2 000 cfs to below 700 cfs The adopted minimum flow for the

Okanogan River during late July is approximately 800 cfs The

Hethow River fell in a similar fashion during the same two week

period

30 The method of obtaining river flow inforrnution for the 1985 season

was to utilize a Hayes modem with the IPM PC XT carputer to dial a

rennte access number for the CROOMS system Once into the CROHMS

system portions of the data file with river stage data for the

Okanogan Methow and Wenatchee Riverswere captured and placed into

a disk file on the IPM PC XT The stage data was then converted to

river discharge utilizing the USGS rating curves for the partiCUlar

stations of interest TELEMARK installations were available at two

gaging stations The installations allow determination of the

river stage by direct dialing to a telephone at the gaging station

and by counting the number of beeps transmitted over the phone to

determine the river stage This provided a useful backup to stage

data obtained over the CROHMS system when a failure was a result of

the same problem with the telemetry system The TELEMARK installa

tions allowed monitoring on a frequent basis providing the region

with stage data sufficient to observe even minor trends in river

flow

31 The USGS installed the mananeter even though Ecology was providing

no funding at that time for the Pateros gaging station
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32 Washington Chapter 90 14 Revised Code of washington Approximate

ly 165 000 water right claims were received during the five year

period statewide No determination or judgrrents were made by the

Departinent when these claim formswere sulrnitted They were simply

stamped with a nunber if carplete and filed in the State s Water

Claims Registry While these claims do not constitute prima facie

evidence of the existence of a right it does require the Depart

roont of Ecology when attempting sane type of enforcanent action

to make an administrative judgmant as to the extent and validity of

that particular water right claim

21 United States District Court for Eastern Washington Louis Crowder

Er OX Fn ALv tnEnt of Ecology No C 85 650 RJM 1985 The

Eastern District Coort s order affected three different classes of

water users Class A were the four water users who brought the

class action suit Class B consists of all property owners

within the reservation boundaries who withdraw water frctn or

contiguous to the Okanogan River who are successors in interest to

former Indian allotments and who were acted agaihst by Ecology

Class e is ccmprised of all property OWI1erswithin the reseIVa

tioh boundaries withdrawing water fran or contiguoos to the

Okanogan River who are successors in interest to Indian allottees

who had not been specifically acted against by ootice or other

enforcement action of EcolCXJY

he order granted the plaintiff s motion for preliminary injunction
and required Ecology to contact each of the Class A and B water

users to advise than that they may have a water right above and

beyond that granted under state law If water was put to benefi

cial use at the t1rrte the land passed frQll Indian ownership to

non Indian ownership or was put to use with reasonable diligence

thereafter and the right had not been forfeited or relinquished

the water user was instructed to contact Ecology Field inspec

tions were then conducted to verify the water users statement and

a title history was obtained fram the Portland Office of the Bureau

of Indian Affairs Prior to attempting any enforcement action for
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mininun flON conditions on pennits held by Class A and B water

users Ecology was required to file with the court a report setting

forth the water use history and property title history

li Washington Revised Code of Washington 90 14 071

35 Washington Revised Ccrle of Washington 90 14 044 This 1985

amendatory act authorized the acceptance of a petition for certifi

cation of claims filed during the period beginning on July 28 1985

and ending on September 1 1985

36 Washington Chapter 43 21B Revised Code of Washington created

the Environmental Hearings Office Pollution Control Hearings Board

to hear appeals of all Ecology decisions and orders The Hearings

Board consists of three members one of which shall be an attorney

engaged in the legal profession at the time of appointnEnt The

board is appointed by the Governor with the advice and consent of

the Senate

37 Washington Pollution Control Hearings Board Wenatchee Chiwawa

Irrigation District v Deparbnent of Ecology PCHB No 85 215

38 It is noteloOrthy in this case that the Deparbnent did not have to

make a showing of specific damages as a result of this individual s

diversion practices The Superior Court found that by the adoption

of the Okanogan River Basin Plan in 1976 it had met its require

ments for establishing the benefits of those minimum flows adopted

as a part of the basin plan The court inplied that if there were

benefits associated with the miniImml flows there were damages

associated with violation of the water right conditions when

minimum flows were not met

39 Geostationary Orbital Environmental Satellite GJES The satel

Iite is owned by the National Oceanic and AtJrospheric Administra

tion NOAA National Envirornnental Satellite Service NESS

Individual transmitters are owned by the USGS and the cooperating
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agencies The USGS owns and operates the ground station and

canputer system required to capture transmitted data and make it

available to the cooperating agencies

QI The local newspapers radio stations and television stations have

shovn consistent interest in the semiroonthly advisory letters

The IlEJWspapers and radio stations ccmnonly call the regional office

to conduct an interview far a print article or later on air broad

cast The only television station broadcasting to the North

Central Washinrton area is located in Wenatchee Taped television

interviews are more difficult than taped radio interviews because

it is necessary to schedule a meeting time and place in the

Wenatchee area which is two hours distant fran Yakima During

1987 approximately 10 newspaper 10 radio and three television

interviews pertaining to Ecology
I
s miniJmJm flow program were

conducted by Central Region staff The television station has also

interviewed several of the regulated water users to present their

perspectives

41 The message is updated every afternoon between 4 and 5 PM primarily

for the conveniEJ1ce of the water user When the disparity between

actual river flows and the minimum flows is large and the trends

are pcuallel or div@rgent instroctionswill be given for three

days if necessary to cover a weekend or holiday

W The meetings at Okanogan for the Okanogan River and wisp for

the Methow River are typically attended by 50 to 60 people of

which 50 are water users with minimum flow provisioned water

rights This type of meeting was also held in Leavenworth for the

Wenatchee River in 1986 with an attendance of 15 to 20 people

None of the individuals attending the Leavenworth meeting were

water users with minimum flow provisioned rights instead they

were people not directly affected who were concerned about minimum

flows far the wenatchee River Because there are only eight water

users subject to Wenatchee River minimum flows and none attended
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the 1986 meeting in Leavenworth a decision was made not to conduct

a public meeting in Leavenworth during 1987

43 Washington Chapter 43 27A Revised Code of Washington

44 Field books were prepared to assist Ecology staff when conducting

canpliance inspections The loose leaf binders contain copies of

7 5 minute USGS quad sheets with the point s of diversion for each

water right identified A page for each right describes the

instantaneous and annual quantities of the right legal descrir

tions of the point of diversion and place of use pump and distri

bution system descriptions directions to the pump a narrative

description of the place of use and photographs of the diversion

facilities The books provide sufficient information for the

carpliance inspectors to be conversant with the water user about

the water right and provide the basis for providing confident

on the spot instructions to the water users to obtain canpliance

with the mininnnn flow provisions on the pennit

45 Washington State Department of Ecology Guidelines For Enforcarent

1985

461 Washington Revised COde of Washington 90 22 010 and 90 54 020

3 a

47 I Washington State Departments of Ecology Fisheries and Game

Instream Resources Protection Study Report p 11

481 Washington State Senate Senate Bill No 4664 1984

49 Washington State House of Representatives House Bill No 1633

1984

501 Washington State House of Representatives House Bill No 757

1985
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511 Washington State House of Representatives SUbstitute House Bill

No 223 1985

Janet Chalupnik Report of the Instream Flow and Water Allocation

Advisory Ccmnittee to the Washington State Department of Ecology

Olympia WA Depart1nent of Ecology Decanber 1986

21 Washinqton Chapter 43 21C Revised Code of washington

21 Washington Chapter 197 11 Washington Adninistrative Code Section

442 provides guidance on preparing of a non project enviromnental

impact statement

21 Washinqton Revised Code of Washington 90 54 020 2

561 Washinton State Department of Ecology Instream Resources and

Water Allocation Proqrarn Review Draft Environmental Inpact State

ment Olympia WA February 1987

57 Washington Revised Code of Washington 90 54 020 3 a This

section allows Ecology to waive instream flow conditions adopted

under this statute Ecology would develop administrative rules to

guide the consideration of such waivera

58 Washington State Department of Ecology Preferred Alternative

Instream Resources and Water Allocation Program Review Olympia

WA Novanber 1987

59 Washington Chapter 173 500 Washington Administrative Code

Washinqton State Senate Senate Bill 6724 Water Resources Policy

Olympia WA March 1988

Washington State House of Representatives House Bill 1594 Water

Use Efficiency Stuiy Olympia WA March 1988
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WYOMING S NEW INSTREAM FLOW LAW

Gordon W Fassett

ABSTRACl In early 1986 the State of Wyoming enacted an

instream flow law This marks the first time that Wyoming wateD

laws have offered a process of appropriation and protection to

instream f ow uses The legislation was a product of OVer ten

years of debate and compromise with all interests claiming some

victory Presented is a discussion of the major provisions of

the Act the protections offered to other appropriators anq the

in place user and possible limitations on the instream flo

permit The complex and seemingly cumbersome interagency

appropriation process is also briefly reviewed

INTRODUc rION

In March of 1986 the State of Wyoming enacted an instream

flow law This was the culminating legislative action on this

issue that began with serious interest and debate in 1972 This

new bill makes available the legal protections offered by the

State s water right permit and regulation systems to in tream

flow purposes

The legislation is considered a genuine product of education

and compromise among the varied and conflicting interests

State Engineer State of Wyoming Herschler Building Cheyenne
Wyoming 82002 307 777 7354
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involved The agricultural municipal wildlife environmental

and state regulatory views were heard molded balanced and

modified into the enacted language Only practical experience

legislative change and court actions will all test the new law in

the years ahead These comments are presented to review the key

provisions of the Act and to discuss the anticipated

implementation of the law within Wyoming s regulatory framework

BACKGROUND DISCUSSION

Although debate interest and activity regarding the

instream flow issue began in 1972 serious legislative action in

response to differing public pressures began in 1979 Between

1979 and 1985 19 instream flow bills were introduced and failed

for one reason or another due to plain stubborness organized

opposition and misunderstandings Initially involvement by the

Wyoming State Engineer s Office was one of opposition As the

debates continued with many hours of work the process evolved

into a learning and creative experience Early proposals were

not adequately blended into the existing body of water law and

administrative procedures However all players involved were

educating themselves of the issues and possible resolutions

Many of the legislative stumbling blocks preventing passage

of a comprehensive bill were differences of understanding the

instream flow problems and needs Some authors of specific

language supported the concept of instream flow releases from

reservoir facilities Others lobbied for a more comprehensive
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approach to authorize appropriations for instream flow on a

direct in stream flow basis for releases from reservoirs and

under certain conditions from conversion of existing rights to

instream flow uses While the Legislature seemed firmly

stalemated over these differing strategies work and effort

continued during the interim periods to create a compromise bill

Many early misunderstandings were based on the lack of

knowledge of the existing water laws and the related legal and

technical efforts needed to combine the new instream flow use

requirements with the historic consumptive uses provided under

the law for almost 100 years Through continued hard work and

compromise the present law was framed in mid 1985 and modified

slightly prior to passage early in 1986 The Act successfully

fit the instream flow appropriation process and newly expanded

beneficial use concept into the existing water rights system

under the prior appropriation doctrine used in Wyoming while

providing protections to other appropriators from potential

injury as a result of instream flows

Beginning several years before the final 1986 enactment a

citizen s group Citizens Committee for Instream Flow sponsored

by Wyoming Wildlife Federation began an initiative drive to

place a 1983 version of a similar instream flow bill on the

ballot They collected over 32 000 signatures by 1985 more than

the required number to place the issue before the voters during

the 1986 General Election During the 1985 and 1986 legislative

sessions the existence of the ballot bill the first initiative
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ballot issue of its kind in Wyoming was a continuing reminder

that if the Legislature did not enact a substantially similar

bill the initiative process would go forward The Citizens

Committee representatives supported although not fUlly endorsed

the final co promise language during the 1986 session This

enacted legislation was subsequently found by the Wyoming

Attorney General to be substantially similar as amended in final

form and the initiative bill was accordingly dropped from the

1986 ballot

The law as discussed below is perhaps more complex than

would be necessary and seemingly difficult to manage However

this complexity was derived from the years of growth and

meaningful desire to address the concerns and fears of the

public The Legislation codified as Wyoming statutes 41 3 1001

through 1014 1986 is supported by the State Engineer and

attached to this commentary in full text for reference The

State is currently orchestrating the careful implementation of

this new law by ll state agencies that were specifically

provided certain respOnSibilities

OVERVIEW OF WYOMING S lNSTREAM FLOW LAW

The new statutes include 14 sections some with subsections

making it one of the more complex State instream flow laws As

mentioned this new law has not been tested through pragmatic

experience or legal action however those delegated authority

are worki g hard to evaluate the interagency procedures and

4



thoughtfully pursue the initial appropriations expected sometime

in the fall of 1986 As a result this comment will reflect

this author s research and understanding of the legislative

intent and desired guidance for the process without specific

hands on working experience with the statutory plan

Beneficial Use

The heart of the law is provided in the first section W S

41 3 1001 where storage of water for a recreational pool or

release for instream flows are declared a beneficial use In

addition the law states that all unappropriated flowing waters

within streams are subject to appropriation for instream uses and

also declared a beneficial use of the state s waters The

storage flows are authorized to provide the minimum flow

necessary to establish or maintain new or existing fisheries The

direct in stream flows must be the minimum flow necessary to

maintain or improve existing fisheries

This

agencies

provides specific guidance to the

regarding the collection of data

minimum flow necessary determination

language

involved

state

and

forinformation for a

either the establishment maintenance or improvement of a

fishery While allowing all types of desired fisheries the

language provides some assurance to other appropriators that the

amounts flowing in these streams during times of regulation

should be the minimum amount necessary to protect a fishery and

not a subjective or idealized frow requirement Certainly no
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other type of in place uses would be permitted under this

language such as fo aesthetics or wildlife values

with this definitional beginning simply stated the

remaining sections of the law present limitations procedural

steps and responsibilities and guidance to all involved with the

new appropriation concept and process Many of these sections

will be briefly and Summarily touched upon below

stream Segments

Instream flows are only to be granted for specific stream

segments or reaches W S 41 3 1002 The mini um amount

required for the instream flow purpose must also be specified

Although a number of alternative maximum segment lenghths were

presented in the le9i81at ve debates the language proVided

allows the desired flexibility to review each application on its

own merits The law specifically provides that waters after

passing through the segment are available for reappropriation

and use

OwnerShip

Wyoming s lnstream Flow taw specifically states that only

the State Of wyoming can own an instream flow water right W S

41 3 1002 e SinCe Wyoming s Constitution says that the water

of all natural str ams and lakes within the State are declared

the property Of the State it seems logical that the State should

own the instream flow right This provision also lessens the
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concern of existing diverters that anti development interests or

radical environmental organizations would acquire and appropriate

all available waters of the state and cause shortages for the

future

Acquisition and Transfer

As mentioned previously Wyoming s Instream Flow Law allows

appropriation of water either on a direct in stream flow basis

or for the storage and release of water for instream flow

purposes In addition specific authority under w s 41 3 1007

is given the State to acquire existing water rights by voluntary

transfer or gift for the purpose of instream flow uses Upon

receipt of such rights the state must then change the use of the

right in accordance with applicable state law Such changes

from a consumptive to an instream use would in conformance with

State statutes be limited to the historic amount consumed and

must not interfere or impair the value of existing water rights

Other related issues concerning the period of use location of

use the historic return flow characteristics and possible

effects on other appropriators would all be considered routinely

by the State Board of Control in these type of changes in use

proceedings Transfers o this nature are typically guided by

the no injury to other appropriators concept and will also

consider the potential effect upon Wyoming s allocated water

protected by various river basin compacts and U s Supreme Court

decrees

7



Change in use proceedings can be time consuming and costly

and in some cases may be of little benefit in providing the

desired streamflows depending on the specific factual

circumstances Although this type of change in use under the

instream flow law was strenuously debated the protections

offered to appropriators under the existing water laws and Board

of Control procedures are adequate and should provide firm

assurance to all users that their rights will not be harmed under

such conditions

Condemnation and Litigation

To emphasize the voluntary nature of the acquisition

authority granted under W S 41 3 1007 discussed above the law

succinctly denies any power of condemnation to the state Game and

Fish Commission for the purchase of existing rights for instream

flow purposes W S 41 3 1009 This section of the Act also

contains language regarding protections to existing water rights

against any diminishment of the value of their property

interests Likewise the Legislature in a subsequent section of

the law provided an appropriator the ability to obtain all costs

of litigation from the holder of an instream flow right if they

prove in District Court that their right to use water has been

impaired or diminished as a result of the instream flow right

W S 41 3 1010 Procedurally such an action would most likely

be initiated before the state Engineer or state Board of Control

and upon appeal reach the District Courts Without benefit of
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detailed legal analysis this seemingly direct language in

combination with case law may be subject to further

interpretation and court testing On its face though this

section would act as a deterrent within the process against an

unreasonable quantification request for instream flows and may

also create water right regulation problems in the future

Abandonment

Wyoming law also prohibits the beneficiary of instream flow

rights to file for abandonment against another appropriator W S

41 3 1011 Companion language further limits the instream flow

right holder the ability to acquire a right for the purpose of

providing instream flows through the process of abandonment

Since under other State law the state Engineer also has the

authority to initiate an abandonment proceeding on his own this

language would certainly preclude such an action in an effort to

establish an instream flow right The prohibition wording for

filing abandonments was included to alleviate concerns against

wholesale or basinwide actions brought by the instream flow

appropriator once established in order to improve their relative

priority position on a stream This section by implication

also recognizes the fact that an instream flow right would be

difficult to abandon based on proof of non use for five

successive years as provided in State law

9



Right of Way

Through the years of debate another concern expressed by

riparian landowners was potential conflicts over the right of

ingress or egress through private property to streams and rivers

with instream flow rights The Legislature responded through

wording derived from the 1983 initiative bill clarifying that no

such rights of way can be construed from the new law Ranchers

and other private landowners along streambanks obtained assurance

that the presence of an instream flow right is not

accompanied by an easement to cross their private land W S 41

3 1012 Specific provisions in the law also assure

landowners that the power of eminent domain will not be used by

the state to acquire access across private land to certain stream

segments with flow rights Early discussions with the state Game

and Fish Commission indicate that this was certainly never their

intent in support of new legislation and have presented a list

of their initial candidate stream segments and selection

criteria The priority list of streams for appropriation

considers the present existence of public access as a determining

factor in the Game and Fish Commission s selection process

Interstate Compacts and Decrees

Repeatedly conCern and fears were raised by some opponents

of instream flows that downstream states would reap the benefits

of Wyoming s new law by making use of the extra streamflows that

may be forced to leave the state under the guise of an instream
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flow right above those allocated by interstate compact and u s

Supreme Court Decree to the other states In response and after

much debate and discussion the compromise bill and enacted law

provides three and perhaps in a practical sense four

overlapping subsections containing protections against these

fears Specific language in the law offers a clear reading of

the Legislature s intent and provides guidance to the State

Engineer concerning the relation of the new law and Wyoming s

ability to fully utilize waters allocated to the State

Section 41 3 1014 of the law succinctly provides that no

provision of the entire instream flow Act can be construed to

limit Wyoming s right to appropriate and beneficially use the

waters preserved for the state s use under interstate compact or

court decree The far majority of all waters arising within the

State s boundaries flow from the State under allocations set by

compact or decree Aside from the North Platte River drainage

most river basins are not yet fully appropriated within Wyoming

resulting in streamflows to downstream states in excess of

requirements These surplus flows in many regions are used by

the heavy consumptive users in the downstream states

particularly within the Colorado River drainage As Wyoming s

population industrial and agricultural growth continues and

water demands increase these surplus flows will diminish

requiring firm water right regulation To allow continued

consumptive uses in the future without constraint by instream
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flows the above limitation on an instream flow right must be

considered

An additional subsection of the law provides direct

authority to the state Engineer to refute an appropriation for

instream flow use where such a right would be considered or

accounted as a part of Wyoming s allocated share of compacted or

decreed waters tW S 41 3 1006 g Although similar in meaning

to the previous section this language affirms the state s intent

to hold open all opportunities for the consumptive beneficial use

of the apportioned water for the future

Asa further protection relating to this issue a companion

subsection W S 41 3 1006 h was enacted This portion of the

law supplements the previous language specifying a limitation on

the amount of water appropriated for instream flow within each

river basin This limit was set as an amount of appropriated

water that results in no more water leaving the state than is

allocated under interstate compact or U S Supreme Court Decree

for use in downstream states outside of Wyoming This language

may not present a serious limitation upon the state in the early

years of implementation however unnecessary restrictions in

appropriations may arise in the future Consider an example

where the headwater streams in mountainous regions of the state

may have water available for appropriation for instream flows

After flowing through the designated stream segment the water is

then subject to further prior appropriation before returning to

the stream and leaving the State This language may
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unnecessarily limit the amount of in place flow rights in the

upper reaches of the basin to meet a prescribed level of compact

flow requirement when in a practical sense the same waters are

currently used and reused several times prior to crossing the

state boundary However in the spirit of compromise this

limitation was added and will be the subject of further

commentary with continued implementation

Relating to this same issue is another section of the law

providing for the appropriation of instream flow waters for other

beneficial uses within certain specified reaches of streams in

the state The river segment locations delineated in W S 41 3

1002 d include each one mile length of river directly upstream

of the State s boundary or in some cases the one mile river

segment upstream of the larger reservoirs which straddle the

State Line on the Big Horn Green and Snake Rivers Also

included for further appropriations are one mile length reaches

above the point where any stream in the drainage joins the

mainstem of the North Platte River This language would

essentially prohibit any designated instream flow segment from

touching the State Line between Wyoming and a downstream state

This too supports the concept of allowing the maximum beneficial

consumptive use of the state s waters and prohibits the granting

of an instream flow right where surplus water is sent

unnecessarily out of the state without benefit of further use
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estimate the minimum flows necessary identify stream segments

and flow rates to be appropriated and report this information to

the Wyoming Water Development Commission and the Water Division

of the Economic Development and Stabilization Board EDSB The

EDSB will file applications with the State Engineer for

appropriation of natural flow in the identified stream segment

The Water Development Commission will analyze whether natural

flow is available for instream flow purposes whether storage is

required or a combination thereof The water storage for

instream flow purposes can be included in another water

development project and pursued through the Water Development

Commission s own analytical procedures and the related

legislative authorization process provided in state law The

storage water right obtained for instream flow purposes from the

state Engineer can be a part of the Water Development

Commission s project right or a separate application for a permit

to construct a reservoir including the new instream flow uses

The priority date for instream flow rights like all other

water rights in Wyoming is established on the date the

application for permit is received in the State Engineer s

Office The state Engineer cannot issue a permit for an instream

flow use until completion of the Water Development Commission s

hydrologic and feasibility report conducting his own studies as

may be necessary to determine water availability potential

injury to appropriators or analysis of compact allocations and
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completion of the mandated public hearing The state Engineer

may condition the instream flow permit to require a future review

of the continuation of the permit the need for measuring devices

or other limitations as may be necessary Lastly in partial

conformance with the concept that construction of works is a

needed feature of a Wyoming water right the legislation provides

that it shall be deemed that for direct flow appropriations

commencement and completion of construction of work and

application of water to beneficial use are completed 30 days

after the permit is granted Adjudication will not be completed

for three years later

CONCLUSION

The years of debate over instream flows in Wyoming came to

an end in early 1986 This new law brought change and modified

theories and interpretation of nearly 100 year old concepts that

were embeded thro ghout the evolution of Wyoming water laws The

new recognition of instream flow purposes was a needed change to

protect values important to Wyoming citizens now and in the

future The state Engineer s Office supports these new concepts

and is committed to work with legislative guidance and for the

implementation of this law alongside all other laws affecting

water and its use

With all the experienced ups and downs and fears and hopes

the compromise approach achieved a result and took the step that

was needed Further debate and perhaps polarization of the
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genuine interests through the initiative process was avoided by

the legislative action and those provided authority and

responsibility must now move ahead for successful implementation

and modification as may be necessary
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CHAPTER 76

Original House Bill No 209

INSTREAM FLOW

AN ACT to create V S 41 3 1001 through 41 3 1014 relatinlr to water for instream flow
purposes declarinjstorage of water for recreation purposes or the release of instream
flows to establish or maintain fisheries to be a beneficial use providing waters
appropriated for instream flows may be sold or transferred under certain conditions

providinjfor identification of areas of critical need providinlr for study of feasibility of
supplying instream flows from existing or new storage facilities authorizing construc
tion of measuring devices requiring a report and recommendations to the legislature
authorizing delegation of authority providing for direct flow appropriations if water
storage is not feasible providing for acquisition of existing rights providing the holder of
instream flow rights may call for rejulation under certain conditions providing
limitations on appropriations for instream flow purposes and providing for an effective
date

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Wyoming

Section 1 W S 41 3 1001 through 41 3 1014 are created to read

ARTICLE 10

INSTREAM FLOWS

41 3 1001 Waters stored for instream flows a beneficial use of
water natural stream flows allowed for instream flows

a The storage of water in any drainage in Wyoming for the purpose
of providing a recreational pool or the release of water for instream flows
to establish or maintain new or existing fisheries is a beneficial use of
water subject to normal stream loss

b Unappropriated water flowing in any stream or drainage in
Wyoming may be appropriated for instream flows to maintain or

improve existing fisheries and declared a beneficial use of water on a
case by case basis by the state engineer if such use does not impair or

diminish the rights of any other appropriator in Wyoming
c Waters used for the purpose of providing instream flows under

subsection a of this section shall be the minimum flow necessary to
establish or maintain fisheries

d Waters used for the purpose of providing instrearn flows under
subsection b of this section shall be the minimum flow necessary to
maintain or improve existing fisheries
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41 3 1002 Instream flows to be by stream segment waters for
instream flows may be sold transferred or otherwise conveyed
under certain restrictions ownership restricted

a All waters used for the purpose of providing instream flows shall
be applied only to that segment of the stream for which they are granted
The stream segment and the determination of a minimum amount of
water required for instream flow purposes shall be defined specifically

b After waters allowed for instream flows have passed through the
specific stream segment all rights to those instream flow waters are

relinquished and the water shall be available for reappropriation
diversion and beneficial use

c Storage water appropriated for the purpose of providing instream
flows in specified stream segments or existing water rights which are

converted to instream flow under provisions ofW S 41 3 1007 of this act

may later be sold transferred or otherwise conveyed to any other
purpose pursuant to the requirements of W S 41 3 104 except that the
board of control shall require that an advertised public hearing be held

d Any person may divert and appropriate as provided by law
instream flow waters for any beneficial use other than for instream flows
at the following places

i Within one 1 mile upstream from any point where the
instream flows cross the Wyoming state line

ii Within one 1 mile upstream from any point where the
instream flows enter the main stem of the North Platte River

iii Within one 1 mile upstream from any point where the
instream flows enter the Big Hom Lake

iv Within one 1 mile upstream from any point where the
instream flows enter the Flaming Gorge Reservoir

v Within one 1 mile upstream from any point where the
instream flows enter the Palisades Reservoir

e No person other than the state of Wyoming shall own any
instream flow water right

41 3 1003 Game and fish commiSSIOn construction of

measuring devices recommendations permits
a The game and fish commission shall construct any measuring

device the state engineer considers necessary for the auministration of
an instream flow right

b The state game and fish commission may report to the water

development commission annually those specific segments of stream
which the game and fish commission considers to have the most critical
need for instream flows The game and fish commission shall identify the
points on the stream at which the need for instream flows begins and
ends the time of year when the flows are most critical and a detailed
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description of the minimum amount of water necessary to provide
adequate instream flows

c The division of water development within the economic develop
ment and stabilization board shall file applications in the name of the
state of Wyoming for permits to appropriate water for instream flows in
those segments of stream recommended by the game and fish commis
sion The state engineer shall not grant any permits to apprCpriate or

store water for instream flows prior to the completion of the study
provided by W S 41 3 1004 or prior to thi hearing required by W S
41 3 1006

41 3 1004 Water development commission to determine stor

age feasibility report to the game and fish commission and the

legislature delegation of authority

a Immediately after permits have been applied for under W S
41 3 1003 c the water development commission shall determine the

feasibility of providing instream flows for the recommended segments of
streams from unappropriated direct flows or from existing storage
facilities or from new facilities The feasibility study shall include a

determination of water necessary to naintain or improve existing
fisheries for water rights under W S 41 3 1001 b or of water necessary
to provide fisheries for water rights under W S 41 3 1001a The
feasibility study shall also include the availability of storage sites the
estimated cost of providing any required storage and such other findings
and conclusions as the water development commission deems appropri
ate

b The water development commission shall make a report to the
game and fish commission and the legislature outlining their findings

c The water development commission may delegate its authority
under W S 41 3 1003 through 41 3 1006 to the division of water

development within the economic development and stabilization board
for particular stream segments

41 3 1005 Approval of storage project If the water development
commission determines that storage of water to provide instream flows is
feasible and in the interest of the state of Wyoming it shall request
authority from the legislature to proceed with the design and construc

tion of storage facilities and the storage of sufficient water for such

purposes The costs of the project may be shared with other water users

benefiting therefrom or paid solely from funds appropriated from the
water development account or otherwise as the legislature directs

41 3 1006 Appropriation of unappropriated waters for direct
instream flows

a Any application for a permit to appropriate direct flow waters for
the purpose of providing instreamflows shall be by stream segment as

defined in W S 41 3 1002
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b If the water develapment cammission under W S 41 3 1004
determines that storage of water for the purpase of praviding instream
flows is not feasible but that appropriation of direct flaw water appears
feasible the state engineer shall act on applications for permits to
appropriate water filed under W S 41 3 1003 c in the name of the state
of Wyoming

el Subsequent to submission of an application far an instream flaw
apprapriatian the game and fish commission shall conduct relevant
studies an the proposal

d The applicant for an instream flow water right shall publish a
notice of the applicatian and hearing in a newspaper of general
circulation in the area near the proposed reservair site or stream
segment ance each week for at least two 2 consecutive weeks prior to
the hearing pravided by subsectian Ie af this section which natice shall
briefly describe the applicatian

e Priar to granting ar denying the application the state engineer
shall conduct any studies as are deemed necessary to evaluate the
propased instream flow and the necessary amount of water to maintain
existing fisheries and shall hald a public hearing At the public hearing
the game and fish cammission shall present its studies and any other
interested parties shall present views on the proposed instream flow
appropriation The state engineer may place a condition an the permit if
f ne is granted requiring a review of the continuation af the permit as an
instream flow apprapriatian

f If an applicatian far an instream flaw appropriatian is approved bythe state engineer it shall be deemed that work has been commenced
lnd campleted and beneficial use made thirty 30 days after the date af
approval for purposes af W S 41 4 506 and praof af apprapriatian shall
not be submitted until three 3 years thereafter

gJ The state engineer shall nat issue an instream flaw permit where
the instream flow right would be included as a portion af the
consumptive share af water allocated to the state of Wyaming under any
mterstate compact ar United States supreme caurt decree

ihl The amount afwater apprapriated far instream flow in each river
hasin in Wyaming shall nat result in mare water leaving the state than
he amaunt of water that is allacated by interstate campact ar United
tates supreme caurt decree far dawnstream uses autside af Wyoming
n a loo7 Acquisition of existing rights for instream flow

purposes

I a I The state of Wyoming may acquire any existing water rights in
treams of Wyoming by transfer ar gift far the purpase of providingn tream flaws pravided that a change in use af the right acquired shall
p in accordance with W S 41 3 104 Any right acquired and changedhall be in the name of the state of Wyoming and shall be administered

the state engineer and the board of cantrol who shaH insure that theJ of water for instream flows shall not interfere with existing water
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rights or impair the value of such rights or related property The
gam

and fish commission shall act as a petitioner in a petition forchangl lr

use under this section

b Any such water rights acquired and changed shall be limited to ct

specified stream segment by the board of control with priority date
intact

41 3 1008 Holder of instream flow rights may call for regula
tion of streams if injury to fisheries can be shown

a The game and fish commission shall report to the water division
within the economic development and stabilization board the need to

regulate a stream to protect the priority of an instream flow right The

report shall include information establishing present or future damage
to the fishery if the stream is not regulated The division of water

development on the next working day shall submit the report to the
state engineer and call for stream regulation The state engineer shall
not regulate the stream to protect the instream flow right

i Unless present or future injury to the fishery has been shown

ii If the call for regulation is a futile call or

iii If the call for regulation will impair senior water rights

41 3 1009 Statement regarding condemnation and impairment
of existing water rights This act does not grant nor shall it operate or

be so construed to grant the power of condemnation to the game and fish

department for acquisition of existing water rights for the purpose of

providing instream flows nor shall it operate or be so construed as to

impair or diminish the value of or divest existing water rights

41 3 1010 Litigation costs If any other appropriator in a drainage
where waters are allowed for instream flows proves in district court that

his right to use appropriated waters has been impaired or diminished by
the allowance for instream flows the costs of litigation including
reasonable attorney fees shall be borne by the holder of the instream

flow right

41 3 1011 Abandonment No right to water for the purposes of

providing instream flow may be acquired through the process of

abandonment nor shall any beneficiary of instream flow rights granted
under this act be qualified under W S 41 3 401 and 41 3 402 to file for

abandonment

41 3 1012 Ingress and egress Nothing in this act shall grant nor

shall it be construed to grant the right of ingress or egress through or

upon private property to reach streams where instream flows are

maintained nor shall it operate or be so construed as to grant any right
of eminent domain to acquire the right of ingress or egress through
private property to any waters so maintained
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41 3 1013 Condemnation Notwithstanding W S 1 26 505 a city
or town may condemn any portion of a water right authorized and
acquired under this act for municipal water purposes in the manner

provided by law

41 3 1014 Interstate compact and United States supreme court
decree Nothing in this act shall be construed to supersede impair or

abrogate the right of the state of Wyoming to fully utilize and
appropriate to consumptive beneficial use those quantities of water
allocated to the state of Wyoming by interstate compact or United States
supreme court decree

Section 2 This act is effective June 11 1986

Approved March 18 1986

CHAPTER 77

Original Senate File No 89

INSURANCE PREMIUM TAX CREDIT OPTION

AN ACT to amend WB 15 5 202Ibl 26 4 104 bv creatIng a new uhsection Id and 35 9 604
relating to insurance premium tax revising the method of deducting that portIOn of the
premIUm tax distributed to firemen s pen lOn funds authorizing Insurer credit a alnst
the premium tax based on investments in WyomIng prohibning duplicate credits for the
same investment specifying Investment conditions and providing for an effective date

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the Slale of Wyoming
Section 1 W S 15 5 202 bl 26 4 104 by creating a new subsection

el and 35 9 604 are amended to read

15 5 202 Pension account creation purpose administration
appropriation gifts etc investment firemen s contingeney ac

count abolished monies to be transferred

b Fifty percent 501lc of the gross annual tax levied upon the fire
insurance premiums paid to insurance companies for fire insurance
within the state as provided by W S 26 4 103 is appropriated for the use
and benefit oC the account The sum specified shall be calculated before
giving effect to any premium tax credits which may otherwise be
provided by law The state treasurer upon payment to him of the
amount as calculated under this subsection by the insurance commis
sioner shall credit that amount to the account

26 4 104 Premium tax reduced tax based on Wyoming invest
ments

c Any insurer may receive a credit against the tax liability under
W S 26 4 103 bl subject to the following conditions
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il Any insurer may receive a credit of one dollar 1 00 for e e

five dollars 5 001 invested in Wyoming investments meeting t

requirements of subsection bl of this section and which shall first iJ
approved as allowable investments for purposes of credit under th
subsection by the economic development and stabilization board i
accordance with rules and regulations the board adopts

ii Investments shall be made not later than December 31 in am

year in order for credit to be allowed against taxes due becausl 0
premiums written during that calendar year

iii The maximum annual credit allowable for an insurer und
this subsection shall not exceed twenty five percent 25 of its net ta
otherwise due under this code

iv Credit shall be allowed onlv once on anv investment in am

given security and only on the original issue of the security
v No credit shall be allowed for an investment under thi

subsection if credit is allowed for that same in estment under subsection
a of this section and if credit is allowed for an investment under thiS

subsection no other credit shall be allowed under this section for that
same investment and

viI The retaliatory provisions of W S 26 3 130 do not apply to

investments and credits authorized under this subsection

35 9 604 Transfer of tax on fire insurance premiums into
account On or about the first day of June of each year the state

treasurer shall transfer from the general fund a sum equal to the
amount offorty percent 4011 of the gross annual tax levied upon the fire
insurance premiums paid to insurance companies for tire insurance in

the state of Wyoming for the then current fiscal year as provided by
W S 26 4 103 The sum specified shall be calculated before giving effect
to any premium tax credits which may otherwise be provided by law

Section 2 This act is effective immediately upon completion of all
acts necessary for a bill to become law as provided by Article 4 Section 8
of the Wyoming Constitution

Approved March 18 1986

CHAPTER 78

Original Senate File No 62

COUNTY ASSESSOR QUALIFICATIONS

AN ACT to amend V S 18 3 201 relatmg to qualifications of the county assessor

requiring educatIOn training and cert1fkauon for all property tax appraisers prOViding
a definitIOn providing penalties and provldmg for an effective dale
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Be It Enacted by the Legislature o the State of Wyoming
Section 1 W S 18 3 201 is amended to read

18 3 201 Qualifications certification and education
a There shall be elected in each county a county assessor as

provided by the Wyoming Election Code of 1973 as amended who shallbe a qualified elector and own real property in the county in which he iselected

b The state board of equalization after consultation with thepresident of the county assessor s association shall

i Establish implement and maintain a system of education and
training for all property tax appraisers

ij Establish standards and criteria for certification and

iii Provide a temporary and permanent certification programbased on education relevant experience or examination

c As used in this section property tax appraiser means anyemployee of the state or any county including elected county assessorswho makes valuation judgments used as a basis for ad valorem taxation
d No individual shall perform the duties or exercise the authority of

a property tax appraiser unless the person is certified by the state boardof equalization No certificate shall be issued to any individual who has
not demonstrated to the state board of equalization that the individual is
competent to perform the necessary work or administer the necessaryoperation of an assessor s office An individual may serve as countyassessor without certification for one 1 elected term and the remainderof any unexpired term to which appointed Individuals occupying the
position of county assessor as of the effective date of this act shall bedeemed certified until January 1 1991

e The director of the ad valorem tax division under the direction ofthe state board of equalization shall provide for examination of
applicants for certificates and shall conduct or sponsor in service or preentry training programs on the technical legal and administrative
aspects of the appraisal and assessment process For this purpose thedirector may cooperate with educational institutions and regional state
or national appraisal and assessing organizations and shall receive theadvice of the president of the county assessor s association to developtraining programs

f The director upon appropriation by the legislature shall alsoprovide for the costs of obtaining and presenting schools including butt limited to normal costs of tuition books and instructor expensestne direct expenses related to students such as travel housing andmeals while attending the schools shall be the direct responsibility ofeach respective entity

Section 2 This act is effective June 11 1986

Approved March 18 1986
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